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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The United States emerged from World War II as the richest large 
nation on earth. Many countries long isolated from others continued to 
live in abject poverty, but they had become aware of a better life and 
were anxious to claim their share. To the challenge of the demanding 
multitudes all over the globe the United States responded with a series 
of aid measures. One of these was designed to feed the hungry with the 
surplus grown in the United States. This law was passed in 1954, and 
has been in operation long enough to permit a study of its impact. 
Since its enactment in 1954, the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act, known as P. L. 480, has attracted research and con-
troversy. Most studies have traced its impact on the economies of~re-
cipient countries individually or in groupso Some have been descrip-
tive studies of the lawvs effect on the commercial exports of the 
United States' competitors. Others have related the law to aspects of 
the United States' economy,1 such as foreign policy and new markets for 
1For example, Willard W. Cochrane proposed in 1959 a combined sur-
plus disposal and domestic supply control program for agricultural pro-
ducts. For full detail see his article, "Farm Technology, Foreign Sur-
plus Disposal and Domestic Supply Control," JFE, XLI, No. 5 (1959), 
885-99. See also Elmer L. Menzie, et al., Policy for United States 
Agricultural Export Surplus Disposal, Technical Bulletin No. 150 
(Tucson: The University of Arizona Agricultural E,cperiment Station, 
1962); and George Dietz, "Developing Foreign Markets Through Local 
Currency Projects," JFE, XXXIX., No. 5 (1957), 1529-37. 
1 
2 
United States agricultural products. Aggregate analyses of the impact 
of P. L. 480 on the economies of the less developed countries (LDCs) 
are fe~, even though P. L. 480 is of a global nature. In spite of all 
the attention given to the food problem of the LDCs, and the contribu-
tion of United States food aid in alleviating part of that problem, no 
study has tried to measure the real extent of that contribution. 
Aggregate studies have been disregarded because the law was considered 
only a temporary measure for disposing of agricultural surpluses, to be 
extended periodically by the Congress. In addition, comparable, suffi-
cient, and reliable statistical information is difficult to obtain from 
the less developed countries. 
Objective 
This study will attempt to discover the aggregate impact of 
P. L. 480 on the less developed countries. Has the law permitting 
these food shipments made any measurable difference to the recipients? 
If so, is it possible to reach conclusions about the magnitude and im-
portance of the role played by the law? Reaching the objective of this 
study will mean finding answers to the following questions: 
1) What was the impact of P. Lo 480 sales on the commercial food grain 
trade of the less developed countries? 
2) What was the contribution of P. L. 480 shipments to food grain con-
sumption in the less developed countries? 
3) What was the effect of P. L. 480 programs on food grain production 
in the less developed countries? 
These questions will be treated separately, although they are inevita-
bly related. For example, while P. Lo 480 might have stimulated food 
grain consumption, did it at the same time depress domestic production 
3 
or foreign commercial trade patterns for these grains? 
P. L. 480 does not operate in the LDCs alone, but these countries 
have long been its major concerno The magnitude of P. L. 480 sales to 
these countries has raised controversy about the impact on their econo-
mies. Food grains are important to this study because from the start, 
food grains have been the bulk of all P. L. 480 shipments. Al.so, food 
grains are prominent in the diet of the LDCs. 
The first question, or what may be called the 11P. L. 480 trade ef-
fect", covers the conditions under which P. L. 480 sales to the LDCs 
may have been a substitute for, or an addition to, their foreign com-
mercial food grain imports; the answer to this question may also help 
determine whether P. L. 480 shipments have provided new markets for, 
and hence increased commercial exports of, United States food grains. 
The second question deals with the 11P. L. 480 consumption effect"? 
or "welfare effect", and the objective is to find out by how much, how, 
and which regions of the LDCs have been favored by the law's massive 
food grain shipments. Finding P. Lo 480's contribution to the LDCs 1 
total level of food grain consumption can shed some light on the law's 
response to their increasing food needs 7 which result primarily from 
population and per capita income increaseso It is not intended, how-
ever, to provide normative statements that the law's consumption effect 
is large or small, nor to 13,uggest an "optimum" level of contribution. 
The third question concentrates on where, how, and under what 
conditions P. L. 480 might be used to promote an increase in food grain 
production in the less developed countries. This may be called the 
11P. Lo 480 production effect." 
4 
Review of Literature 
For the reasons mentioned above, most studies of Po L. 480 have 
dealt with its impact on the economies of individual recipients or 
groups of recipients. The relationship of P. L. 480 commodities to 
economic development, trade, prices, and consumption has been the sub-
ject of research done on, among others, India, Turkey, Israel, Colombia, 
Pakistan, Korea, Brazil, Greece, and Egypto Most of these were general 
studies and emphasized the lawvs importance for the economic develop-
2 ment of the country under studyo These studies, however, allow no 
aggregate statement of impact on the LDCs, because the impact differed 
from one economy to another, and in some cases conflicting conclusions 
emerged about the law's .effects on these recipientso S. R. Sen wrote 
that Indian commercial imports"• •• have not been lower than normal in 
spite of. o .large imports under P. L. 480 ..... .,n3 But. Alfred Kahn, 
writing on Israel, found Title I of the Act to be"• •• at the expense 
of normal commercial sales, rather than going to satisfy incremental 
demands generated by the program itself .. "4 
Frank D. Barlow and Susan Ao Libbin investigated in detail the 
economic effects of food aid to Turkey, Greece, Spain, Colombia, Israel, 
and India, emphasizing Title I of the Act. Their results were generally 
positive. For example, food aid berre1'i.itad:l almost all sectors of the 
2A bibliography of these studies on individual recipients is given 
in Appendix E, P• 1680 
311 Irnpact and Implications of Foreign Surplus Disposal on Underdevel-
oped Economies -The Indian Perspective," ~, XLII, No. 5 (1960), 1035 .. 
411Agricultural Aid and Economic Development: The. Case of Israel," 
QJE, LXXVI, No. 4 (1962), 590. 
Israeli economy, and in India allowed the government to continue its 
overall development projects. Greece, Spain, and Turkey had reached 
stages of growth at which the availability of food aid stimulated fur-
ther growth. For all except India, Title I commodities allowed greater 
flexibility in planning the use of agricultural resources. Most of the 
six countries adopted measures such as price support programs to reduce 
food aid impact on prices of domestically produced farm products. 5 
Aggregate studies of the P. L. 480 impact on economic aspects of 
the LDCs taken together can be divided into theoretical and descriptive 
studies, and empirical studieso Some early7 general work tried to re-
late surplus disposal (or P. L. 480 in particular) to different econom-
ic phenomena in recipient countries, especially the LDCs. In 1954 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
drafted principles for foreign surplus disposal, with the goal of in-
creasing the recipients' consumption of surplus commodities without 
either causing world prices of these products to fall, or producing 
11 vharmful interference with normal patterns of production and inter-
national trade.' 116 Concessional. commodities should promote increased 
consumption, consumption which would not otherwise have taken placeo7 
5Food Aid ~ Agricultural Development (Washington, D. C.: U. s., 
Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Foreign 51 7 1969). 
6united Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, Food Aid and 
other Forms of Utilization of Agricultural Surpluses: ! Review of 
Programs, Principles. and Consultations (Commodity Policy Studies, 
No. 15), 1964, P• 170 
7D. A. FitzGerald, Operational and Administrative Problems of Food 
Aid (Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 
World Food Program Studies, No. 4), 1965, p .. 7. 
6 
These principles failed in practice because of disputes over the defi~ · .. 
nition of "normal patterns of production and trade." 
In 1954-1955 the FAO did a pilot study of the uses of agricultural 
surpluses to finance economic development in the LDCs without competing 
with domestic production or usual import sales of the recipient coun-
tries. India was chosen for this study, which concluded that the goal 
could be achieved when 1) the recipient is putting forth the maximum 
effort at development without the surpluses (acquisition of surpluses 
thus making possible further development), and when 2) consumption in-
8 creases to the full extent of the surpluses added to the supply. 
Numerous studies followed which tried to evaluate P. Lo 480 in 
terms of the FAO principles. 9 In 1958 John Ho Davis concluded that the 
law has succeeded in moving surpluses out of the United States and in 
boosting consumption in some of the LDCs 1 but that it has been less 
than successful in assisting recipients' economic development 9 reducing 
their need for United States dollar aid, and stimulating United States 
export markets. 10 Mordecai Ezekiel recommended further studies to ob-
tain concrete results about using surplus food to finance economic de-
velopmento He stressed that present evidence 1 while inconclusive, 
suggests that under favorable conditions and good adrninistration 1 food 
8vo M. Dandekar, The Demand £2£. Food. and Conditions Governing 
Food Aid During Development (Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations, World Food Program Studies, No. 1), 1965 1 p. 250 
9For example 1 see Jo Richter, "Agricultural Surpluses for Economic 
Development," JPEi LX.IVP No. 1 (1956), 69-730 See also seminars and 
discussions on the "Impact and Implications of Foreign Surplus Disposal 
on Underdeveloped Economies," JFE 1 ,XLII 1 No. 5 (1960), 1019-83. 
1011surplus Disposal as a Tool for World Development - Objectives 
and Accomplishments," JFE, XL, Noo·5 (1958), 1484-96. 
11 aid may produce positive results. 
7 
The following year, Ali Ahmed Attiga defined the conditions under 
which United States surplus food might be used as a source of capital 
formation in the LDCs without disrupting either world agricultural 
trade patterns or domestic agricultural production and prices in the 
countries in questiono 12 Al.so in 1959 9 Robert M. Stern concluded that 
it seems "o o .likely that other food exporting countries have been 
displaced to some degree as a consequence of United States surplus dis-
posal efforts, in particular those under Po Lo 480o"l3 He suggested 
further examination of the effect of these programs on competing ex-
porters and the underdeveloped countrieso Deena Khatkhate argued~ in 
1962, that surplus disposal in the LDCs did not affect agricultural. 
production adverselyo 14 Franklin Fishervs work in 1963 presented a 
theoretical framework for the impact of food surplus disposal on recip-
ients• agricultural productiono His conclusions were based on theoret-
ical answers to the questions 1) How large and serious a discouragement 
to domestic agriculture is the importation of foreign food surpluses? 
11"Apparent Results in Using Surplus Food for Financing Economic 
Development," JFE, XL, Noo 4 (1958) 9 9230 
12Qpportunities and Problems of Using United States Food to In-
crease Capital Formation in Underdeveloped Countries, Agricultural Eco-
nomics Pamphlet No. 103 (Brookings: South Dakota State College Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, 1959). 
l3"The Regional Pattern of World Food Imports and Exports," Welt-
wirtschaftliches Archiv 9 Band 83, Heft 2 (1959), po 2660 
l4"Some Notes on the Real Effects of Foreign Surplus Disposal in 
Underdeveloped Economies," QJE, LXXVI, No. 2 (1962), 186-960 See also 
comments on Khatkhate 0 s article by Christopher Beringer and Walter Po 
Falcon, QJE, LXXVII, Noo 2 (1963), 317-26; and by Mahmood Khan, QJE, 
LXXVIII~ Noo 2 (1964), 348-49. 
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and 2) Given the type of expenditures for economic development to which 
the receipts from surplus food sales are devoted, by how much do such 
expenditures offset any negative effect of the surplus by (directly or 
indirectly) encouraging development of domestic agriculture?15 
In the late 19609 s the question of comprehensive studies of 
Po Lo 480 aroseo In 1967 Harry Johnson asked whether the damage done 
to the LDCs 9 export earnings was greater or less than the benefits de-
rived from the surpluses received.., No study in response to this ques-
tion has yet appearedo 16 This study will attempt to begin answering 
the question 9 limiting itself to food grain trade 9 consumption 9 and 
production effects in the LDCso Similarly9 Earl Oo Heady and John Fo 
Timmons admit that there are"., .. ono quantitat,ive studies which re-
fleet the global outcome over donor, recipient 9 and t,hird countries of 
our aid - a necessary level of measurements if we are to know the net 
effects .. 1117 
There have been no systematic empirical studies of Po Lo 480 trade, 
consumption, or production effects in the LDCso However, reference to 
these effects appears in studies done by the United States Department 
of Agriculture and the FAOo The USDA, estimating future world demand 
for wheat, food grains 9 and total grainsv refers briefly to the impact 
l511A Theoretical Analysis of the Impact of' Food Surplus Disposal 
on Agricultural Production in Recipient Countri.es, 11 JFE, X.LV 7 No .. 4 
(1963) v 863-750 
16Economic Policies Toward Less Developed Countries (2d edo; 
New York~ Frederick Ao Praeger, 1968), po 920 
17110bjectives, Achievements, and Hazards of the Uo Se Food Aid and 
Agricultural Development Programs in Relation to Domestic Policyf" in 
Alternatives for Balancing World Food Production~ Needs (Ames: The 
Iowa State University Press, 1967~ .. 192 .. 
9 
of concessional sales of surplus products on this demand • .An FAO study 
on world grain consumption from1955-1956 to 1963-1964 indicates that 
in developing countries 11 0 o oalmost half of the increase in the food 
use of grains was due to higher consumption of wheatp which was made 
possible mainly through larger imper.ts of this grain on special termsJ118 
In 1969 9 however, Per .Andersen tried empirically to measure the 
extent to which food aid (Po Lo 480) substituted for commercial food 
imports of twelve recipient countries from 1964 through 19660 This was 
only a part of the major objectives of his study, which were to 
o o oestimate the value of food aid to recipient countries 
relative to other types of aid, the cost to donor countries 
~~:i,pg the opportunity cost principle, and the efficiency of 
food aid relative to other types of ai~9in obtaining eco-
nomic progress in recipient countrieso 
.Andersen's study was based mainly on data obtained through a mail sur-
vey conducted during 1967-1968. Questionnaires were sent to 441 per-
sons, representing fourteen Po Le 480 recipients (developed and less 
developed, as defined by this study), who were considered to be "knowl-
edgeable on economic development and external economic assistance pro-
grams and needso" With a 2c;fo resp:onse, his statistical analysis con-
eluded that"• o .during the period 1964-66, each bushel of wheat ex-
ported under Po Lo 480 reduced the quantity of wheat imported commer-
cially by the aid recipient by about two-fifths of a bushel." Then he 
18United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, "Trends and 
Patterns in World Grain Con~umption 9 11 .Monthly Bulletin of.Agricultural 
Economics and Statistics, XIV, Nao 10 (1965), 130 
1911The Role of Food, Feed, and Fiber in Foreign Economic Assis-
tance: Value, Cost, and Efficiency" (unpublished PhoD .. dissertation, 
Oklahoma State University, 1969), po 1580 
10 
used the estimate for wheat again to establish estimates for food, 
feed, and fiber also. 
This study differs from Andersen's in methodology and objectives, 
and should provide different results, because here the less developed 
countries are taken together, only food grains are considered, P.L. 480 
consumption and production effects are examined along with the trade 
effect, and the base period of investigation is different. 
In summary, the need for this study is based on these factors: 
1) An aggregate study of the impact of P. L. 480 on the LDCs, with 
special reference to their food problems, is called for to supplement 
the widely disparate existing studies on individual countries. 
2) Evaluation of the effects of P. L. 480 shipments on the level of 
food grain consumption in the LDCs requires judgment on whether these 
shipments were added to domestic food grain supplies, replaced other 
food grain aid, or displaced commercial food grain imports. 
3) There has been no systematic empirical study of P. L. 480 1 s trade 
effect on food grains in the LDCs; most existing work has been colored 
by value judgment.20 This study accepts the responsibility for such an 
empirical inquiry. 
20John Pincus wrote, in Trade, Aid and Development: The Rich and 
Poor Nations (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 325: 
There is no way of dumping more than $1 billion worth of 
free food on the world market each year without affecting 
trade and prices. P. L. 480 wheat and flour marketings 
alone amount to as much as one-fourth of world trade 
annually •••• It is clear that some P. L. 480 exports 
substitute ••• Northern exports, mainly grains. However, 
we have as yet no good basis for estimating how much these 




P. L. 480 Trade Effect 
~ lh order to find out whether the LDCs have imported commerciaJ.J.y 
more or less than their expected level of commercial food grain imports 
(had P. Lo 480 not been enacted), an annual average of their projected 
level of commercial imports of food grains for 1954-1956 and 1959-1961 
will be calculatedo The first period represents the early years of the 
law, when its interest in the LDCs was not yet a priorityo The LDCsg 
share in wheat and flour shipments in 1954/55, for example, was only 
28%, but had grown to 40'/o by 1955/56 (see Appendix :u.) o For total 
grains these percentages were 25% and 28%. In the second period, the 
law's programs were more fully underway, and concentrated on the LDCs 
by exporting to them over 80'/o of P. L. 480 wheat and flour in fiscal 
1959 and fiscal 19610 This percentage was over 70'/o for total grains. 
During both periods the international prices of grains remained 
relatively stableo Studying these periods, then, will allow a wider 
investigation of Po Lo 480's effects, as they are observed at two 
different stages of the law's operation. 
Regression analysis will be used to determine the projected 
levels, using 1951-1953 as the base periodo In all three periods, an 
average of three years will be preferable to single years for avoiding 
problems of short-run fluctuation and cumulative effect in the esti-
mates. One of the following four alternatives will emerge: 
A) P. L. 480 as a perfect substitute for commercial imports: 
their actual total food 
when projected commercial food grain imports ~grain imports (includ-
., ing Po L. 480 shipments) 
12 
B) P. L. 480 as a perfect supplement to commercial imports: 
their actual total 
h · t d "al f d . . t (food grain imports wen proJec e commerci oo grain imper s by the full amount 
of P. L. 480 sales 
C) P. L. 480 as part substitute and part supplement to commercial 
imports: their actual total food 
h · t d "al f d · · t J grain imports by less w en proJec e commerci .. oo · grain imper s, than the full amount 
of P. L. 480 sales 
D) P. L~ 480 as neutral to commercial imports: 
when concessional sales under the law do not occur. 
Estimates will be drawn for the LDCs' expected commercial imports 
of food grains from 1) the United States, 2) other free developed coun-
tries, 3) the LDCs themselves, and 4) all sources taken together. 
These estimates will be helpful in indicating how much of the commer-
cial imports from these sources has been substituted or supplemented by 
P. L. 480 shipments. 
P. L. 480 Consumption (Welfare) Effect 
Food grain consumption in the less developed countries is based on 
domestic production mainly 7 and so P. L. 480 should not be expected to 
contribute these countries I total food grain consumption. Nevertheless, 
the share of P. L. 480 food grain shipments as a percentage of the 
LDCs• total consumption of these commodities will be calculated for 
each of the two periods under study7 and will be referred to as the 
law's consumption (welfare) effect in these countries. Although many 
generalizations are offered - some by the law itself - about the 
contribution of P.· L~ 480 to world hunger in general and food grain 
shortages in particular, little effort has been made to measure this 
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contribution on an aggregate basis with emphasis on the LDCs. An esti-. 
mate of the P. L. 480 food grain consumption effect in the LDCs is not 
intended to provide normative statements on how large or small the ef-
fect should be, but rather to measure the extent of the contribution of 
this massive surplus aid program to overcoming the LDCs 1 food shortage. 
In addition, an estimate for the LDCs• income elasticities of food 
grain consumption before and after the enactment of the law will allow 
general statements such as whet.her or not these countries• food grain 
consumption, during the law's operation, responded differently to 
income from that of the base period before its enactment. Comparing 
these income elasticities is important because of the fact that the law 
hoped to stimulate the recipients' food consumption. 
P,, L. 480 Production Effect 
Many studies on P. L. 480 have focused on the law's impact on eco-
nomic development in general, and production in particular, in the 
recipient countries. Various measures - land reform, improved seeds 
and fertilizers, agricultural education and research, easy credit, 
irrigation and marketing facilities - have been used in the LDCs to 
expand agricultural production, including that of food grains. Rather 
than simply repeat established findings, this descriptive part df the 
study will correlate the experiences of the LDCs in light of their 
P. L. 480 purchases, and try to reach general conclusions on where, 
how, and under what conditions P. L. 480 may have been used to contri-
bute to an increase in food grain production in theseccountries. 
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Source of Data 
The statistical information about the LDCs• food grain production, 
acreage, exports, imports, and economic variables such as per capita 
income and population, are compiled mainly from publications of the 
UN (United Nations), FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations), USDA (United States Department of Agriculture), and 
the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation.and Development). 
Definitions, and Organization of the Study 
In this study, Po L .. 480 will be understood as a short name for 
the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act as amended since 
its enactment in 1954., 
The term J;J)Cs (Less Developed Countries) will follow the United 
Nations classification to cover all the countries of non-communist Asia 
(except Japan)p Latin America, and Africa (except the Union of South 
Africa). The LDCs will be subdivided into nine regions to facilitate 
investigation of the three P. L. 480 effects. These three entire con-
tinents will be referred to collectively as the less developed conti-
nentsp or regions, of the world for the purpose of making general 
historical statements. 
For the purposes of this study, food grains are those grains or 
grain equivalents (prepared products which include grains, such as 
rolled wheat and cornmeal) which are intended for human consumption.21 
The term food grains thus includes wheat, wheat flour, rice 7 corn7 rye, . 
21Similar to the United Nations Standard '.rnternational Trade 
Classification scheme for cereals (SIT.C). 
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barley, sorghum, millet, and oats. This definition tries to avoid the 
arbitrary distinction between "food grains" and .'~feed grains." Wheat, 
for example, is .used to make bran which is used for feed. And some of 
the so-called feed grains - corn, barley, and oats - are commonly used 
for food in the less developed countries. Yellow corn, for example, is 
a traditional food staple in rural areas of Egypto 22 
The next chapter will outline the less developed countries' eco-
nomic conditions before the enactment of P. L. 480, with emphasis on 
food grains. An examination of the factors affecting the LDCs 1 demand 7 
supply, and foreign trade of these products will provide the background 
for Chapter III, which will discuss P. L. 480 v s magnitude and histori- · 
cal development, and their relationship to these countries. 
Chapters IV, V, and VI are reserved for P. L. 480's trade, consumption, 
and production effects respectively. The study will be summarized and 
concluded in Chapter VII. A series of appendixes will record data and 
information too detailed for extensive inclusion in the body of the 
dissertationo 
22Haven D. Umstott, Public Law 6&Q and other Economic Assistance 
to United Arab Republic (Eg.yot) (Washington, D. C.: U. So 7 Department 
of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Foreign 83, 1964), po 25. 
CHAPTER II 
THE LESS DEVELOPED. COUNTRIES BEFOREP. L. 480: 
EMPHASIS ON FOOD GRAINS 
Any anticipated contribution of Po L. 480 to the economies of the 
less developed countries depends upon their need for the commodities 
supplied by the law. It thus becomes important to find out the key 
variables affecting these countries 2 capacity to meet their own growing 
need for food, a result primarily of population and income growth. 
The poverty problems of the less developed countries are compli-
cated, and related to many economic, social, political, and cultural 
factors. This chapter will present a statistical and historical eco-
nomic background of these countries' poverty before P. L. 480, 
restricting its scope to those problems and issues which were connected 
with their food grain trade, consumption, and production. It will 
offer answers to questions on the degree of the LDCs 2 self-sufficiency, 
on their imports and exports, and on the effect of their increasing 
population and income on their demand for the products in question. 
Finding these answers will mean analyzing factors such as production, 
land area, yield, international trade, and agricultural policies toward 
food grains in the LDCs. These economic factors will be examined under 
three general headings: the LDCs• food problem in the 1950's; a supply 
and demand approach to the LDCs 1 food problem; and the LDCs 1 food 
problem in relation to foreign trade. 
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The Food Problem in the LDCs in the 1950's 
World attention has been focused on the problems of underdevelop-
ment only since World War II. L. J. Zimmerman offered a succinct 
explanation for the emergence of world consciousness at this particular 
moment in history: 
In the period preceding 1830 - i.e., during the classical 
epoch - economists wrote nothing but Inquiries into the 
Nature and Causes of the Misery of Nations. During the cen-
tury between 1830 and 1930, the belief in economic progress 
was so great that it was postulated instead of analyzed in 
economic theory. The third period, World War I, and espe-
cially the World Crisis of the 1930's, meant the end of the 
belief in an unbridled economic progress. After World War II 
economists as well as politicians began to realize that 
practically everything that had been said in the past about 
economic progress referred to Western countries alone.1 
Gunnar Myrdal has explained the same outcome from a more humanis-
tic point of view. Hw saw World War II as a "shaking of the founda-
tions", a destruction of established power structures, one of which was 
.the British Empire. Suddenly millions of subject peoples were released 
from colonial and despotic dominationi and the new nationalism which 
emerged was marked not only by a demand for liberty, but by a demand 
for equal opportunity with other peoples. All wanted economic as well 
as political development. 2 The Cold War, another consequence of World 
War II, created an international division into two camps, each domi-
nated by one of the superpowers. The adherents of both camps eagerly 
court the favor and political support of the emerging new nations 
1Poor Lands 2 Rich Lands: The Widening Gap (New York: Random 
House, 1965), PP• 5-6. 
2Rich Lands and Poor (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1957), p. 7. 
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through the most attractive means; they offer developing nations, on 
easy terms, grants or donations of capital to help finance development 
and the achievement of other nationalistic aspirations.3 
The LDCs share some common development problems? although they 
differ among themselves in many other respectso Universally, per capi-
ta incomes are low, social overhead capital is limited, illiteracy is 
higho Most of the populations live by agriculture or some other form 
of primary production; creative bu~iness and government administrators 
are lacking; cultural conditioning affects development negatively; the 
nations depend on the export of primary products for foreign exchangeo 
Of all these issues,4 the food problem has attracted the most 
attention, perhaps because the lack of an adequate diet in these coun-
tries symbolizes most poignantly their universal poverty. It has been 
referred to as a real example of the Malthusian race between population 
growth and food productiono In the 19601 s, many economists recommended, 
as a solution,control of the LDCs• population, increased food produc-
tion in both developed and less developed countries, and promotion of 
food aid f:rom the developed countries to those less developedo Malthus 
himself, over 150 years ago, recommended only population check as a 
remedy to world food problems; he generally discouraged giving the poor 
charity, because in doing so, "'o o .the same produce must be divided 
among a greater number, and consequently a day 9 s labour will purchase a 
3Harry Johnson, The World Economy at the Crossroads (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1965), po 720 
4others are balanced versus unbalanced growth, trade versus aid, 
political instability, investment criteria, import substitution, the 
precond..ttions to take-off, population, and industrializationo 
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smaller quantity of provisions, and the poor therefore in general will 
be more distressed.'"5 
This study does not extend itself to include the treatment of non-
grain f oo.ds, such as meat, eggs, fats and oils, milk products, and 
sugar; grains are the major food stuffs in the LDCs, and the main 
source of proteino Grains may be safely considered an indicator, if 
incomplete, of the food problem of these countries. In Cochrane's 
words: "Food and grains are almost synonymous to those dealing with 
6 the world food problema 11 
The Food Problem: A Demand and Supply Approach 
Unreliable statistics make it impossible to estimate accurately 
the extent of the world food problem, or the number of persons suffering 
from hunger and malnutrition. But with or without numerical measure-
ments, there is no doubt that the suffering is widespread and t~at the 
sufferers are numerous .. 
The food problem of the less developed countries can be expressed 
as a supply of food grains insufficient to meet their increasing demand 
for these products. Domestic production of food grains, however inade-
quate, is the principal source of grains in the less developed coun-
tries; this section will discuss domestic production (Tables I and II), 
followed by an explanation of the determinants of their demand for the 
5From Population~ The First Essay, quoted in Contemporary Econom-
ic Problems and Issues, by Thomas J. Hailstones, Bernard L. Martin, and 
Frank Mastrianna (2d ed.; Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Com-
pany, 1970), P• 485. 
6The World Food Problem: A Guardedly Optimistic View (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1969), p. 50. 
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products in question, and finally an examination of their food grain 
imports, which attempt to fill the gap between domestic production and 
demand. 
Table I shows that between 1934-1938 and 1948-1952 world grain 
production increased gfo, from 651 million tons to 710 million tons. 
Wheat and maize, followed by rice, were by far the largest grain crops 
in that period.? Both developed and less developed regions contributed 
to this increase, but at widely different rates. The less developed 
regions 1 grain production increased by only 6% in that period7 as com-
pared with 12% for the developed regions, much of it owing to Africa, 
since Asia showed only a 5% increase and Latin America none. North 
America and Oceania are responsible for the expanded grain production 
of the developed regions; the damage of World War II caused Western 
Europe a slight drop in grain production, and reduced the Soviet Bloc's 
share of world grain production from 23% in 1934-1938 to 19fo in 1948-
1952. By comparison, North America expanded its share in world grain 
production from 17% to 24% in these same periods.8 Of the less devel-
oped regions, Asia is the principal producer of grain, producing about 
4C1/o of the worlda.s grain in 1934-1938, 38% in 1948-19520 Latin America 
and Africa taken together produced only 9fo for both periods. 
7F. C. Schlomer, "Developments in World Grain Production by Type 
of Grain and Region, 1951-57, and Outlook," Monthly Bulletin of Agri-
cultural Economics and Statistics, VIII, No. 3 (1959), 13. 
8rn fact, the United States' share in world production of wheat, 
corn, oats, barley, rye, rice, and all grains was 15.7%, 55%, 30.7%, 
10.5%, 1.4%, 1.3%, and 20.4% respectively in average 1950-1954. See 
U. s., Department of Agriculture, Prospects for Foreign Trade in Wheat 2 
Rice, Feed Grains, Dry Peas, Dry Beans, Seeds. Hops (Washington, D. C.: 
Foreign Agriculture Service, 1961), p. 3. 
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The modest improvement in grain production in the less developed 
regions loses its impressiveness when per capita grain production is 
considered (Table II). These regions produced 224 kilograms of food 
grains per person in 1934-1938, less than half the portion of the devel-
oped regionso Production fell to only 192 kilograms in 1948-1952, a 
drop of 14% (25% for Latin America alone). The developed regions 
achieved a 6% increase 9 a spectacular 31% in North America aloneo The 
gap between per capita grain production in the developed and less devel-
oped regions has widened from 246 kilograms in 1934-1938 to 305 kilo-
grams in 1948-1952, reflecting the lattervs rapid population growtho 
Grain area (Table I) increased by 18% in the less developed regions 
between 1934-1938 and 1948-1952, which was not enough to prevent a drop 
in per capita grain area from 0.48 acres in 1934-1938 to Oo46 acres in 
1948-19520 These figures are roughly half the per capita grain area in 
the developed regions (Table II). During these same periods grain area 
was cut by 29 million acres in the developed regions with the exception 
of North America, which showed a slight increase in grain area. There-
fore, even though their total grain area has been expanded, the less 
developed regions 9 per capita grain area has declined because of their 
population growtho Per capita grain area in the developed regions has 
been reduced because of both population growth and reduction in total 
grain area. 
North America alone has expanded grain yields per acre by 49% 
between 1934-1938 and 1948-1952. This increase was 34% for Oceania 9 
12% for the developed regions taken together. In the less developed 
regions as a whole, on the other hand, yield per acre has declined by 
lo% in the same period. 
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TABLE I 
WORLD GRAIN PRODUCTION, A.REA, AND YIELD PER ACRE HARVESTED 
BY REnIONS, AVERAGES 1934-1938 AND 1948-19.52 
Production Area 
Yield per Acre 
Region ·Harvested 
1934-38 1948-52 1934-38 1948-.52 
mi lionmetric ~on, - - i ograms -
Less Develo;eed 
Latin America 31 31 67 'j 69 461 450 
Africa 26 32 97 111 265 287 
Asia 260 272 511 616 .508 441 
Total 317 335 67.5 796 468 420 
Dev~loped 
.North America 109 169 245 257. 443 6.59 
. Western Europe 67 6.5 105 96 638 676 
Oceania 5 7 16 15 331 444 
" E. Europe & USSR 153 134 357 326 429 408 
Total 334 -37.5 723 694 462 .538 
World 651 710 1,398 1,490 46.5 475 
- - - Indices 19 = 100 - - .. 
Less Develo;eed 
Latin America 100 100 100 103 100 98' 
Africa 100 123 100 114 100 108 
Asia 100 105 100 121 100 87 
Total 100 106( 100 118 100 90 
Developed 
North America 100 155 100 105 100 149 
Western Europe 100 97 100 91 100 106 
Oceania 100 140 100 94 100 134 
E. Europe & USSR 100 88 100 91 100 95 
Total 100 112 100 96 100 116 
World 100 109 100 107 100 102 
Source: Lester R. Brown, l'.:.<in, Land, !!!£. ~ Looking A!)east at 
World .E2.2£. ~ (Washinfton, D. C.: U. S., Department of Ag:rieui:' 




PER CAPITA GRAIN OUTPUT, AND ARFA, BY RmIONS, 
.AVERAGFS 19'.34-1938 .AND 1948-1952 . 
Region 
Less Develo:eed 
Latin America . 2.54 190 .55 .42 
.Africa 158 161 .59 .56 
A,sia 231 19? .45 .4.5 
Total 224 192 .48 .46 
Developed 
North .America ?68 ·1,006 1.73 1.53 
Western Europe 24? 2'.34 .39 .35 
Oceania 455 538 1.45 1.1.5 
E. Europe & USSR 533 453 1.24 1.10 
Total 470 49? 1.02 .92 
World 307 284 .66 .60 
= 100 - - • 
Less Developed 
Latin America 100 75 
Africa 100 102 
Asia 100 85 
Total 100 86 
Developed 
North .America 100' 131 
Western Europe 100 95 
Oceania 100 118 
E. Europe & USSR 100 85 
. Total 100 106 
World . 100 93 
Source·: Brown, ?-i:an, Land,!!!£~. PP•. 52, 55. 
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The low productivity in food grains can also be attributed to other. 
factors besides the limited cultivated land. 9 In many densely popu-
lated LDCs, marginal product of labor in agriculture - the abundant 
factor of production - was low, and declined from 1934-1938 to 1948-
1952 because labor was assisted by only very limited capital inputs such 
as fertilizer, irrigation facilities, pesticid~s, improved seeds, agri-
cultural research, and mechanizationo Fertilizer consumption has been 
low and stable in the less developed regions (two kilograms of chemical 
fertilizer per acre in 1938 and in 1950/51), principally because of 
ignorance about the value of fertilizer and about methods of applica-
tion, and because of the lack of production and distribution facili-
tieso In addition to rainfall, many of the LDCs, especially in Asia, 
depend on irrigation for water and for the moisture needed to absorb 
the available nutrientso Irrigation facilities, pesticides, improved 
seeds such as hybrid corn, and the use of agricultural mechanization 
and research have all been limited by the scarcity of capital in these 
countries, and the unwillingness of farmers to adopt new techniques of 
productiono In 1948-1952 7 then, the gap between yields per acre in the 
developed and the less developed regions was 188 kilograms. 
While there has been only slight expansion in food grain produc-
tion in the less developed regions, their demand for food, particularly 
food grains, has grown rapidlyo Growing populations and incomes are 
the main causes. In these regions, increased numbers means an addi-
tional requirement for food grains specificallyo Also, since these 
9Full treatment of factors limiting agricultural production in 
general, and grain crops in particular, in the less developed regions, 
is found in Brown, Man, Land, and Food, pp .. 83-1150 
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areas have low standards of living, a large part of their increasing 
income is spent on foo.d grains for the betterment of these standards, 
depending upon the size of their income elasticity of demand for these 
products. 10 When increased demand is not met domestically, a need 
arises for foreign imports. The response of foreign imports of these 
products to the greater demand that results.from income growth in these 
countries is called the income elasticity of food grain imports (per~ 
centage change in per capita food grain imports divided by percentage 
change in per capita income)o Table III on the following page shows 
the LDCs 1 population growtho 
Normally, a high birth rate in the LDCs was balanced by a high 
death rate, but public health practices in operation since the 1940's 
have upset this balance. Table III shows that the LDCs• population in-
creased from 946 million to 1, HJ'l million at an annual rate of 1.1% · 
between 1938 and 1953-1955, a much steeper rise than that of the devel-
oped countries, which was .7% for the same period. This rapid increase 
in population makes the achievement of satisfactory living standards 
impossible: it aggravates the shortage of capital, diverts capital 
away from development, and creates a dense agricultural population in 
relation to the area of cultivated land. The average farmer under such 
conditions cannot make an adequate living for his family, especially 
when poverty prevents his applying modern technological improvements 
in agriculture. 
10Income elasticities of demand for food in the LDCs were men-
tioned as 0.5 - 0.7; see Thorkil Kristensen, The Food Problem of 
Developing Countries (Paris: Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and·Development, 1968), p. 15. 
TABLE.ID 
ESTIMATES OF POPULATION AND GRCMTH P.ATES, BY ECONOMIC ARE'AS, 
.,, ';J9;3e, 19.53-19.5.5 AVERAGES 
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Population Annual Growth·Rate 
Economic Areas 1938 119.53-195.5 1938 to 19.53-19.55 
- - million - - - - per cent - -
Less Developed Countries (LDCs) 946 1,107 1.1 . 
Africa 162 210 1.8 
Latin America 134 177 1.9 
Asia - 650 720 .7 
Developed Countries 5.56 626. .7 
Communist Countriesa 744 904 1.3 
Torld Total ' 2,247 2,637 1.1 
au. S. S. R., Eastern Europe, mainland China, ·North Vietnam, North 
Korea, and Mongolia~ 
Sources Arthur B. Mackie, Foreign Economic Gro1orth and Market 
Potentials for.,~ Agricultural Products (Washinr,ton-;-i). C.: u. S., 
Department of Agriculture, Economic Pes.ea:rch Service, Foreign 24, 
1965), .p. 73. . . 
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Other less important factors affect the demand for food grains. 
Many people, for example, must live at the subsistence level on locally 
produced food, because of limited transportation and distribution 
facilities in the LDCs. A social factor may enter into the preference 
for food: as the LDCs begin to imitate Western ways, people may eat 
more wheat and less rice, which has been the traditional disho Al.so, 
education develops awareness of the relationship between nutrition and 
healtho On the other handp some demand for food grains may be discour-
aged by a reduction in the prices of meat and fish, and by attitudes 
about thrift, which may be engendered by religiono Further, government 
policies may encourage (through nutrition programs) or discourage 
(because of balance of payments difficulties) this demando 11 
The LDCs 1 Food Problem in Relation to Foreign Trade 
The LDCs depend heavily on foreign markets to supply additional 
food grains, and so their food problem is necessarily related to their 
foreign tradeo Their capacity to import is affected not only by need, 
but by ability to pay, by government policies, and by trade relationso 
The major flow of world trade is traditionally from and among the 
developed countrieso So the less developed countries depend more on 
the developed countries than on themselves for both their exports 
(mainly primary products) and their imports (mainly manufactures)o 
11Lester R., Brownp Food Consumption and Expenditures: India. 
Japan, United States (Washington, D. Co: Uo So, Department of 
Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Foreign 42, 1962), ppo 1-30 
See also E. Oo Pollock, "Is the World Changing Its Eating Habits?" 
Foreign Agriculture, XX, Noo 6 (1956), 6-70 
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As a group, the less developed regions depend for foreign exchange 
upon the export of primary products (food, agricultural materials, 
minerals); these were almost 9afo of their total exports in 1913 and in 
1953012 Fluctuations in wices and export earnings from these primary 
products has caused these regions to bend their efforts toward diversi-
ty in the export sector, and emphasize domestic industrializationo13 
Several points can be made about the foreign grain trade of the 
less developed regions before and after World War II. Primarily, these 
regions collectively were neither major exporters nor major importers 
of grainso Table IV shows that the ihdividuail shares of both the United 
States and Canada in world grain exports in 1953 exceeded those of all 
leading less developed grain exporters togethero In terms of imports, 
Table Vindicates that Western Europe imported more wheat and flour, 
corn, barley, oats, and rye than the less developed regions combined 
from the turn of the century until the mid-1950 1 so However, the less 
developed regions' share in the imports of these products has grown, 
reaching, in 1949/50 - 1951/52, 39.1% of total world wheat exports, and 
about 2a{o for barleyo Since rice production, consumption, and trade 
are dominated by Asia, and since Western Europe is not a major rice-
eating region, the less developed regions, especially the Far East 1 
imported 87% of total world rice in 1952-19560 
12Paul Lamartine Yates, For)y Years of Foreign Trade (London: 
George Allen & Unwin, Ltd~, 1959, P• 2400 
l3Industrial products that require relatively unskilled labor and 
modest capital investment, and that can attract world buying power and 
promote export growth. See Hal B. Lary, Imports of Manufactures from 
Less Developed Countries (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968)0 
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TABLE IV 
GRAINSs MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRIESa 1913 AND 1953 
" --· 
____ ., .......... ....,._ ....... 
Grains as 
Grain Sha:r:-e in World Per Cent of 
Exports Grain Exports 'Nation• s Export 
1913 I 19.53 
- $ million -
1913} I 19.53 
- per cent -
1913 ( 19.53 
- per cent -
Develo:eedCountries 
United States 204.? 1,027.0 11.48 28.70 8.4 6.6 
Canada 163.3 906.8 9.16 2.5.34 38.8 21.4 
Australia 48.9 271.9 2.74 7.60 14.3 13.9 
Gennany 112.4 6.4 6.30 0.18 4.7 0.1 
Netherlands - · 203.0 20 • .5 11.38 0 • .57 16.4 1.0 
Rumania 86.6 4.86 
, 
6.5.8 - - -
Russia 274.8 - 15.41 .. 3.5.1 -
Total- 61~33 62.39 
Less Develoned Countrief 
Argentina 234.9 ,'.384.0 13.17 10.73 4.5.6 32.9 
Siam 36.8 213.6 2.06 .5.97 86.1 66.2 
India •147~.5 -176.1 8.27 4.92 17.8 9.9 
Indochina 37.7 38 • .5 2.11 1.08 68.3 39.8 
:·. 
YJ.a.laya 29.6 11.1 1.66 6.31 14.9 1.1 -
Total 27.27 23.01 
. 
othe!'a 203.1 .522.c 11.40 14.60 
World Total 1,78J.J 3,.577.9 100.0 100.0 
aneveloped and less developed. 
Source: Lamartine Yates, Forty: ~ 2!, Foreign ~, p. 241 • 
TABLE V 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY REnIONS OF AVERAGE ANNUAL 
WORLD IMPORTS (GROSS) OF SELECTED GRAINS, 
1909-1913 TO 1952/53 - 1956/51 
·-
ai e s= ! g ,... G) ,a Cd 
+1~ .s g.~ ~ s='" c, r;J Commodity ~t 1-t +1 ,...~ ori 
~~ U) a c, ell Ill 1-t t and Period l i!i p j!! ~~ ~~ ft-I < E-t 
Wheat & Flour -
1909 - 1913 31.2 88.0 3.6 1.0 2.2 1.4 8.2 1924 - 1928 27.9 77.2 4.9 1.1 6.7 1.6 14.9 
1934 - 1938 33.7 70.6 9.9 1.8 10.4 1.7 23.8 1949/50-1951/52 18.J 53.1 8.1 5.3 22.8 2.9 39.1 
1952/53.1956/57 18.2 52.3 10.2 5.5 20.2 3.5 39.4 
Rice 
1909 - 1913 4.9 27.9 2.8 1.6 51.2 4.8 60.4 
1924 - 1928 2 .. 3 16.4 2.9 1.2 66.7 3 • .5 74.3 19'.34 . - 1938 1.3 14.2 4.2 1.2 73.5 4.0 82.9 1952 - 1956 1.2 8.8 5.7 2.6 73.7 ;.1 87.1 
Corn 
1909 - 1913 30.4 89.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 o.6 1.1 
1924 - 1928 21.0 88.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 o.6 1.3 
1934 • 1938 32.6 8J.6· 0.2 0.1 2.2 o.4 2.9 




1913 98.6 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 o.8 '!"'·· 
1924 .. - 1928 24.2 95.? . 0.1 0.9 0.5 1.2 2.1 1934 - 1938 33.2 88.4 o.4 1.1 2.0 2.8 6.3 
1952/53-1956/5? 17.5 69.1 0.1 1.4 1?.8 0 • .5 19.8 
Oats 
1909 - 1913 28.3 93.7 0.3 - o.6 · 0.2 1.1 1924 - 1928 25.3 8.5.9 o.6 o.B o.4 0.7 2.5 
1934 - 1938 13.6 83.7 2.2 0.7 1.1 1 • .5 5 • .5 
1952/53-1956/.57 3.6 57.8 1.6 1.4 o.4 - J.4 
Rye 
1909 - 1913 - 94.5 - - - - -1924 - 1928 - 79.7 - - - - -
1934 - 1938 - 82.9 - 0.5 - - 0.5 




























aincludes Eastern Europe, U.S. S. R., North America, and Oceania. 




These regions' net grain trade, as shown in Table VI, reflects a 
growing need for foreign grains. These regions collectively were net 
exporters of all grains, wheat, rice, and corn. Individually, they 
were all net exporters of corn, all: .except Asia were net exporters of 
wheat 9 and only Asia was a net exporter of rice. 
By 1948~1952 the situation was drastically reversed. In aggregate 
termsp these regions became net importers of total grains, wheat, and 
rice; and net exporters of corn, with only about one million tons as 
compared with almost seven times that much before the waro Asia became 
a net importer of total grains, wheat, rice, and corn; Africa became a 
net importer of total grains and wheat; Latin America of wheat and ·: 
rice, although it continued to export most of the less developedregionsv 
corn, partly because of expansion in grain area in the early 19509 s. 
As the less developed regions came to depend more on foreign grain 
sourcesp their imports from the major grain exporters, especially the 
United States, increased substantially. Al.most half of the United 
States' total exports of wheat and barley went to the less developed 
regions in 1952/53 - 1956/57.14 
Conclusion 
Several conclusions emerge from the preceding analyses which help 
to explain the position of the LDCs and the United States in the world 
food grain trade. Clearly the.LDCs needed more food as their popula-
tions and incomes increased. Domestic production of food did not re-
spond fast enough to keep pace with demand, and these countries experi-
l4Stern, "Regional Pattern," PP• 258-590 
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TABLE VI 
LE SS DEVELOPED REGIONS1 TRADE IN GRAINS: TOTAL AND NET TRADE IN WHEATa, 
RICE, CORN, AND ALL GRAINS, AVERAGES 1934,.1938 AND 1948-1952 
Total Trade 
Exports Imoorts 
Wheat Rice Corn All Wheat Rice Corn 
All 
Grains Grains 
- - - 1,000 metric tons - - -
Average, 
1934-38 
Latin America 3 ,445 108 6 ,610 11,147 1,668 342 23 2 ,068 
Africa 535 120 670 1,671 430 400 40 1,001 
Asia 1,030 8,990 770 11,657 1,900 6,910 230 9, 470 
Total 5 ,010 9,218 8,050 24, 475 3,998 7,652 293 12 ,539 
Average, 
1948-52 
Lat in America 2,000 251 1,200 4, 161. 2 ,849 363 60 3,319 
Africa .. 353 266 373 1,695 1,502 183 .. 278 2,025 
Asia 334 3,252 162 4, 432 5 ,455 3,301 213 10,327 
Total 2,687 3, 769 1, 735 10,288 9,.,806 3 ,849 551 15,671 
aWheat flour is included as wheat equivalent, 
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TABLE VI--Continued 
Net Trade .. 
Region Exports Imoorts 
All All Wheat Rice Coen Grains Wheat Rice Corn Grains 
- = = 1,000 metric tons - = ~ 
Average, 
1934,.38 
Lat: in America 1, 777 . . 6,587 9,079 . . 234 . . . . 
Africa 105 . . 630 670 . . 280 . . . . 
Asia . . 2,080 540 2,187 870 . . . . . . 
Total 1,012 1,566 7,757 11, 936 . . . . . . . . 
Average, 
1948-52 
Latin America . . . . 1,140 842 849 112 . . . . 
Africa . . 83 . "'1.5 . . . 1,149 . . . . 330 
Asia . . . . . . . . 5,121 51 51 5,895 
Total . . . . 1,184 . . 7,119 80 . . 5 ,383 
Source: Brown, Man, Land, and Food, pp. 62, 65, 67, 70. 
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enced a decline in all per capita grain production, per capita grain 
area, and yield per acre between the pre-World War II period and the 
early 1950 9 so Food grain imports were restricted, however, by their 
limited foreign exchange, as they became net importers of_food grainso 
Since the LDCs could not produce enough food domestically to allow 
for a moderate standard of living as their economic growth continued9 
foreign imports were increased to fill the gapo As the LDCs importmore 
and more, and confront payment, they feel forced to increase their ex-
ports of primary products, long their mainstay in foreign exchange~ or 
of their infant manufactured goods, which can hardly compete with those 
of the developed countries. Further, they must deal with the market 
fluctuations which imperil trade in primary productso Faced with dete-
riorating terms of trade, and the trade policies of the developed coun-
tries, especially the United States, 15 many LDCs have turned to indus-
trialization and commercial policy for more stabilityo Foreignexchange 
is then used for both food (cheaper food, and thus grains), and capital 
goods needed for developmento All these factors gave rise to a decline 
of per capita annual availability of food grains for consumption in the 
LDCs from 216 kilograms before the war to 194 kilograms in 1948-1952, 
less than half of that in the developed countries (Table VII)o 
15The United States has tariffs and quotas in addition to export 
subsidy on some primary products which are exported in competition with 
the LDCs internationally. Grains, cotton, and tobacco are under some 
form of restriction. Removing these restrictions and moving toward 
freer trade was believed to be in the United States' interest, as more 
efficient allocation of resources 1 enhancing United States economic and 
political relations, and contributing to development in the poorer na-
tionso Do Gale Johnson, "A Sound Trade Policy and Its Implications for 
Agriculture," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Sciences, Vol. 331 (September, 1960), 8-130 
TABLE VII 
PER.CAPITA ANNUAL GRAIN PRODUCTION, NET TRADE, AND AVAILABILITY 


















4 Plus sign= net imports; minus sign= net exports. 









The United States is a major world grain supplier, exporting more 
grains yearly than all the LDCs together•, In recent years, a growing 
amount of her grain exports have gone to these countries. While other 
major grain exporters have been seeking markets in the LDCs, the United 
States has instituted P. L. 480, a major export program for the dispos-
al of accumulated United States agricultural surpluses. 
\ 
Primary among the policy goals of P. Lo 480 is the United Statesv 
hope that the surpluses may help meet the food and development needs of 
the LDCs, and establish future commercial markets in these countries. 
Success in meeting these goals has ramifications for both United States 
foreign policy and the LDCs 1 development planso Has surplus disposal 
helped ease the LDCs 1 food problem by providing food grains beyond what 
these countries would have imported in the absence of P. Lo 480? How 
far has P. L. 480 helped to meet these countries' growing need for food 
grains? Has P. L. 480 displaced the grain exports of nations in cornpe-
titian with the United States? These questions require answers on an 
aggregate level, considering the universality of the LDCsv food problem 
and the international spirit of P. L. 4800 In this law United States 
interests and those of the LDCs come together, for the former wishes to 
be rid of agricultural surpluses, and the latter wishes to relieve a 
I 
food problem and accelerate economic developmento 
Chapter IIr will' trace the historical circumstances out of which 
P. L. 480 grew, and will discuss the law itself, its provisions and the 
controversy surrounding it. A brief outline of P. L. 480 9 s three ef-
fects in the LDCs (trade, consumption, and production) will prepare for 
the detailed examination of these effects, in which the success of the 
law rests,~in 1 Chapters IV, V, and VI. 
CHAPrER III 
PUBLIC LAW 480 
Historical Background 
Agricultural prices in the United States? at low levels after 
Worl4 War I, declined further after the crash of 1929. Rooseveltvs 
administration responded to the need :in 1933 with major legislation im-
posing high support prices for agricultural products. 1 These pri·ces 
were raised in World War II to stimulate an increase in domestic agri-
cultural production, which had slackened, a result typical of wartimeo2 
After the war, these support levels were not.reduced fast enough to 
prevent the accumulation of food supplies. ·Also, technological advance 
in United States agriculture contributed to an increase in total farm 
production of about 50% between 1940 and 1958, and caused a large inven-
tory problem. Thus, by.the early 1950's, the United States government 
1For full detail on the historical development of t~ese laws see 
Do Rasmussen and Gladys Lo Baker, 11AShort History of Price Support and 
Adjustment Legislation and Programs for A~riculture, 1933-1965," Agri-
cultural Economic Research, XVIII, No. 3 l1966), 69-780 
2Parity acts before and after World War II had the common objec-
tives of 
••• first, raising prices and/or incomes to some level that 
is considered a standard of equality (parity) with non- . 
agriculture, and second, adjusting agricultural surpluses in 
order to realize the price and income goals. 
Robert Tontz, !!The Evolution of 1Agricultural Parity"' (Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College [now Oklahoma State 
University], 1952), P• 118. 
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had accumulated a formidable agricultural surplus which amounted, by 
1955, to $4,572 billion for all commodities owned by the Commodity Cre-
.dit Corporation (CCC), $2,297 billion in wheat al.one.3 Domestic dis-~ 
posal measures such as school lunches and donations to charitable 
organizations were insufficient for the growing problem. Exports of 
agricultural products under special government programs reached between 
6[$ and 7r$ of total United States agricultural exports from the post-
World War II period through the Korean action. But in the early 1950's 
these agricultural. exports fell off sharply from lo2 billion dollars in 
1950-1951 to only 0.5 billion dollars in 1952-1953.4 Thus the foreign 
disposal programs were unable to solve the surplus problem. 
For foreign policy reasons, the United States avoided extensive 
foreign disposal outlets: such programs could harm world trade in, and 
prices of, the products in question. 5 The FAO had tried twice, without 
success, to establish international control over surplus disposal. The 
. first attempt was the International Commodity Clearing House (ICCH), 
proposed in 1949 for the purpose of negotiating sales of surpluses in 
nonconvertible currencies or at concessional prices. In 1955 came the 
World Food Reserve (WFR~, with the intended purpose of controlling the 
disposal,of recurrent agricultural surpluseso Both were rejected, 
mainly because of the lack of an international commitment on the part 
3statistical Abstract of the United States, 122.2, (Washington, D.£0: 
Government Printing Office, 1969), po 606. 
4cochrane 7 "Farm Technology~" P• 889. 
5Frederick C. Dirks, "U. s. Exports of Surplus Commodities," 
International Monetary~ Staff Papers, V, Noa 1 (1956), 2000 
of the surplus-producing countries, and because of the difficulty of 
achieving the proposed objectives through a single international 
. t' 6 orgam.za ion. 
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United States food aid may be said to have begun in 1953, when the 
United States Mutual Security Act was amended to allow the use of $250 
million of foreign aid funds to buy surplus agricultural commoditieso 
Agricultural surpluses thus came into use in addition to and in substi-
tution for other forms of aid.7 In 1954, however, special legislation 
was enacted? aimed mainly at disposal of agricultural surpluses and the 
improvement of the United Statesv agricultural foreign policyo This 
was the United States Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, 
commonly known as Po Lo 4800 Although this Act provided the "most 
comprehensive programs designed specially for disposal abroad of sur-
plus farm commodities other than sales11 , 8 pronouncements about its 
other objectives were perhaps overly optimistic. It was hoped that in 
addition to the accomplishment of its principal objectives, the Act 
would also expand United States exports of fa.rm products in excess of 
usual commercial marketings without disrupting ,orld trade, prices, and 
production of these products; and that it would stimulate economic 
development in friendly nations by allowing them to pay for surplus 
6Fo~ more detail on these proposals, see United Nations_, Food Aid 
~ Other Forms of Utilization of Agricultural Surpluses, pp. 12-13; 
and Jo P. 0 9Hagan and T. Lehti, "Some Economic and Policy Problems of 
Food Aid~" Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics, 
XVII, Noo 2 (1968, 1-12., 
7FitzGerald, Operational and Administrative Problems, po 1. 
800 B. Jesness, Trade 2 A.id 2 ~ Surplus Disposal, Public Affairs 
Noo 4 (St. Paul: University of Minnesota Agricultural Extension 
Service and General Extension, 1961), p. 4. 
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products with their local currencies, part of which might be returned 
to them as loans or grants.9 
P. L. 480 was enacted under three Titles, the first of whichautho-
rized sales of agricultural surpluses to foreign countries for payment 
in their currencies, the use of these currencies (counterpart funds, 
also called use currencie.s) being strictly limited by law. Title II 
provided for donations of surpluses as foreign relief to disaster vic-
tims, and Title.III (in two programs) gave welfare organizations, domes-
tic and foreign, donations of surplus food and allowed the CCC to bar-
ter surpluses for goods :r:i,eeded for United States na.tional stockpileso 
Title IV, passed in 1959, authorized the President of the United States 
to make long-term, low-interest contracts for the sale of surpluses, 
with payments to be made in dollars for a period of up to twenty yearso 
Amendments have expanded P. Lo 4801 s original limits. In 1957 the 
"Cooley Loans" amendment allowed AID to use up to 25% of the fund accu-
mulated under Title I for loans to American and foreign private busi-
nesses in order to increase their demand for United States agricultural 
products. In 1961 an amendment to Title II authorized grants of surplus 
agricultural commodities for development purposes in the less developed 
countries. And in 1962, United States and foreign private trade enter-
prises were allowed to enter into dollar credit sales agreements. 
In the early 19601 s, the United States government began to see 
P. L. 480 as a potential instrument of foreign policy. Though the most 
9Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of~ and 
Amendments, comp. by Gilman G. Udell, Superintendent of Documents 
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 1. 
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important function of the Act remains that of surplus disposal, that 
function has been expanded to promote "international trade in agricul-
tural commodities, to, combat hunger and malnutrition, to further eco-
nomic development, and for other purposes. 1110 The name "Food for 
Peace", which referre.d to all i'ood aid programs and was applied mainly 
to P. L. 480 in the early 19601 s, reflected this changed attitude. 11 
1966 brought further modification of the law. For one, the orig-
inal limitation of the law to surplus commodities was removed. A sur-
plus commodity, under P. L. 480, wou.ldnow be designated as such by the 
Secretary of Agriculture;· its disposition would not "• •• reduce the do-
me stic · supply qf suchc_commodity below· .that needed to ·meet domestic require-
ments, adequ~te carryover:i. and~Bl:lticipated_ exports_ for. dollars~ ..•..•. i•12 
This new approach was of special help to India when she was faced with 
starvation after the bad monsoon season of 1966. The law also empha-
sized that P. L. 480 recipient nations are those which are already 
moving to imppove their domestic agricultural production and to control 
their population growth. As~ third measure, the +aw no~ proviqeq 
10According to Cochrane, in The World~ Problem, p. 125: 
••• the concept of foreign food aid has changed to an im-
portant degree over 50 years [since World War IJ. Food aid 
was first conceived as a weapon of war; next it was viewed 
as a humanitarian gesture to starving people caught in the 
aftermath of war; next as a political weapon to minimize 
political unrest; then as a measure of disposing of unwanted 
food surpluses; and now as a resource to be used in the 
support of economic development. 
11President Kennedy established the White House Office of Food for 
Peace on January 24, 19610 Food for Peace, The Food Aid Program, and 
Food for Freedom are all names for Public Law 480. 
12Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, p. 51. · 
assurance of a progressive transition from sales for foreign currencies 
to sales for dollars by December 31, 1971. The transition began in 
1966, with the transfer of dollar credit sales to governments and pri-
vate businesses abroad (Title IV of 1959 and its amendment of 1962) to 
Title I. 13 
P. Lo 480's four amended Titles cover the following operations:14 
concessional sales are carried out under Title Io These include sales 
for local currency, long-term dollar credit, and local currency credit. 
Title II covers donations and disaster relief, particularly in cases of 
famine and malnutrition. Malnutrition relief goes mainly to children, 
through preschool feeding and school lunch programs. Title II aid goes 
also for general community improvement. Friendly governments, private 
and public agencies (including the United Nations World Food Program), 
and non-profit voluntary agencies which have been approved by the Ad.vi-
sory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid administer this aid. The CCC 
pays for the preparation and transportation of the aid. Under Title III 
the CCC is authorized to conduct barter activities, in which P. L. 480 
commodities are exchanged for foreign strategic materials and equipment 
not produced in the United States in sufficient quantity for the na-
tional stockpiles; or for foreign economic and military aid to friendly 
nations, partially for mutual security interest. This aid is carried 
for the most part through private trade channels. 
13A detailed analysis of these four Titles as of January, 1968, 
appears in Aridersenvs "Role of Food, Feed, and Fiber," pp. 17-27. 
140. H. Goolsby,, et al., P. L. hl!Q. Concessional Sales (Washing-
ton, D. C.: u. s., Department of Agriculture, Economic Research 
Service, Foreign 65, 1970), PP• 4-5. 
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Title IV - general "administrative provisions" and requirements -
states the philosophical, political, and economic intentions of the Acto. 
(P. L. 480 assistancev while meeting the needs of hungry people abroad, 
serves the United States' interest also.) This Title defines agricul-
tural commodities as "• •• produced in the United qtates or manufactur.ed' 
in the United States from an agricultural commodityo" Two organiza-
tions have been founded under the authority of Title IV, one of which 
helps farmers in recipient countries to increase their agricultural 
productivity, and enables farm youths and leaders to visit the United 
States. The other is an advisory committee which deals with general 
practices such as terms of credit sales, conditions for self-help, for-
eign currency allocation, and exchange rates determinationo It thus 
acts as a built-in check system for the operation of the Acto 
Issues Surrounding Po Lo 480 
I ' 
During its seventeen years of operation, Po L. 480 has been the 
subject ·.of foreign and domestic disputes. Earl Lo Butz 9 then Assistant 
Secretary of Agriculture, anticipated some of them as early as 1955, 
when he expressed the fear of upsetting world markets, international 
relations, and world prices of the commodities handled under Po Lo 480:5 
Domestic opponents feared the Act would become a "give-away" program, 
"masking the loss" of the CCC in overseas transactions, and hindering 
United States commercial sales. Domestic supporters considered the Act 
a "permanent expansion of our exports of agricultural products, with 
l5"We Can't Just Send Our, Farm Surpluses Overseas," Foreign Agri-
culturev XIX, No. 1 (1955), 9o 
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lasting benefits to ourselves and peoples in other lands. 1116 
International apologists argued P. L. 480 1 s humanitarian effect of 
feeding hungry people abroad, providing resources for economic develop-
ment, and finding new markets for United States farm products. 17 How-
ever, critics insisted that the law is a "dumping policy", that it has 
been a 11 0 o ocrude technique of price-cutting and will have detrimental 
effects on American commercial sales, as well as commercial sales of 
friendly competing nationso •• 0 1118 It would, they said, depress the 
agricultural production of recipient countries by reducing their domes-
tic agricultural pricesv 19 and have a doubtful impact on their economic 
20 development. Also, the use of the counterpart funds held by the 
United States in and for the recipient countries drew criticism for being 
restricted and inflexible, and because the currencies might cause;infla-
16Peter Ao Toma, The Politics of Food for Peace (Tucson: The 
University of Arizona Press, 1967), po 41. 
l7J. So Mann and Willard w. Cochrane, Food-for-Peace, Minnesota 
Farm Business Notes No. 470 (St. Paul~ University of Minnesota Agri-
cultural Extension Service, Institute of Agriculture, 1965), p. 3. 
18R. L. Kristjansonv "Wheatv" Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Sciencesv Vol. 331 (September, 1960), 72. Alsov 
according to Cochrane, in "Farm Technology," p. 891: 
Our first efforts at surplus disposal in the 1950's were 
very crude. We turned our agricultural attaches into order 
takers; we sent huckster teams around the world to find new 
markets; we engaged in barter; we pushed our surpluses hard. 
How much these concessional sales cut into the export mar-
kets of such friendly nations as Canada, New Zealand, and 
Denmark we will probably never knowo • o .we have become 
sophisticated dumperso 
19Fisher, 11A Theoretical Analysis," ppo 863-75. 
20vinod Dubey, "Food Aid and Economic Development in Underdevel-
oped Countries," The Indian Journal of Economics, XLV, No. 177 (1964), 
167-97 0 • 
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tion when spent in the recipient countries. Inflation would result be-
cause these countries would always find it easy to use the currencies 
to meet needed expenditures for economic development and defense, among 
others. Al.so, the recipient countries argued that the use of the funds 
was inflexible when they attempted to channel them into projects of 
their own choosing rather than those supporting United Statesinterestso 
Further, national pride in the less developed recipients causes dis-
trust of what appears to be "charity" aido 21 Theodore Schultz recog-
nized another problem with these counterpart funds: 
It is indeed a serious misconception to treat the vast sums 
of foreign currencies that have been deposited and are being 
deposited to the account of the U.S. Embassies abroad as if 
they were hard money that will eventually be converted into 
dollars .. o o oit is high time that the United States adopt a 
policy of reducing very substantially these exceedingly 
large balances of Uo s. owned foreign currencies.22 
One additional issue related to the effectiveness of Po L. 480 is 
its uncertainty in meeting the long-run economic plans of the LDCs .. 
There is no assurance of its continuation, or of its future sales con-
ditions .. It is not suggested here that Po L. 480 sales should go on 
forever, but they cannot be stopped abruptly when they are counted on 
as economic resources for development plans in these countries. Indian 
authorities, for example, have emphasized that India 
21 • Jan Dessau, The Role of Multilateral Food Aid Programs (Rome: 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, World Food 
Program Studies, No. 5), 1965, po 1. 
22In "Impact and Implications of Foreign Surplus Disposal," 
p .. 1026. For more discussion of the counterpart funds, see Edwards .. 
Mason, "Foreign Money We canvt Spend," Atlantic Monthly, May, 1960, 
pp. 79-86; and Khatkhate, "Real Effects of Foreign Surplus Disposal," 
ppo 186-960 
••• should not start any programme on the basis of P.L. 480 
assistance which could not be later carried out with her own 
resources with some tightening of the belt, if necessary, ,, 
••• there should be at least an informal, if not a formal, 
understanding that the programme should continue for acer-
tain minimum pe~~od and should not be stopped half-way 
without notice.:; 
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Reasonable precautions have also been mentioned for P. L.:480, to 
safeguard the usual commercial markets of the United States and assure 
that the concessional sales will not endanger world prices of agricul-
tural products or the normal patterns of commercial trade with friendly 
countrieso 24 Defending Po Lo 480 against most of the above criticisms 
will require the evaluati.on of some of these precautionso 
One is the usual marketing requirements (UMR), which limits exports 
to friendly countries and is normally based on the actual quantity of 
commercial import during recent yearso UMR may be changed if there is 
a change in the recipientvs ability to import commercially. Other pre-
cautions prohibit recipient countries from reexporting their received 
Po L. 480 products without the United States' approval, and limit their 
exports of products which are the same as, or like, the products of 
Po L. 480 sales. A fourth safeguard assures that the United States will 
seek a "fair share" of the recipientvs increased commercial importso25 
In line with United States commercial trade assurances, there is a 
23sen, "Impact and Implications of Foreign Surplus Disposalp" po 1033. 
24Goolsby, et al., P. L. 480 Concessional Sales, pp. 19-20. 
25P. L. 480 recipients must purchase a specific amount of their 
foreign commercial imports of agricultural products from the United 
States. This arrangement is called "tied sale" or "tied usual." See 
Harry W. Henderson, comp., Dictionary of International'Agricult.ural 
Trade (Washington, D. C.: u. s., Department of Agriculture, Foreign 
Agriculture Service, Agriculture Handbook No. 411 7 1971), p. 147. 
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provision for "third country consultation", whereby commercial competi-
tors of the United States who already have trade agreements with the 
prospective P. L. 480 recipient are consulted before concessional trade 
agreements are contracted. 
But taking all of these precautions does not in reality guarantee 
that there will be no negative effect from P. L. 480 on the economies 
of the United States, her competitors, or the recipients. 
Willard W. Cochrane has proposed seven ways to make the surplus 
disposal programs more acceptable to the United States, her recipients, 
and her competitors: 
1) Surplus agricultural commodities will be used solely to finance eco-
nomic development, except when used for famine or disaster relief; 
2) Should agricultural surpluses be committed to a foreign country for 
a development project, they will become classified as "development 
supplies" and become a part of the aggregate demand for United 
States farm products; 
3) Financing of aid would be arranged in a manner agreeable to the re-
cipient - grants, loans, sales for national currencies. The basic 
objective would, as always, be accelerated economic development; 
4) Recipients of surplus food aid must be able to demonstrate that 
these "development supplies" have not reduced their "normal" imports 
from other countries; 
5) Agreements to finance the purchase of other needed goods and ser-
vices besides food aid should be undertaken; 
6) United States competitors in commercial sales, who themselves have 
considerable agricultural surpluses, should be invited to share in 
the development aid programs. 
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7) Until a development aid program can be organized world-wide 7 the 
FAO or another United Nations.agency should have .the responsibility 
of distributing agricultural surpluses to needy nations.26 
Cochrane made these same suggestions in his plan for connecting 
the surplus disposal of agricultural products with domestic supply con-
trol to meet the surplus problem of the supply of food and fiber while 
financing economic development in the LDCs. 27 Clearly P. L. 480, with 
all its effects on the economies of the recipients, the donor, and the 
donorvs foreign competitors 7 has not satisfied all of them; many issues 
remain without sati"sfactory investigation or resolutiono 
P. L& M~O .Magnitude and Components · 
Since the United States is a principal world food supplier, an 
agricultural surplus disposal program of the magnitude of P. L. 480 can 
be expected to produce some world-wide economic effects on recipient 
countries and on the United States' competitors in the trade of partic-
ul.ar. commodities. Table VIII on the following page shows the United 
Statesv total relative share in world exports of selected grainso 
Table IlC gives the relative share of P. L. 480 in total United States 
exports of agricultural commodities during the fifteen years of the 
law's operation (1954-1969)0 This share was 23% ($18 7623 million)o By 
comparison, the Mutual Security Programs (AID) had a relative share of 
2611Public Law 480 and Related Programs," .Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Sciences 7 Vol. 331 (September, 1960), 
18-19. 
2711Farm Technology," ppo 893-94 .. 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGE u;. S. SHA.BE DE .AVERAGE ANNUAL ,WORLD EXPORTS .(GROSS) 
OF SELECTED GRAINS, 1854-1858 TO 1952-1956 
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Grains 1854-1858 1884-1888 1909-1913 192~1928 1934,:ii938 1952-1956 
- per cent -
Wheat 24.9 35.8 14.5 22.1 8.o 33.5 
Corn 36.3 44.2 16.2 5.7 8.o 50.3 
Rye .8 2.5 • 1 34.3 4.1 8.1 . 
Barley .8 3.3 19.6 7.9 16.9 
Oats 2.6 4.3 11.8 5.7 11.3 




U. $. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS UNDER SPECIFIED GOVERNMENT;:;iFINANCED PROORAMS: 
VALUE AND PERCENT OF TOTAL AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, CALENDAR YEARS 
1955 THROUGH 1969 AND JULY.;.DECEMBER 19.54 
Total Mutual ·>· 
Public Security Total P. L. 480 Mutual Securit:t: ,Aml 
Law 480 (AID) Tota! Ag. Exports Totai Ag. Exports 
- million dollars - - ·• - per cent - - -
19{'ju1-De9 70 211 5 "13 
1955 767 '.351 24 ! 11 
1956 1262 449 JO 11 
i95? 1218 J18 27 7 
19.58 1019 214 26 6 
19.59 10.50 1.58 27 4 
1960 1J04 1.57 27 3 
1961 1304 179 26 4 
. 1962 1444 3.5 29 * 
1963 1;09 11 27 ,•; * 
1964 1621 23 26 • 
196; 1323 26 22 • 
1966 1306 47 19 1 
1967 1229 33 19 1 
1968 1178 11 19 • 
1969 101e n.a. 17 n.a. 
1955-69 
and Jul- 18622 2223 23 3 
Dec 1954 
* means less than o.; percent n.a. means not available 
Compiled from: U. s .• Department of Af!:riculture, Foreign Agricul-
~ ~ £f. .:t.h!. United States (Washington, D. C. z Economic 
Research Service, June, 1970), p. 7. · · · 
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only 3% ($2,223 million) for the same period. The P. L. 480 relative 
share was highest in 1956 (3~), and lowest in 1969 (17%). 
The concern here is primarily with the quantity of .t'ood grains 
rather than with their quality, which may be measured in terms of' pro-
tein and carbohydrate and vitamin content. By emphasizing quantity, 
this study relies on what M. K. Bennett calls the 
••• broad but eminently reasonable assumption that people 
are more deeply and fundamentally concerned with satisfyj::hg 
their hunger than with pleasing their palates or obtaining 
an appropriate balance of the nutritive elements.28 · 
This assumption will likely prove even more correct when applied to the 
less developed countries. 
Having seen the importance of United States agricultural exports 
among world exports, and of P. L. 480 exports to United States agricul-
tural exports, we may next examine the importance of .t'ood grains in the 
P. L. 480 programs. From July 1, 1954, through December 31, 1966, food 
grains and products in which wheat was the main ingredient made up 67% 
of the value of all commodities shipped under P. L. 480. Food grains 
have also dominated the programs administered under the individual 
Titles. From 1954 to 1966 food grains accounted for more than 50,, of 
the total shipments to 38 countries under Title I (73% of all Title I 
recipients), 68 countries under Title II (86% of all Title II recipi-
ents) 7 and to all countries receiving foreign donations under Title III. 
Food grains made up more than 5CJI, of Title IV shipments to 27 countries 
(72% of all Title IV recipients) between July 1, 1961, and December 31 7 · 
28 Food for Postwar Europe: How ~ and What? War-Peace Pamphlet 
No. 5 (Stanford, California: Stanford University, Food Research 
Institute, 1944), Po 43. 
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1966.29 Table X on the following page further illustrates the impor-
tance of food grains, outlining the share of food grains in P. L. 480 
shipments from July 1, 1954, through December 31, 1969; the share is 
67%0 Food grains dominated individual programs, except for donations 
through voluntary relief organizations. Food grains were over 7afo of 
total Po L. 480 shipments under each of the programso 
P. Lo 480 Interest in the LDCs 
Although P. Lo 480 programs encompass both developed and less de-
veloped countries 1 they have been of particular importance to the lat-
ter. United States concessional sales have been greater than commercial 
sales to the LDCs since 1957 1 but the margin began to narrow in the late 
1960's. In terms of grains 7 for example, the United States accounted 
for nearly 98% of non-commercial wheat exports to the LDCs in the early 
19601 s; by the mid-1960's, this proportion had declined to 94%, and 
during 1969 it dropped to 75%e30 
There are certainly purely practical reasons for giving food aid 
to the less developed countries: 
1) The LDCs need help, and the United States has the resources to meet 
their needso 
2) Establishing a foundation of friendly relations with the LDCs will 
serve both world peace and the United States• national interest: by 
the year 20007 the combined population of the LDCs will be four 
times that of the developed countries. 
29Calculations are based on several tables in U~ So, Congress, 
House, ~ Food Aid Program. 1966: Annual Report .Q!l Public Law 480, 
90th Cong., 1st sesse, 1967, H.D. 179. 
30Quentin M. West, "Developing Countries and U. s. Agricultural 
Trade," War Q!l Hunger: !Report from AID, IV, No .. 5 (1970), 15. 
TABLE X 
PUBLIC LAW 480 FOOD GRAIN EXPORTS• VALUE OF CONMODITIES SHIPPED• AND THEIR SHARES 
IN TOTAL P. L. 480 EXPORTS, JULY 1, 1954, THROUGH DEC:El1BER 31, 1969 
Government-to-
Sales Long-term Government Donations 
for Dollar and Donations for Through Tota1 
Commodity Foreign Convertible Disaster Voluntary Barter4 Public ' 
Currency Foreign Cur- Relief and Relief Law 480 
rency Credit Economic Agencies 
Sales Development 
- thousands of dollars -
P. L. 480 Grains and 
Productsb 8,325,057 1,193,547 
I 
850,001 I 932,823 11,232,'794112,534,222 
P. L. 480 Other Productsc 3,437,180 392,078 265,798 1,497,532 498,384 6,090,972 
Total P. L. 480 Exports 11,762,237 1,585,625 1,115,799 2,430,355 1, 731,178 18,625,194 
- - -· per cent -
Total P. L. 480 Food Grains I I I Total P. L. 480 Exports 0.70? 0.752 0.761 0.383 I 0.712 I 0,672 
aEx:cludes exports after December 31, 1962, me.de under barter contracts which result in balance-of-
payments benefits and rely primarily on authority other than Public Law 480. 
bincludes wheat, wheat flour, bulgur wheat, rolled wheat, corn, b'a:rley, grain sorghums, oats, 
rolled oats, rye, mixed feed grains, rye flour, cornmeal, and rice. -
cincludes fats and oils, oil seeds and meal, dairy products, meat and poultry, fruits and vege-
tables, and others. 
Compiled .from: U.S • ., Congress, House, 12£2. Annual Report ~ Public Law 480: ~!£!:.Peace, 
91st Cong., 2d sess., 1970, H.D. 91-352. ~ 
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3) If' the LDCs become trading nations, and help expand United States 
commercial markets, the food aid will have been a valuable invest-
ment for the future.31 
Mason summarized the United States' interest in the less developed 
countries as involving humanitarian, economic, and security purposes.32 
P. L. 480 and other·Foo.d Aid Programs 
* Compared with P. L. 48~ programs, food aid .f'rom other sources, 
bilateral and multilateral, has been limited indeed.33 Canada, France, . .. 
Australia, and West Germany, the only other countries with considerable 
.f'ood aid programs, handled,a total of $251 million in aid from 1952 
through 1963; the United States exported $9.9 billion during that same 
period, mainly through P. L. 480.34 
Food aid provided by all multilateral agencies, such as the World 
Food Program (WFP) and the United Nations Relief' and Rehabilitation 
Agency (UNRRA), totaled only $44 million in 1963, and increased to only 
$91 million by 1968, a small amount compared with P. L. 480 sales. The 
UN and FAQ-sponsored WFP gives food aid to the LDCs to help meet emer-
gencies and finance economic and social projects. Yet .f'rom its incep-
31John Pincus, Reshapinr the World Econom.y (Englewood Cliff's, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1968, PP• 62-63. 
3211.American Interests in Underdeveloped Areas," in .America's For-
~ Policy, ed. by Harold Karan Jacobson (New York: Random House-;--
1960), PP• 554-60. 
33other agencies such as UNICEF and the World Health Organization 
provide a very limited amount of' .f'ood to needy people in the LDCs. 
34Frank D. Barlow and Susan A. Libbin, "The Role of' Agricultural 
Commodity Assistance in International Aid Programs," Foreign Agricul-
tural Economics (Washington, D. C.: U. s., Department of' Agriculture, 
Economic Research Service, Foreign 118, 1965), p. 14. 
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tion in 1963 through 1969, the WFF disbursed only $267 million in aid 
to developing countries, mostly in the form of wheat and flour. The 
United States is the major contributor to the WFF, giving mainly food 
(through P. L. 480), ocean transportation, and a small cash donation 
(through AID). The United States 9 pledge to the WFF from the time of 
its establishment until 1972 has reached $298.3 million. 
The United States is also a principal participant in the Colombo 
Pl?Ili begun in 1951 to help further general economic development.in 
Asiao35 By mid-1969 the United States had contributed about 87% of the 
Plan 9 s total aid of almost $30 billion 7 in the form of Po L. 480 com-
modities, industrial equipment, and AID assistance, with the goal of 
increasing agricultural technology and production in the recipient 
countries. 
The Three Effects of P. Lo 480 
The preceding discussion of P. Lo 480 suggests the following con-
clusions. However diversified many of P. Lo 480Vs aims and concerns 
may be, the Act 9 s trade, consumption, and production effects in the 
LDCs have occupied most of the studies of this system. 
The following chart puts together the main economic variables and 
the types of problems involved in analyzing these three effects. 
Although some of the less developed countries are net food grain ex-
porters, as a group they are net importers of food grains, as the chart 
showso In addition, the chart summarizes the main questions of the 
35The other major donor countries are the United Kingdom, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Japan. Henderson, Dictionary of Inter-
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coming three chapters: 
A) Were P. L. 480 sales substitutes for, or supplements to, the net 
commercial trade of food grains of the less developed countries? 
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B) What .. .were the income elasticities, and the contribution of P. L. 480 
sales to the food grain consumption, of the less developed countries? 
C) What was the effect of P. L. 480 on the production of food grains in 
the less developed countries, especially through their domestic 
agricultural policy? 
CHAPTER IV 
P. L. 480 TRADE EFFECT IN THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
The Setting 
P. L. 480 was enacted at a time when the less developed countries 
were relying more and more on foreign sources of food grains, especially 
the United States. Controversy has arisen over P. L. 480's effect on 
their commercial grain imports. Have·they increased their grain imports 
because of P. L. 480 and at the expense of exporters in competition with 
the United States, or have they considered these concessional supplies 
to be additions to their commercial imports in order to increase their 
food grain consumption? The diagram on the following page illustrates 
the possible situations of P. L. 480 shipments as complement, substi-
tute, or neutral (independent) to the LDCs' commercial imports. 1 
1Complementarity and substitution are used here in a broader sense 
than the well-known Hicks definitions of the terms. According to Hicks, 
product X is a substitute for product Y if !;y) O; that is, as the 
price of product Y (Py) increases, the demand for product X increases, 
assuming that prices of all other products remain the same, and that the 
consumer is income-compensated so as to leave him at the same level of 
satisfaction as before the change in Py. With these same assumptio:t1~, 
;x: is a .complement to Y if !;Y ( o, and independent of Y if ;;y = O~ 
Commercial sales and most P. L. 480 shipments are valued at export mar-
ket prices; thus Hicks' definitions do not apply, for PX_ must "be con-
stant as Py changes. However, commercial and P. L. 480 sales differ main-
ly in their terms of payments; the latter is "softer", allowing local 
currency or long-term dollar payments, or being waived altogether. See 
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Case I: P. L. 480 as a Perfect Substitute for Commercial Imports 
The LDCsv demand and domestic supply of food grain (W) - wheat, for 
example - are represented by D D and S S curves. At the .. w:or.ld_ pr.ice .of 
wheat, W per metric ton, domestic production (0q) falls short of meet-
p O 
ing the quantity demanded (oq1) by q0 q1 metric tons of imported wheat. 
As DD shifts to D1 D1 as a result of a rise in per capita income, with 
SS remaining the same, additional imports of q1 q2 metric tons of wheat 
are expected at WP, bringing the total commercial imports to q0 q2• If 
P. L. 480 shipments are q0 q2 metric tons of wheat, then the law has 
replaced all the commercial imports of wheat that would otherwise have 
taken place. The same result of perfect substitution is obtained if 
P. L. 480 shipments are less than or equal to, for instance, q0 q1 , 
which are actual imports less than what was expected because of non-
income determinants of wheat imports. In these situations P. L. 480 is 
a perfect substitute for commercial trade. 
Case II: P. L. 480 as a Perfect Complement to Commercial Imports 
After the LDCs import commercially the quantity q0 q2 , they may re-
ceive q2 q3 metric tons of wheat from the United States under P. L. 480 
as a humanitarian gesture to increase their food grain consumption, or 
to introduce them to United States food grains for economic reasons, 
since they may become importers. Actual imports are thus greater than 
what was expected, and P. L. 480 is trying, through favorable taste and 
preference for United States wheat, to cause a shift in the LDCs• demand 
from D' nv to D" D". Therefore, P. L. 480 shipments of q2 q3 metric 
tons of wheat are in addition to expected commercial imports, and are a 
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_perfect complement ·to commercial. wheat i.mports.o 
Case III~ Po Lo 480 as Part Substitute and Part Complement to Commer-
cial Imports 
Ifp with the shift in demand from DD to nv D1 , the LDCs import 
commercially only q0 q1 metric tons o.f wheat P but receive q1 q3 metric 
tons through Po Lo 480 7 then the law substitutes expected commercial 
imports of q1 q2 metric tons of wheat and complements that with the fur-
ther quantity q2 ~o I.r:i. this case 7 Po Lo 480 partially substitutes and 
partially complements commercial imports of the product in questiono 
Case TIT~ Po Lo 48q as Neutral (fudepend.ent) to Commercial Imports 
In this case, as demand shifts to nv D1 p the LDCs' actual commer-
cial wheat import (q0 q2) is equal t.b what was expected in the absence 
of Po Lo 480 7 and they do not receive any shipment under the lawo 
Substitution and complementarity are not new ideas, and are not 
confined to Po Lo 4800 Since World War II, numerous empirical studies 
have attempted estimates of the elasticity of substitution in the in-
ternational trade of compet:i.:ng countr:i.eso 2 Most of these dealing with 
Po Lo 480 1 s trade effect on the United Statesv competitors treated. those 
competitors individua1.1y: the ±:mpact of Po Lo 480 sa1.es on Canadian 
wheat or Pakistani cotton? for exampleo3 Should a substitution effect 
2Robert M\> Stern and Elliot Zupnick 7 "The Theory and Measurement of 
Elasticity of Substitution in International Trader Kyklo s 7 XV ( 1962) 7 5800 
3For examples of the consequences of Po Lo 480 on Canadian wheat, 
and agriculture generally, during the early years of the law's opera-
tion, see Go Eo Britnell, "The Implications of United States Policy for 
the Canadian Wheat Economy," The Canadian Journal of Economics and 
Political Science, XX:II, Noo n1956y; ppo l~ibo 
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emerge from this study, it will be traced to find out whether it was at 
the expense of United States commercial exports of food grains; those of 
other developed countries; or those of the less developed countries.4 
Scanning the development of predictive trade models in recent year.s 
will help explain the use of this study' s model for the prediction of the 
LDCs 1 food grain imports had P. L •• 480 not·.been .enacted/, Originally 
such models dealt with single countries on a short-term. basis, put in the 
1950's they became international in scope and outlined long-termtrendso 
This change resulted from the increasing interdependence of the world 
community, growing interest in the problems of underdevelopment, and 
concern that development is proceeding so slowly in much of the world. 
Also, more comprehensive models are possible now because reasonably 
standardized economic data are becoming available from most nationso 
Most current world economic models are "gap models", one of which 
hypothesizes rates of economic growth for the LDCs, often unrealisti~· 
cally, and derives their imports from the developed countries from these 
growth rates, using import functions. 6 Imports of the developed coun-
' 
4For this purpose, the world is divided into four parts: the United 
States, other developed countries, the less developed countries (LDCs), 
and the communist countrieso The developed countries are Canada, Ja~an, 
the countries of the EEC (European Economic Community) and the EFTA lEu-
ropean Free Trade Association), Cyprus, Finland, Malta, Greece, Iceland, 
Ireland, Spain, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. The communist 
countries are the u. s. s. R., Eastern Europe (.AJ.bania, Poland, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia), and commu-
nist Asia (mainland China, Mongolia, North Korea, and North Vietnam). 
5H. Glejse:r;-, "Predictive World Models," in Megistos: 
come~ Trade Model for .!..212, ed. by c. Duprez and E. s. 
(Amsterdam: North-Holland fublishing Company, 1970), PP• 
A World In-- ·-Kirschen 
3-15. 
6For an explanation of explanatory variables usually used in import 
demand analysis, see Edward E. Leamer and Robert M .. Stern, Quantitative 
International Economics (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1970), p. 13. 
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tries from the LDCs are similarly estimated •. The difference between 
these trade flows is called the LDCs 1 trade gap, which must be filled 
by an influx of foreign capital and aid. Therefore, foreign aid is 
based on the gap between the LDCs 1 foreign exchange earnings and import 
requirements. Models by Maizels, Balassa, and the GATT are examples of 
this approach. Since the objectives of this study are not to find the 
"optimum" amount of foreign aid, or of food grains in such aid, needed 
to fill the LDCs 1 trade gap, the use of trade gap models here will not 
be appropriate.7 
Other models projected grain imports of the LDCs to be the differ-
ence between their adjusted production and adjusted demand for these' 
products. These models thus required a set of supply and demand equa-
tions.8 Although these equations include many assumptions and vari-
ables, 9 income. and population were treated as key variables in the 
7several studies have tried to estimate aid requirements of the 
LDCs; .. for exam.,.ple, Jaroslav Vanek, Estimating Foreign Resource Needs 
for Economic Development (McGraw-Hill, 1967); and Robin Marris, "Can 
We Measure the Need for Development Assistance?" The Economic Journal, 
LXXX, No. 319 (1970), 650-67. 
8rn addition to the many FAO models, see John E~ Hutchison; ;<I a.mes J. 
Naive, and Sheldon K. Tsu, World Demand Prospects for Wheat in 1980 
with Emphasis .Q!1. Trade ~ Less Developed Countries:lwashington, D. C.: 
u. s., Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Foreign 62, 
1970); and Donald W. Regier and O. H. Goolsby, Growth in World Demand 
for Feed Grains: Related to Meat and Livestock Products and Human 
Consumption of Grain, 1980~Washington, D. C.: u. s., Department of 
Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Foreign 63, 1970). 
9Although Lars"G. Sandberg admits that "Projections of supply and 
demand as well as estimates of price elasticities are all subject to 
considerable error", he used a "set of projections for world production 
of. and demand for grain, given current prices and policies" in.his study, 
"International Trade in Grains: Projections and United States Policy,"· 
The Review of Economics and Statistics, XLVIII, No. 2 (1966), 161. 
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demand for grains. 
Skepticism about the effect of international grain prices on the 
imports of these products by the LDCs has arisen because, from the mid-
1950's to 1960/61, export prices of grains fluctuated within relatively 
narrow limits. Also, United States and Canadian policies of holding 
stocks have kept prices within the agreed range of the international 
10 wheat agreements. International prices may7 after all, be invalid 
as bases for judgment, because"• •• there are few foodstuffs traded 
today on freely competitive markets. 1111 
Arthur B. Mackie recognized this positive relationship between per 
capita incomes and the demand for agricultural products; he used regres-
sion analysis to predict world market. potentials fbr United .State.s · 
agricultural products in 1980 through income elasticities of imports. 12 
He suggested that this methodology be used to study market potentials 
for· specific commodities also. This study, for different purposes, uses 
Mackie's elasticities of imports approach for food grains to analyze 
the P. L. 480 trade effect. Though other factors affect imports, such 
as domestic supply, balance of payments, foreign exchange reserves, and 
government trade policies, the change in per capita income is the most 
critical, because it determines demand: " .... if a general increase in 
101.nternational Wheat Council, Trends and Problems in the World 
Grain Economy, 1950-1970 (London, April, 1966), pp. 15 and~ 
11 
Stern, "Regional Pattern," footnote 3, p. 266. 
12Foreign Economic Growth~ Market Potentials; see also his ar-
ti-c1e, "International Trade and Economic Growth," in Foreign Agricul;;. .. 
tut.al Traae of; tlie Uni.ted-'States1 (Washingt,ori, Do .Co~ .. U.,. S.~.,,· Department 
9f. ;l\gpfc:ul:l;ure, :.Econoniic., .. Rersearch Service, March, 1964), PP• 5-1 ?. - : 
I· .. ( 
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the effective demand for agricultural and other products is not met 
domestically, it will spill over national boundaries and increase the 
total demand for importso"l3 
The LDCs will be divided into nine regions in order to facilitate ~ 
I 
aggregate comparisons among them for the purpose of studying P. L. 480 / 
effects: for instance, which region or regions have been most influ- ~ 
\ 
enced by the law's three effectso The nine regions are Latin America,) 
/ 
North Africa, West Africa7 East Africa, ~st Asia 2 South A~ia, South \ 
East Asia, other East Asia 7 Far East and Oceania. 14 Basic grain trade\ 
.......... ·~~------.. ----.........___.... ._,./ 
data on these regions are available. 15 
13Mackie, Foreign Economic Growth and Market Potentials, p. 29. 
141)Latin America: Central and South America and the Caribbean. 
2)North Africa: Algeria, Egypt 7 Libya7 Morocco, Sudan, and 
Tunisia. 
3)West Africa: Angola, Camaroon, Central African Republic, Chad7 
Congo Republic (Brazzaville), Republic of Congo (Kinshasa), Dahomey, 
Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, 
Niger, Nigeria, Portuguese Guinea, Senegal, Spanish Sahara, South East 
Africa, Upper Volta, and Togo. 
4)East Africa: Botswana, Burundi, Comoro Islands, Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius 7 Malawi, Malagasy Republic, Mozambique, South 
Rhodesia, Reunion, Rwanda, Somali Republic, French Somaliland, Swazi-
land, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambiao 
5)West Asia: Aden, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait 7 
Saudi .Arabia, Syria, Turkey, Lebanon, Qatar, and Yemen. 
6)South Asia: Afghanistan 7 Bhutan, Ceylon, India, Nepal, and 
Pakistan. 
?)South East Asia: Burma, Cambodia, Laos, South Vietnam7 and 
Thailand. 
8)0ther East Asia: Hong Kong, South Korea, Macao, Philippines, 
· Portuguese Asia, Ryukyu Islands, and Taiwan. 
9)Far East and Oceania: Australian New Guinea, Brunei, New Cale-
donia, Fiji, Guam, Indonesia, Malaysia, West Irian, Papua, French Poly-
nesia, Sabah, West Samoa, Sarawak7 and Singaporeo 
l5.Arthur B. Mackie, et al.,, World Trade in Selected Agricultural 
Commodities, 1951-65, Vol. II: Food and Feed Grains: Wheat, Rice, 
Maize, Barley, and Other Cereals (Washington, D. C.: u. s., Department 
of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Foreign 45, 1968). 
) 
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Table XI gives the LDCs 1 regional annual average imports of these 
~---- --~-----------~ .. ~-------~-·--·~---·---·- ------ - - ______ .. ___ , 
commodities by source of imports in absolute terms, and their population. ________ .. ,,_ .. ________ ..... "'~·"""'-'""'"----...._-..... ,·~----~·--·-,--- _ .........--~ 
for the three years before the enactment of Po L. 480. Latin America 
_______ ..,.,_,.., .......... --.... ,,,....,,.,..,...,.-.. ..... ~--,-~, .... Ae••·-----""'-""'"'1~--... ,,.,.. .. _ .......... _........-.......... -
and South Asia led the other regions in wheat and flour and total .grains 
imports from the United States, other developed countries, the LDCs, 
and all sources taken together. South Asia shows a heavy demand for 
foreign grains (inexpensive food) because of low per capita incomes and 
because of religious injunctions against meats among the two major 
religions of the regiono Hindus, the majority of the population, may 
not eat beef; Moslems, most of the rest of the population, are forbid-
den porko Rice and wheat thus consitute the main diet of South Asia's 
increasing population, particularly in India and Pakistano 16 
Table XII shows that, with the exception of South Asia and East 
Africa, all less developed regions relied heavily on the United States 
for total food grain imports shortly before the enactment of P. Lo 480. 
/+Zfo of these regions' annual total grain imports came from the United 
I 
States, and at least half of their imports of wheat and flour, corn1 
barley, and other cerealso Since the rice-eating countries in the Far 
East (Monsoon Asia) produce the bulk of their domestic need, the United 
States provided little of their total rice imports. The same is true 
of Africa and Latin America, which depend more on wheat and other grains 
than on rice as food staples. Barley has been another negligible im-
port; the LDCs have depended mainly on themselves for imports of barley 
as well as for riceo Also, the less developed regions generallyconsid-
16over half of this region's: wheat and flour imports came from 
the United States during average 1951-1953. 
TABLE XI 
LDCS' POPULATIONs AND ANNUAL IMPORTS OF FOOD GRAINS BY SOURCE, 
AVERAGE 1951·~~i953 
. 
COUNTRIES LESS DEVELOPED 
La.tin AFRICA ASIA 
America ::>outh other North West East Total West South East East Total 
···-
Far East Grand & Total Oceania 
Population 166971, 00 153713, 00 l•u~u~.:+3~s~.:i.::~+:~:r~~115;~15271~00~57~ 88736,ooj1115(S6,00 
Food Grain Imports - - - - - - - thousand metric tons - - --- - -
from United Statesa 
Total Grains 2134.66 442.66 90.00 28.66 561.;33 J53.66 2145.J.3 - 602.66 3101.66 492.33· 
Wheat & Flour 1651.33 437.00 79 • .33 1.3.66 530.00 315.00 1686.66 - 253.33 2255.00 442.66 
from Developedb 
Total Grains 834.00 448.33 136.33 159.00 743.66 284.33 1157.00 110.00 352.66 1904.00 383.33 
Wheat & Flour 820.00 444.33 122.33 105.33 672.00 264.66 1136.66 109.66 296.33 1807.33 338.66 
from LDCs 
Total Grains 1188.00 52.33 93.00 168.66 314.00 - 219.00 1209.66 1.00 406.33 1835.99 1073.66 
Wheat & Flour 938.00 8.66 - 9.33 18.00 5_o.oo 272.66 - - 322.66 -
"' from Communist 
Total Grains - 108.66 - - 108.66 2.00 343.00 - 3.00 .348.00 -
Wheat & Flour - 92.00 - - 92.00 2.00 - - - 2.00 -.. 
from All Sources 
Total Grains 4156.66 1052.00 319.33 356.33 1727.66 859.00 4855.00 111.00 1364.66 7189.66 1949.33 
Wheat & Flour 3409.33 982.00 201.66 128.33 1312.00 631.66 3096.00 109.66 549.66 4387.00 781.33 
.. . ... 
8.Mainly commercial; however, some limited dollar sales were financed through United States foreign aid i''W'lds. 
bEx.cluding the United States. 















. a . 
LDCS 1 ANNUAL FOOD GRAIN IMPORTS BY SOURCE AS A PERCENTAGE OF THEffi TOTAL 
FOOD GRAIN IMPORTS, AVERAGE 1951 - 1953 
Less DeYeJ.oped Countriea 
Food Source Latin Africa Asia Far Fast" Ora1ns . .America 1:sou~l":er 
,. . 
Grand 
. Borth West l!ast Total West South Fast Fast Total Ocuma Total. 
- • - - - - - ~ - - per cent - - .. - - - - - - -
United states 48 45 39 . 11 40 50 . 54- • lt6 .51 ,., ·119 
Wheat Dev. Countriesf> 24 45 61 82 51 42 31 100 54 41 43 ,YI 
& LDCs 28 1 - 7 ) 8 9 - - .7 - 13 Flour Cona.Countries - 9 - - 7 - - - - . - - 1 
United states 88 23 S4 12 19 43 76 - - S6 - S4 Corn Dev. Countries - - 17 40 32 - - - - - - 11 LDCs 12 8 29 47 39 S'l 24 - 100 44 100 3l Comm.Countries - 68 - - 10 - - - - - - 4 
United States S8 - - - - 7 2 - 20 :7 4 12 Rice Dev. Cciuntnea· .. 26 10 3 8 18 - - 2 2 ·4 2 . U)Cs_ 41 74 90 97 92 75 81 100 7~ 80 92 . 79 
Comm.Countries - - - - - - 17 - 1 11 - 5 
United states 43 - - - - - - - 77 64· - ,., Barley Dev. Co'Drltries 2 - - - - 2 - - 19 16 - lie, LDCs SS 100 100 100 100 98 - - 4 20 - 29. Comm.Countries - - - - - - - - - .. - -
United states . 21 - - - - 34 - 71 - 99 ?O .. 66 other Dev. Countries 30 - 38 55 30 4 3 - 1 3 100 5 Cereals LDCa 50 100 61 45 70 61 - - .. 6 - 9 Com.Countries - - - - - - 26 - - 21 - 19 
Unit«!. states 51 42 28 8 32 41 44 - 44 43 25 42 Total Dev. Countries 20 43 43 45 43 33 24 99 26 26 20 26 
GN1ns LDCs 29 s 29 47 · 18 25 25 1 30 26 ,s 29 Comm.Countries - 10 - - 6 - 7 - - 5 - 3 ·--
- indicates a negligib1e quantity. aPercentages do not add to l~ because or rounding. 
°bExcluding the United States for all categories of grains. 
Source: Several tab1es in Mackie, et al., World~~ Selected Agricultural Colllllodities1 ~. 
' 
"' <» 
er ·barley/ -· and rye and oats - "inferior" as f oo.d to wheat products 
and rice, which are universally regarded as "superior" cereals. l 7 Thus, 
these regions, before the enactment of P. L. 480, looked to the United 
States as their principal supplier of total food grains in general, and 
of wheat and flour in particular. These two categories of grain will 
receive special attention. 18 
Table XI also shows the LDCs 1 reliance on themselves for other 
types of grains. Far East and Oceania imported an annual average of 
1073.6 tons of grains from the LDCs (1951-1953), none in wheat or flour. 
In Latin Amer.ica, Argentina is the United Statesv only important compe-
ti tor in exporting grains to other Latin American countries and Europe. 
Methodology 
The functional relationship between grain imports by source of im-
______ ,..--,_,..,.,_ .. ..,,,..-e:1',-•·c·.-·<"'.,..--,"""-"'""'••»c ... O.,..,.,_;.\·-...-,",~.,.. ... ., .. ~-,.-·~,..,.. .. -.,.r"'-""-'_ ..... ,,. ............. , ... ~-t';~..,..,,.-.__, ..... "-"< .. ,,..,_,,,_,,. ___ , .... ______ _ 
ports and incom~!l-~~~~!,_~_!'._~e less developed regions (Table XIII) 
--- ~ ··--·-~----\J--.•:•,..,,...,,_ .... ~,,,,-,...,.,,....,Y.""'.'"'"""'""~''t,-,'"""'"""-1<'*""'-~-.;,;,-,,,.,..~, 
will be studied using regression and correlation analyses. These anal-
.., _ ----""'~~"""'"''"'•·:o,:-,M!1'¥'"'._~,.81.._;_,..,..._~~"'-~.,.-u,•,,:· ... .,~..,,~..--.._,.._.,,,,.,.,,.,..,._~.;.;,.,...~-·r.v•,·-'<'~-~,....,:;...";~,.·o~M .. ,..,.~, ... ,,,,,,..-A,.,~,,,...,.,..,._._,;J("'"'--~ .. ......,.,,,.....,.,_, . .,._~_,,,,.,,,.,,.,.~~.-.:·,-... ·,.,,.,.,' 
yses will indicate whether a relationship exists or not and if so how 
----------·--· ----~'""""".L""""'"'"""'_,.._;.,-._.:,~>1-"""""'"'''"M'"'"'•~·c•-.~-:,,,.e,,8~,.,·,~,vc,,,.,,~, _ ., .~ .. :v~··,:,,._,_...,.~x: ..;:......., 
strong it may be (degree of association among variables); theywill.also 
... 40 ~tt;'lfoli~"111~_-; !l,._,_.~..,,'!.<.J;M,'(~~,,)~Jo~if,"lii~'Jllt~"#~~~f~-,;:o;.~"•'M\6~fo....-...,;Jl-,;.i.,,;;.-..,,.,.,,;:,_._,.~k't~""'"""""'a\.!:~N'.""'~""""'''-'"-""""'''1~-'4·.,;:11,~-,,,-· ------
be used to predict per capita grain imports had P •. L., 480 not been en-
acted (the dependent variable Y for total grains and y, for wheat and 
flour) when the value of the independent variable (per capita income of 
the less developed regions fl). is known. for the periods under prediction., 
,~"'"''"'"'°"-""~ "'""""'"~--
The method of least squares is commonly used to estimate regression ---· 
-----------······---· ·-·-----··-··--·-·-·---·-----··---------"'-··-·--···--·~------___,-..-_.II ______ ,, ___ .,. __ ~--
17United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, The Economic 
Relationships Between Grains and Rice (Commodity Bulletin Series,~ . 
No. 39), 1965, P• 390 
18Unless stated otherwise, flour is in wheat equivalent. 
TABLE XIII 
LDCS• ANNUAL INCOME AND IMPORTS OF TOTAL GRAINS AND WHEAT 
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~ .Ule~ data '119l'e nat.. adjusted tor inequal:I.Ues irqrurehasing power lllllOOg nati.ona, they renact the relaU'III 
~,,tn per capUa-~ •. --OtnciaJ. excbangs rates were used to ceavert income to u. s. dollars, Free or 
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Sollrcea:. 'United 'lfat1£ma,· Statistical Yearbook. m (llew YOZ'lt1 Statistical Ortice of the United lfationa, Departmnti 
at Bconomic and So~al Affairs;: 1'170); and ~tirmal McaeUey Fund, Intemational Financial St.atistics Suppl.ement. :Ii!!. 




equations since, under certain assumptions, it gives an unbiasedestima-
tion of the regression parameters, and is the most precise of all methods 
of unbiased linear estimation (subject to smaller sampling errors). 19 
Table XIII is used for a cross-sectional analysis of income and 
grain imports per capita in the LDCs, to estimate these regression 
equations for an average of the 1951-1953 period. 20 A correlation 
analysis will then measure the strength of the relationship. Based on 
these regression equations, the LDCs 1 annual average expected comrr1er-
cial food grain imports will be calculated for average 1954-1956 and 
average 1959-1961, and will be compared with actual imports to deter-
mine the law's trade effect. 
Table XIII shows that Latin America, with an annual per capita in-
come of $265, had the highest per capita imports of total grains (28 
pounds from the United States, 55 pounds from all sources) and of wheat 
and flour (22 pounds from the United States, 45 pounds from all 
sources). By comparison, South East Asia, with a $56 annual per capita 
income, had negligible per capita imports of total grains and of wheat 
and flour, especially from the United States and the LDCs. 
This relationship between grain imports by source of import, and __.__ ~--,......,..,.. __ ~·~-~.~--,m.-1',~ 
income per capita in the less developed regions (Table XIII) is repre-
--·~ ... --.,_.. ..... ,.""" ... ,., .. .,0_e,~ •• ,. •• ,,, .. •'•'" _._.j -~,o - '~ ., .. _, .... ,•>•~·"'~-~~.,.,,,_. __ ,_,,..~,..,·~-,.,>\,J,;<>1.1<!""-.,:"'1,.y,,;-,;o.o>d .... V.a.-....r-;,.,;~O',"~"'"•#Jl'>•""'~"''-,_,,.-,,,'"f<f,;,,<"""---jd(,a:\f~ .. """"-"°'-·-
l9John Neter and William Wasserman, Fundamental Statistics for 
Business and Economics (3rd ed.; Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1967), ~521a 
201ack of data, especially for incomes in the less developed re-
gions before the 1950's, made it impossible to supplement cross-
sectional with time-series analysiso 
I) For Total Grain Imports 
1):" from the United States 
A) log Y1t = alt + b1tlog Xt + Ult 
B) Ylt = alt + bltxt + ult 
2) from other developed countries 
A) log Y2t = a2t + b2tlog Xt + U 2t 
B) Y2t = a2t + b2txt + u 2t 
3) from the less developed countries 
A) log Y3t = a3t + b3tlog Xt + U 3t 
B) Y3t = a3t + b3txt + u 3t 
4) from all sources 
A) log Y4t = a4t + b4tlog Xt + u 4t 
B) Y4t = a4t + b4txt + u 4t 
where t = 1, 2, 3, e e .. , 11 observations; U. t 
ait and bit are the regression parameterso 1 
II) For Wheat and Flour Imports 
~ 
A) log Y'1t = a'1t + b'1tlog Xt + U 'it 
B) y, 1 t = a 1 1 t + b 'it xt + U 1 1 t 
~ 
A) log y, 2t = a• 2t + b' 2tlog Xt + u• 2t 
B) Y'2t = a'2t + b'2txt + u 12t 
~ 
A) log Y'Jt = a'Jt + b'Jtlog Xt + U 'Jt 
B) Y'3t = a'3t + b'3tXt + U '3t 
.lcl 
A) log Y\t = a\t + b\tlog Xt + U \t 
B) Y\t = a\t + b\tXt + U '4t 
are the error terms where i = 1, 2,e •• , 4; and -..J l\) 
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Although both linear and log-linear methods presume a basic rela-
tionship between grain imports and incomes per capita, each is based on 
a different a priori assumptiono 21 A linear double logarithmic equation 
is often used by econometricians in predictive models such .as this, 
----------
partly because the income elasticity of importsis equal to the para-----~-........ .._ __ ,,,, ___________ ,..,,___ -
meter (b), the regression coefficient which is constant for all values 
-....._,__ _ _,._._,,.,._._._~, .. :,c•~""''....,.,.......,.,._,.,.~.,.~-·-·1ee~-.-.----- .,,. •""-"'".,. -"'· ••• !ii'"'-~ 
of per capita 2,~S~~M~~o. Su.c.tL~~..J1.1Jistm~, when it is in evidence, 
in~cates _t~g:r_:~~~!;.'?~.~-~£ •. '~~~~~~-P ... ~~~.!;:P. _,irgp_<?£~~~~-~~ and in-
.... y-,r,,. -
comes per capita at a given timeo When used to predict future imports 7 
-·----... ~·-;""\1J<'-""·""""--""'_fl,,,-~_,,.,,,,-_,.,:,._,,,, . .,., . .,,,-r•',•<''"''·,,.,.,.,,,_,e,,·;•,","""?'l.'"''""'"'"'''l"',o.,.,,,_,.,_.,., .. a.!tt.•,-,~.•:.,..,,..,..,-.,~ ... ,.,.,.~,,--•..,,...,,,,..,..,.~"'-"-.C'"'J,c-..,',...,,"?V,~-
follow the import pattern of higher income regions, as their per capita 
---.. ~~ ... -.....,..,. ... ~ •. ,.,,,,,,....';t';'~.f.,,..,.-.,..-_.,..._ ... "'' ............. - ..... ~.-t ..... ,,.......,..,__...,_........._~---~~--~---""'"----
. . 22 incomes increaseo 
incomes in per:,:.~!:~~~,,.~.~!!,!~,}.~,~--~ ~~~-·· '?.~h~E-.t~~ .. , .. j~-~, .. !.t~.~~.}:'..~Jlunetic 
···•-"-·--,._..~...,..,,,.y.,.., • -. · .,,,y•·H.\,,'>~·-,;..,,,, . ._, 
functional relation implies a constant slope (marginal propensity to 
import, which is a constant response of per capita grain imports to per 
capita incomes in absolute terms)o A disadvantage of using only this 
..•. ~--~~~~--'"''"""""'AAil"..,-c'\!'..-,.,,.,,,A~"""'''"Ji,,,.; ... .,.;-~,.,..;.:.,-;·,, '1:-i'"<,\'i-~"."st;i;,.'l~~~~i~'.,:;~·.t·'.{•"'-ro-~ ;,>·~,;-,J",,"·;·\J.«-·,;,he·,-,.,~;·""'.,t.,.,,..,.'l,7"'.'.i:.,·1:.",~:~r.~ ,.,..""'"""''~~':'ci!'~'-::>1~·,.;-..~f~~'."-"""-~.•lf>":.1101!~~ 
form is that, as the LDCs' per capita incomes rise, their marginal pro-
-~,.--~-·~,:ri<rtJ~;;,.,..,_~,,,~.,_"fl-!:Y.;".l..,V-... """.,,,,,,,,.,,..,,,,,.r<'-":'sc'.""f:w.r-r.,o,.,;l.-';"" ... ~i'!,,...,n:-'~,~,;=s·~,n,;_~·-~~--,'l':'·J,«-.. ~'."'~·=v,:;,:,·;t ... l>\>~~~~·,~"RII!"-~~ 
pensity to import grain may diminish in favor of a greater demand for 
~~.-__.,.,.,.._~~--1!i~,_..,,_,,,..-""'-~~~"'._~,."~<f¥''i<'·'H~'~l-i-..."'"l'.';l,·C,:(tit.li<~~L:lt°'~~'"k,,.tJ01;~Jl!'C~;:,,,:_.;;;.g,>,.,,-a~~~'!~tsi,i:,!l','<'.';~'M!'f'i':"!<,.ll.l•_..;>,~~~~~,Pl""~~b.''f..-1,!~-
it See Leamer and Stern, Quantit.ative International Economics~ 
PP• 17-18. 
22Graham Hallett,~ Economics of Agricultural Policy (New York: 
Augustus M. Kelley, Publishers, 1970), P• 1180 
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other, more expensive, types of food, such as meat. In other words, --------------·--·---- , " '. -~--------·-----
if Engel's Law applies to food grains "irl the less developed countries, 
the log-linear form will prove to be more efficient. Leamer and 
Stern have written that "The use of the linear or log-linear form 
might therefore be looked on as testing the significance of a parti-
cular functional form rather than the significance of the particular 
explanatory variable. 1123 This study will use both the log (Method A) 
and the arithmetic (Method B) linear functional forms in the regres-
sion analysis for both wheat and flour, and total grains. 24 
23Quantitative International Economics, p. 18. 
24It is acceptable to treat total grains here as one commodity, 
since all types of grains have been expressed in metric tons. 
Also, according to Hicks,"• •• if the prices of a group of goods 
change in the same proportion, that group of goods behaves just as 
if it were a single commodity." Value and Capital, p. 15. 
This condition seems to exist, according to the International Wheat 
Council study, Trends and Problems in the World Grain Economy7 Pe 15: 
••• international prices of wheat and coarse grains have 
moved to a large extent independently. Nevertheless, the 
similarity of the basic underlying conditions of supply for 
all grains in recent years and the existing possibilities 
of substitution among wheat and among coarse grains, as well 
as some competition between coarse grains and lower quality 
wheats as feed, have ensured that during the last decade 
wheat and coarse grains have followed the same trend. 
However, an expected disadvantage of treating total grains as a single 
commodity is that so doing may weaken the correlation coefficient (R2) 
for total grains relative to those for wheat and flour. This is 
particularly a problem for sources of imports, where the LDCs import 
other types of grains which do not have (R2) as strong as those for 





The assumptions of this linear regression model25 are 
1. that the covariance between Xt (the independent variables) and 
U:It ( the errors) is zero. So the random variables Xt and U it 
are independent of each other for all t and for all i; 
2. that E ( U it)= O. That is, the expected value of the errors is 
zero fort= 1, 2, ••• , 11 and for i = 1, 2, ••• , 4; 
3. that the variance of U it is homogeneous over time; ioe., 
E ( U 2 it) = q-2 for all t and for all i; 
4o that the errors ( U it) are independent of each other; ioeo, 
covar ( U . t, U .. ) = O for all t -=/= j. 
l lJ 
5. that Xt are fixed (non-stochastic), and there are no errors in 
their estimation fort= 1, 2,. o ., 11. 
25see J. s. Cramer, Empirical Econometrics (Amsterdam: North-
Holland Publishing Company, 1969) , pp. 83-87. 
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The: linear regression equations have been estimated from Table XIII, 
using.Methods A and B, in the following form: 
I) For Total Grain Import 
1) from the United States 
A) log Y1 = -2.4618 + 1.6870 log X 
· (0.43.59) 
* R2 = 0.62 
B) Y1 = .0.3152 + 0.1085 X 
(0.0278) 
2) from other developed countries 
A) log Y2 = -0.4681 + o.6861 log X 
(Oa2020) 
* 
R2 = 0.56 
B) Y2 = 4.7458 + 0.0357 X 
(0.0191) 
2 *** ·R = 0.28 
j) from less developed countries 
A) log Y3 = -2.2781 + 1.4_511 log X 
(0.8680) 
R2 = 0.24 
B) Y3 = 0.9955. + 0.0532 X 
(0.0193) 
** 
R2 = 0.46 
4) from all sources 
A) log Y4 = -0.8J?8+1.105J log X 
(0.3022) 
* R2 = 0.60 
B) Y4 = 6.5257 + 0.1952 X 
(0.0570) 
* R2 = 0.,57 
II) For Wheat and Flour .. Imports 
1 •) 
log Y1 = -2.6134 + 1.7040 log X 
(0.4450) 
* R2 = 0.62 
Y'1 = -0.3799 + 0.0827 X . (0.0187) 
2') 
log y•2 = -0.6478 + 0.7566 log X 
(0.2007) 
3') 
2 * R = o.61 
*** R2 = O.JO 
log Y'; = -2.3657 + 1.2114 log X 
(0.5326) 
** R2 = o.;36 
'cl!;, 
Y'; = -2.7884 + 0.0424 X 
(0.0105) 
4•) 
* R2 = o.64 
log Y14 = -1.J073 + 1.2513 log X 
(0.2578) . 
Y'4 = 1.2777 + 0.1617 X 
(0.0386) 
. * 
R2 = 0.72 
* R2 = o.66 
where* means statistically significant at the 99 percent level. 
** means statistically significant at the 95 percent level. 
***me~s statistically significant at the 90 percent level. 
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cients in these estimated linear regression equations. It also suggests 
that in all cases a positive relationship exists between income and im-
___ -...._ .. , ... ,..__.,,,,,.,,,.,,.. .... ,.:·~;·-,~·,,,, ... w~---·"'""''' .. --=-..,...-... ,, .... ,.",,.-.,,-,.,.,_....-.. ......................... ,.,.,,.,.., ... "'_·_"'~.:,,.~;l<!-~"'.ffl-»"'·"'-~· ... »'<'~-~....,."'"""""--··~..,-,""of'-"~''r,. ... k.',"""' 
ports per capita of total grains and of wheat and flouro In terms of 
_... ____ ~......._i!!:'.'1.f'< .. l'>-'-.,.,.,,.,..r:,,,,._;-c;-,,,...,:-,0'.:,i'._,;.,,:,,,i><.,.·C,.,._,,e~f-~""""""'"-"~Jo"f'-:'J+...;t,•l.#f__.....~.c~~.r,lf~~-.--~,"°'"-
marginal propensity to import, any ten-dollar increase in per capita 
--·-~-.,.,,.,,,,,.....,......,..,t,1..,._"fi.<'nM"'r,..m:":r...--Ar.t<~---,.,,,,, .. '>...,,,'.t:::totl""""''"'--·0-,.-c,,.,·-,,,....'!'INr,.•~-,..~"--',;:,,,, ... __ ~,,,,!:'l!~~.~---
inCOmeS in the less developed regions is associated with an average in-
crease of 20 pounds of imported grains, 16 pounds of imported wheat and 
flour in 1951-1953. However? the income elasticities of imports indi-
cated that as per capita income increases by 1(:%, per capita imports of 
wheat and flour increase by 17% from the United States, 8'fo from other 
developed countries, 12% from the LDCs themselves, and 13% from all 
sources. For total grains these percentages are 17%, 7%, 15%, and 11%0 
As these countries struggle toward economic development, any increase 
0"~'•''•' •O: -•" ,<,'• "j;>,~~~>s'-1• ,;;,;.,z,.,.,,, •: H"'•' 
in~r'-capita 0i~CO!ll~ ···~ust be allotted to foreign manufactured and 
Increasing populations, coupled with domestic agricultural production 
which is inadequate to meet the growing demand, will mean a greater de-
mand for cheaper foods, generally for foreign food grains. 
Per capita incomes in the LDCs are comparatively low, even with 
some increases, and so these countries.have not yet reached the point ---·-----~~--~-
at which income growth is accompanied by negative elasticities of total -------"-.... "-,-~-.. ~-..... -~ .... ......-........~.~-,-· ............... --~'"- -~ ~~ 
demand (from both domestic and foreign sources) for grains. This situ-
.. ~,--·M-.. ·-~ ....... -~~-~~,,._~~-1'~--.._....-....,,~--=-l!i)l,,o.--~..--~. 
ation exists in developed nations, whose high per capita incomes allow 
a preference for meat over grains. In the United States, Canada, Aus-
-~~"'-~~-,.-:--,., ......... m.-ieo!l,'l" ... ....,:rr.11&,t'!.{,,... ... ~-----------------
tralia, and most of Europe, per capita consumption of grains has been 
on a steady decline, elasticity coefficients ranging. from -Ool to -Oo5o 
By comparison, the LDCs generally register positive income elasticities 
.,,,·»"~"''*"'------~""'>ho,-,.,.,...,.;;pt:,~'"''""''-""·'''''•""""''''-~;,..,1,,..,~""""._....,......,.1..i.....~,~,....,..~...._=,·"""',llt-".,._,,,.,....r-...._,.(;,, ..... ,.,,,..,, ... ,.;·«.,,,,...,_w,,,~,,.-•.-....,-..,.,,,~~,~.,:,""'<'1''""'$-'J.f;---.!-;,.,.,....._...,. . .,,,,,.,_,.,~ ..., . ..,, ~ -. 
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of demand of 0.1 to 0.8.26 India is representative, with an income --------------·--·--··----· .. . . ·-·-···--.. '-· 
elasticity of demand for cereals_qf abouto.7 0 27 --· -~~·-·"·-··------···--·"""". . . .. 
TABLE XIV 
LDCS• INCOME ELASTICITIES OF IMPORTS AND MARGINALPROPENSITIES.'TO:IMPORT 
GRAINS AND WHEAT AND FLOUR, BY SOURCE OF IMPORTS, AVERAGE 1951-195JB-
Source of Income Elasticities of 
Marginal Propensities to 
Imports Imports (Regression Import (Regression Coefficients: Method A) Coefficients~ Method B) 
Total Grains I Wheat & Flour Total Grains I Wheat & Flour 
United Statesb, 1 .. 6870 1.7040 0.1085 0 .. 0827 
(0.4359) (0.4450) (0.0278) (0 .. 0187) 
Other 
Developed 006861 0.7566 0.0357 0.0362 
Countries (0.2020) (0 .. 2007) (0.0191) (0 .. 0184) 
Less Developed 1.4511 1.2114 0.0532 0.0424 
Countries ( 008680) (0 .. 5326) (0 .. 0193) ( o. 0105) 
All Sources 1 .. 1053 1.2513 0.1952 0.1617 
( 0.3022) (0.2578) ( o. 0570) (0.0386) 
aFigures in parentheses are standard errors of the regression coef-
ficients. 
~ackie found that the income elasticity of agricultural imports 
from the United States was 1.04 in 1938 and 1.32 in 1959-19610 Foreign 
Economic Growth and Market Potentials, p. 42. 
26Hutchison, et al., World Demand Prospects for Wheat in 19807 P:• 43. 
27Hallett, Economics of Agricultural Policy, pp. 115-116. 
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P, L. 480 Trade Effect 
Tables XV and XVI give the LDCs• annual average incomes and actual 
imports of total grains and of wheat and flour per capita by source of 
imports for the two periods under study, The estimated linear regres-
sion equations (1) and (1 1 ) are now used to calculate the LDCs 1 annual 
expected commercial imports of these commodities from the United States 
as their per capita incomes (the independent variable) changed in each 
of the periods.28 These estimates of expected per capita imports are, 
then converted from per capita to absolute terms by multiplying each 
region's per capita expected imports by its average population for the 
period in question, In addition, the total expected imports of each 
region are converted from pound estimate to metric tons (1 metric ton= 
2204.6 pounds), 
Tables XVII and XVIII give the P. L, 480 trade effect in the LDCs for 
the first period for both wheat and nour and total grains under the 
log (Method A) and the arithmetic (Method B) functional forms, Clearly, 
wheat and flour dominate total grain concessional imports: annual con-
cessional exports of wheat and flour were, on the average, 1848 thou-
sand metric tons, while total grain concessional exports were only 
2258 thousand metric tons during this period, 
Except for West and Ea.st African LDCs, which did not receive wheat 
and flour on concessional terms from the United States, most of the 
other LDCs have substituted P. L. 480 sales for what they would have 
28rt is not assumed that P. L. 480 has contributed to these 
changes in incomes, nor that these incomes would have been different in 
its absence; its magnitude is too small relative to total incomes in 
the LDCs in an aggregate study such as this, 
TABLE XV 
LDCSv ANNUAL INCOME AND IMPORTS OF TOTAL GRAINS AND WHEAT AND FLOUR 
PER CAPITA, AVERAGE 1954 - 1956 
Per Capita 'I> er canita 2 r a 1 n imnorts l n" u "ti • •} 
Incane Total Grains Wheat & 
LDCs (U. s. 1"rom uev. from all f:i:,om Dev. dollars)• from u. s. countriesb from LDCs sourcesc from u. s. count,.ies 
Latin 
229.301d 10.89 18.819 48.275 14.746 America 18 • .565 10.2 
North 125.436 10.403 8.047 2.266 22.321 10.403 6.774 
ti West 62.84? 3.823 4.641 4.26 12.725 2.924 4.009 '" J., 
~ Fs.st 62.496 .09'72 5.o6.5 4.968 10.152 • 097a 4.709 
Total 88.444e 4.413 5.692 3.9.58 14.497 4.036 4.9'74. 
West 249.007 23.734 10.761 11.271 4.5.766 19.523 10.4.52 
South .55.612 2.219 3.37 3.024 9.612 1.776 3.266 
"' South '" 63.144 1.246 3.358 1.7,56 6.36 1.115 3.358 .. < East 
other 162.675 23.149 11.918 15.777 .52.o67 .18.349 11.307 F.ast 
Total 72.617.f 5.893 4.735 4.709 16.1.56 4.164 4.581 
Far F.ast &: 
n. •• 3.813 10.8'73 23.168 37.94 1.048 9.413 Oceania 
All LDCs 104.999 1.257 6.214 8.022 22.052 5.753 5.782 
--~ "" ... . .. . ... • ~- --·< • ... ·.· -
aAs in note a, Table XIII. bhcluding the United Stat~s. CJncluding the communist countries. 
dAs in note d, Table XIII. eThe countries in note e, Table XIII, with the addition of Kenya •. 
fm countries in note f, Table XIII, except China {Taiwan) and the Republic of Korea. 
Sources: See the sources of Table XIII. 
nour 
free I.Dea from ap. 
17.42 42.:,66 
- 18.781 - 6.933 - 4.806 . 
- 9.438 
1.43.5 )1.411 
























LDCSt ANNUAL INCOME .AND IMPORTS OF TOT.AL GRAINS AND WHEAT AND FLOUR 
PER CA.PITA, .AVERAGE 1959 - 1961 
Per Capita n e r c a p 1 t. a gra1n 1 m p o r t s -i-nountla) 
Income Total Grains Wheat & nour 
cu. s. 
f'rOIII tJ. S • rrom Dev:b f'ro111 LDCs 1-rom a.u. f'ra11 u. S. Trom i,ev. f'rcm LDCs TNIIII all dollars)& countries sourcesc countries IIOU!'C9S 
241.184d 28.199 5.848 14.287 51.075 24.132 5.628 11.896 43.956 
133.936 56.885 33.o67 4.551 98.651 50.463 29.496 2.185 86.122 
80.318 5.624 7.325 4.759 18.377 3.859 6.344 - 10.202 
64.692 1.927 6.298 5.593 13.818 .949 5.:302 .188 6.4)9 
98.84s9 18.o84 1).8)9 4.962 38.265 15,))3 12.165 .642 29.199 
179.870 42.250 2).864 14.080 80-5:38 29.4)4 22.115 2.297 54.070 
70.)81 17.)41 3.251 3.473 24.907 15.625 3.241 - 18.917 
69.889 J.255 1.820 1.071 6.323 3.o68 1.820 .197 5.086 
115.596 31.630 9.228 1?.942 62.440 27.880 8.954 .OJ.a· )6.86? 
81.541 f' 19.682 5.68() 5.535 31.862 16.827 5.474 .251 22.612 
n. •· 3.677 10.094 31.457 50.535 1.125 8.956 .152 10.233 
113.826 19.04) - 7.378 8.653 36.699 16.1o6 6.84 2.082 25.6o1 
aAs in note a, Table XIII. bExcluding the United States. Cincluding the communist countries. 
din addition to the countries given in note d, Table XIII: Uruguay, El Salvador, Bolivia. Cuba is not included. 
ern addition to the countries in note e, Table XIII: Algeria, Tunisia, Sudan, Ghana, Congo, Guinea, Togo, Kenya, Tanganyika. 
fin-add:i.tion to the countries in note f, Table XIII: Jordan and Cambodia. 
Sources: Mackie, Forei"'( Economic ~.!!!:!.!!~Potentials, pp. 75-76; and several tables in United Nations, 
Demographic Yearbook, 1.2§2. New York: Statistical Office of the United Nations, Department of :Economic and Social 
A.ffairs, 1967), PP• 12o-.29. CQ. ...... 
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imported commercially from the United States. For example, the Latin 
American region was expected to import commercially from the United 
States 1536 thousand metric tons (Method B) of wheat and flour on the 
average during 1954-1956. Their total actual imports (1219 thousand 
metric tons) were less than was expected because of non-income factors, 
and so the total shipments of these commodities under concessional 
terms were a perfect substitute for the expected commercial imports 
from the United States. In North Africa and Other East Asia, however, 
actual total imports exceeded expected commercial imports by some con-
cessional shipments; here the law shows signs of complementarity. other 
East Asia, for example, imported only 193 thousand metric tons commer-
cially, as against expected commercial imports of 374 thousand metric 
tons (Method A). Therefore, concessional sales of 288 thousand metric 
tons substituted United States commercial imports by 181 thousand met-
ric tons of wheat and flour, and supplemented that with the remaining 
107 thousand metric tons. There remains a question of whether or not 
P. L. 480 complementarity in this Other East Asian region in average 
1954-1956 caused a reduction of this region's grain imports from other 
developed countries or from the LDCs themselves. 
Using the estimated regression equations (2) and (2'), (3) and'_(3' ), 
to predict this region's imports of wheat and flour and total grains, 
knowing its average annual per capita income in 1954-1956, their ex-
pected annual wheat and flour imports from other developed countries 
would have been 277.225 thousand metric tons (Method A) and 259.447 
thousand metric tons (Method B), in the absence of P. L. 480. Their 
actual annual imports from these countries were 296 thousand metric 
tons,. Their expected annual imports of total grains were 292.932 thou-
TABLE XVII 
LDCS' ANNUAL EXPECTED, ACTUAL, AND CONCESSIONAL IMPORTS OF WHEAT AND FLOUR 
FROM THE U. Se; AND P. L. 480 TRADE EFFECT, AVERAGE 1954 - 1956 
'. 
Eltpected -
C-J'Cial. lilpol'ta Actual Ccnceae1o~ P •. L. ll80 fnde Bttect 
:r:..portl Iilporta 
Method A I Method & Method,. Method B 
l&t1n 
• • - thoaArd -tr1c 1.;111• • • • Case I 
America 2117.355 15:,6.379 1218.666 4?M00 pel'fect 11ubat1tute to 
U. S. comaJ'Cial. 1llporta 
• North ·239.895 261.?13 272.333 268.4So case.~ paJ:1; c-t1,ll •t,at1tute, and part .. 8 t Uo O C-J'CiaJ. 4~ ..... 
'" I West 116.173 198.3'1 120.333 
Case IV 
k - neutral effect ... ~ s: Eut 86.296 14?.852 3.(JOO - Caae IV 
::s 
0 
u "'l'IJb.l 495.392 68o.106 395.666 268.450 Case I 
West 924.451 63'.B?o 612.000 529.250 Ca•• I 
..., 
• South 533.256 981.603 413.000 2.58.950 Caae I ... 
0 South 








28'7.?00 Caae III East m.56 '42.362 480.333 part· substitute, .part auppl..-nt 
Total 1164.839 1815.392 15:,6.666 . 1099.100 .ea .. m 
Far East 
& n. a. n. a. 4S_.ooo .. 
Ocean1a 
All lllCa '756.111 4614.821 3196.000 184?.450 
" --·· . - -- ...... --· .. - . --
&Izlcl.udes both COlllll8l"cial and concessional imports; see .AppendixA. 








LDCS t ANNUAL EXPECTED i ACTUAL f AND CONCESSIONAL IMPORTS OF TOTAL GRAINS 
FROM THE U. SQ;. .AND P. Le 480 TRADE EFFECTt AVERAGE 1954 - 1956 
Expected 
Commercial Imports Actual Concessional P. L. 480 Trade Effect 
Import, 1mport.J> 
P..e,;noa A ..... UIOQ B Method A 
- - - thousand -trio ona- - -
Latin 
America 2?)7.1So 20:,0.077 1534.3:,3 523.74.5 
.. North 31).069 ~.026 ·212.:,:,3 268.475 
• ... West 1.53.498 267.641 1.57.:,:,:, 22.IXlO easem ... i ... 
+> ... 
c ~ East 114.04) 199 • .5.5.5 ,.ooo -
:, 
0 
0 Total 6.50.882 909.897 4)2.666 290.47.5 
West 1193.417 837.0.54 744.000 729 • .579 
.., 
• South 706.047 l:329.924 .516.000 304.:,68 
"' 0 • South 
10.5.646 18:, • .593 3.5.000 34.eso ... East ... ~ 
• ... other 
48.5.602 4.53.796 606.ooo ':,69 • .571 .. F.ast 
,:a 
Total 153.5.806 ~4)9.908 1901.000 144).447 Case m 
Far East 
• ,. n •. •• 
., Oceania 
n·. •· 16:,.666 .402 
• ' 
M 
i All LDCs 4920 • .555 61.53.919 40)1.666 22.58.068 
--- -·--- - -
&Includes both c011111ercial. and concessional imports; see Appendix.a. 
bAn average or 1954/.5.5 - 19.5.5/.56 fiscal years; see Appendixn •. 
















sand metric tons (MethodA), and 276.180 thousand metric tons (Method B); 
again the actual annual imports were greater: 312 thousand metric tons 
on the average for 1954-1956. Thus, no justified claim can be made that 
---·------------·--
P. L. 480 complementary shipments substituted other developedcountries' ------·-·----~ ... - . ., ........ ,. . ~ . . ._ . . . . ,, . . ....... .,_ .. ,. .. ._ ... _____ ,,,, .. __ 
commercial grain exports. This is also true for the LDCs, since the ---------
Other East Asian region's expected annual imports of total grains from 
the LDCs (both methods) were lower than their actual annual imports. 
The United States' grain competitors were concerned that P. L. 480 
~~.;:~~w-~!!.~~ ... ,~~-~-~~.~E~.~F~PS?!:~~-'-J~H:~.-~.~.~ .. ,,.!~!,_h:~~ ,. mai~:: .. 
replaced the United States' own commercial exports to most of these less 
- ..... 111_,. __ .,_.,. •--<~,_,, _ _,.,,...,,,~-."·"·-,·- .... ,-, .... ,,. -, .. '.:l'~--c< -,,. "- ."'...,..,"""~"""'' "'·'"·"'·=·- ,..._,._,.. . ...,.,..~,,,,-..._ ... ...,. .. ,, .... ,.,.,,....,.""•,.• ~· ..-~_.. .. ,.,-... .. ~. ~--~-----· --· 
developed regions. During the early years of the law, getting rid of 
surpluses was the priority; the safeguards against P. L. 480 shipments 
reducing United States commercial sales were not really tested yet.29 
The P. L. 480 trade effect on the LDCs' total grain imports has seemed 
to follow the wheat and flour pattern, with most of the regions substi-
tuting concessional sales of total grains for their commercial imports 
from the United State·~. 
In order to analyze the P. L. 480 trade effect in the second peri-
od, average 1959-1961, a substitution of the LDCs• annual per capita 
incomes for this period (Table XVI) in the estimated regression equa-
tions (1) and(l 1 ) will estimate their expected commercial imports of 
wheat and flour and total .grains from the United States* .Tables XIX and XX 
summarize these expected imports, plus the actual total and concession-
al imports of these products by the less developed regions for this 
29The United States' stockpiles of principal grains increased 115% 
from mid-1952 to mid-1954. See O•Hagan and Lehti, "Some Economic and 
Policy Problems of Food Aid," p. 1. 
TABLE XIX 
LDCSw ANNUAL EX:PECTED, ACTUALp AND CONCESSIONAL IMPORTS OF WHEAT AND FLOUR 
FROM THE Uo So; AND Po Lo 480 TRADE EFFECT, AVERAGE 1959 - 1961 
Expected 
Col!llllercial !lllports Actual Concessional P. L, 480 Trade Effect 
Imports1 ImportJ> 
Method A Method B ~'.ethod A .1',ethod B 
• - - thousand metric tons - - -
la tin Case I Case III 
A.'lle,-iea 2660.0 1864,12 2298.3'.)3 1342,8 perfect part substitute, 
substitute part supplement 
., 
"' 
North 302,959 316.587 1493,0, 1263.25, . Case III 
.,.; .. "' West 196.743 287,377 177,0, 66.05, Case I " +> .... .. 
" ... ;:, < East 105,177 176,315 33,666 19.5· Case I 
0 
u 
678,667 866,395 1703.666 1348,8 · Case III Total 
West 606,810 519.74 1055.0 844,466c Case III 
"' .. 
p. South 877,949 1395,572 4006.333 3900.233d Case III 
0 
rl Seu th 108,429 173,142 98,333 90,7· Case I 
" .:; &st > " 
"' 
< ether 
A East 242,866 279,981 
850,0 666.7 Case III 
Total 1571.786 2273,57 6009,666 5710.733c Case III 
" Far East 
"' & n. •• n. a • 54,333 2.7, n. •• ., 
C,cca.=iia ,-l __ 
All WCs 4852,5 5648.084 10066,0, 8996.0 Case III 
·-- -- ---- .. 
"'Commercial and concessional (see Appendix A). bAverage 1959/60-1960/61 fiscal years (Appendix 1) '), 
CAverage fiscal 1958/59-1960/61 (Appendix t)'), dAverage fiscal 1959/60-1961/62 (Appendix J>'), 
eAverage fiscal 1957/58-1958/59 (Appendix~). fAverage fiscal 1957/58-1959/60 (AppendixO·). 
~ 
TABLE XX 
LDCSv ANNUAL Ex:PECTEDf ACTUAL~ AND CONCESSIONAL IMPORTS OF TOTAL GRAINS 
FROM THE U. S.~ AND P. L. 4SO TRADE EFFECTf AVERAGE 1959 - 1961 
Eqiected 
Co!!l!llercial L'l!pOrts Actual Concessional P. L. 480 Tnde Ertect 
l'.ethod A Method B 
Imports• Import.sh 
Method A Method B 
- - - thousand -tric tons - - -
Latin 
America 3436.190 2462.213 268.5.666 1.520.092 Case I Caae llI 
.. 
C> North 39.5.266 420.616 1683.000 1447.99.5 Cue III 
.... ,. 
West 2.58.899 385.288 28.5.000 107.629 Case llI Cue I • .... " .... 
i::. a East 138.901 237.72.5 68.333 37.618 Case I ;, < 
0 
t.> 
Total 889.889 11.56.606 2009.333 1.593.442 Case III 
West 787.814 688.196 1.514.333 1099.279 Case Ill 
"C 
II> South us1.949 1877.207 4446.333 4287 • .570d Case III 
"' 0 
,-l • South 143.013 232.940 104.333 96.928! Cue I .... East 
C> "' > ,-: 
other 
C> 317.378 372.772 964.333 898.83.5 Case III 
A East 
Total 2067.657 3047.132 7029.333 6872.403c Case III 




ill IDCs 6)43.750 7.521.8'.X> 11902.000 107.53.99.5 Case m ' 
·- - ' -- .. ,._. 
Notes a through fare identical with notes a through r, Table XlX. ~ 
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period. They suggest that by 1959-1961 there had been a shift in the 
P. L. 480 trade effect. Both methods show that the law's concessional 
exports of the commodities under study partly supplemented and partly 
substituted expected commercial imports from the United States in most 
of these regions. 
Major changes had occurred in the attitudes of both the United 
States and the recipient LDCs by 1959-1961. P. L. 480 committed itself 
more deeply to the LDCs' economic development. Feeding their masses of 
hungry people was now an objective, a.nd the United States liberallypro-
vided commodities beyond the earlier "normal" trade pattern. The LDCs, 
for their part, now realized that they could buy more, badly needed, 
food using their local currencies. It is not hard for governments to 
issue or borrow these currencies for such a purpose, especially in the 
knowledge that these counterpart funds will be used again, at least 
partially, for their own economic and social development. 
As a result of these developing trends, the P. L. 480 trade effect 
for this second period is different; in most of the less developed re-
gions, P. La 480 sales supplemented, as well as substituted, what would 
have been bought, in the absence of the law, from the United States. 
' There was a question about the effect of these supplementary 
P. L. 480 shipments on commercial imports from other developedcountries 
and from the LDCso Table XXI, using the estimated regression equations 
(2), (2'), (3), and (3 1 ), shows that actual commercial imports of wheat 
and flour and total grains from these two sources were considerably less 
than the expected imports for many of the less developed regions under 
both methods. This is particularly so for South Asia, with maj.or recip-
ients India and Pakistano It is possible that the law's sales had an 
TABLE :XXI 
LDCS i ANNUAL EXPECTED Alm ACTUAL COMMERCIAL . IMPORTS OF WHEAT AND FLOUR AND TOTAL GRAINS FROM.: 
OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIFSs Ai."i!D 'I'HE LDCS, AVERAGE 1959 = 1961a (THOUSAND METRIC TONS) 
WHEAT 1.N D FLOU~ TOTAL GRAIN S1 
fran Di,nloped Count;riei. I fraa LDCs I !rem Devel.Qped ~tries · 1 frca LDCs 
Expected ·. .. . . Actual' . Eitpected . . . . tual ExpectEld .. Actual...__,;;;;;i~;;;;~ ...... -l. 
Method A KethQQ . .B . Method . l.· ~tbo!l B Ac ]leth!>d, .4 Method B 
La;t:.in' . . . ** . .. . . . . . ** . · · · . • 
America (1359.0 1214.5 5;6.o) 315.5 708.1 1133.0 c1m.1 1211.6 551.0) (14J8.1 1317,7 1,)60.7) 
m 
1z1 .North 270.6 262.5 872.7 · (48.o · 85.5 64.7) 289.8 281~8 978.3 (190.1 240.4 134.7) 
H 
=1· i West (316.4. 349.2 336.0) (140.4 241.8 218.J) 
: ~ East 
0 






· 409.7 m.s 
(1441.5 1684.8 
792.7 (83.2 173.3 ... 
831.0) (191.1 .50~8 
•• 
a2.3) I 429,7 400.1 .· 855.3 353.3 378.9 ~-7 
:>1c1615.4 
•• 
1860.8 833.7) (647.9 1216.0 
, . 
890 .• 7) 
~,it-:-~-r---------------+-------------"'!::!"t----------------+---------------fzl other .·. , . . ** 
A East 249.4 250•? 27300 (41.4 64.4 1,.0) 
South 
East 
269.9 270.4 281.3 158.1 218.0 541.0 
Total •• (2244.6 2490.9 19.55.0) ,, (:318.1 238.6 -, -~ 89.1> (2488.9 2734.0 2028.7) I 1111.5 1906.o 1976.1 






.All I.IlCs 1(5055.0 5089.4 4215.3) 
' .. 
83'.3.1 1212.9 1301.3 I <5415.0 5504.5 4611.0> I 3171.9 ~.1 ..5408.3 
aror only those regions having a Case III P. L. l,80 trade effect in Tables1Jl.JX, under Method .l or B or both. 
* indicates expected commerilal imports ) actual. CCBDercial. iq,orts under at least one of' the two methods. 
** indicates elqlected colllll9rcial imports ) actual comnercial imports under both methods. 00 ·'° 
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adverse effect on United States competitors 0 grain exports to that Asian 
regiono However 7 the LDCs taken together imported more from themselves 
than was expected7 by a small margin. Their actual imports from other 
developed countries were less than expectedo 
In 1966 7 Io Little and Jo Clifford predicated descriptively the 
very results whi.ch have emerged from thi.s empirical studyo They recog-
nized the conditions under which commod.ity aid replaces commercial im-
ports 7 and were able to identify other developed countries and not the 
LDCs as those most strongly affected by such programs~ 
The idea that commodity aid alone can permit faster develop-
ment to the extent that sufficient extra demand is created 
to absorb the value of the aid commodities 7 so that there is 
no interference with the commercial demand for such commodi-
ties, is economic nonsenseo This could be the case only if 
investments were created by labour alone 7 and if the extra 
wages were spent solely on the commodities concernedo For 
any given amount of commodity aid to be absorbed, there will 
be some extra demand for other things .. If this extra demand 
for other things is not somehow accommod.a.te9-1 then commodity 
aid cannot be absorbed without displacing commercial saleso 
If commercial sales are displaced then there is no net extra 
consumption of the surplus commodity, and the surplus is 
shifted (to other countries, and possibly other commodities) 
rather than used.o But the underdeveloped countries continue 
to benefit in that the burden of the shift is borne mainly 
by other developed exporters, principally Australia and 
Canad.ao.30 
The real losers, according to Little and. Clifford, are those d.evel.,.. 
oped countries who are the United States 0 trade competitorso The ulti-
mate source of their suffering is the United States farm price support 
policies, which create the surpluses and leave much farm land and labor 
underproductiveo Destruction of the surpluses out of hand is of course 
30rnternational Aid~ An Introduction to the Flow of Public 
Resources from Rich to Poor Countries (ChicagoT"°"Ald.inefublishing 
Company, 1966) ,~1670--
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unthinkableo Equally unthinkable would be the release of the surpluses 
into the world market at commercial rates~ the consequent drop in 
world prices for these commodities could hurt the exporters more than 
the reduction in their marketso 
On the other hand, storage is costly and impractical for the United 
States 9 and makes commodity aid comparatively inexpensiveo The unfor-
tun.ate competitors 9 being themselves economically developed 9 have suf-
fered no crushing setbacks because of United States surplus disposal; 
but 7 the authors warn 9 these competitors9 opposition to United States 
policies 9 political and otherwise 7 could work against the effectiveness 
of the programs, and even minimize aid on their part)1 
Whatever the adverse effects for other developed exporters 9 the 
principal effect has been the substitution of the United Statesv own 
commercial exports of wheat and flour and total grainso And the ulti-
mate result of feeding hungry people in the LDCs has largely softened 
criticism of this effect~ 
o o othere are manyo o oWith.in these countries who know and 
appreciate that surplus food disposal has in fact made food 
available to the hungry peoples of the world - food which, 
in the absence of these progralTl.mes, would probably have been 
denied to themo And I do not think that either our econom.;., 
ics or our commercial interests should become so important 
in our thinking that we lose sight of this important facto32 
In the next chapter 9 this humanitarian aspect of Po Lo 480 will be more 
fully examinedo 
31Toido 9 ppo 168-7 4o 
32R. L. Kristjanson 9 "Discussion! Impact of Surplus Disposal on 
Foreign Competitors and the International Perspective on Surplus Dis-
posal7" JFE 9 XLII 9 No .. 5 (1960) 9 1.0810 
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A Note on the LDCs• Food Grain Elasticities and Propensities 
The P. L. 480 trade effect was studied using the LDCs• incomeelas-
ticities of imports and their marginal propensities to import wheat and 
flour and total grains; it would be in order here to look closely at the 
estimates'cif these elasticities and propensities in the two periods under 
study (1954-19"56 and 1959-1961) with those of the base period, 1951-1953. 
In this chapter, P. L. 480 was found to cause a substitution effect on 
the LDCs• commercial grain imports from the United States and from the ___________ , ____ ........... ----"'----- . '""-·--·-
other developed countries. This trade effect can be attributed to -- . ___ ,...,.._,_ --·... -.. , __
A) a change in~R!::~ .. ~!-,!:~~~.~~~ion "~~tion~.~~~~l~~i£i-
ties in Method A, and ..Em!l~i-.t~~~sn;t:, iP M~(Lfil....Q!..JJJ.e 
period(s) under study in comparison with the correspon~~-~~timat~s in 
-~ ""-----~ ..... l"l'if<--.... ... ~""----......r-- . .,-............ 
the base period; ---B) a change in the intercept of the regression equations; and 
'---------,.._.__-~.....--.,.,_,_,.., ,.,, . - . . ·, ~"""'"'"'''"" ·'-"~":>,~1 .... ~.,.,.,,_,.._~...,~"',,., ... "'J,.\"""\"""' 
C) a change in both the slope and the intercept. 
The dummy variable test is applied to find out whether or not the --~~--~-~-----~~--~--~--~-.. -·-··----
tegression coefficients of each of the two periods under study (where 
the P. L. 480 trade effect occurs) are different from those of the base 
-----"""- ...,.v,.,.A,.=. ~ ,, .. ,,,.,.,-,., -<c'_., .. , ~-.c,.,.,.-µ.,r..o.-~-.l .... ~h,o,,r"-",4.A', 
period; and, if they are different, whether the difference is in the 
--- .... ..,,..,..r..,,,._., __ ....,..,.,,,,...,.._...,-;,,.,,.,u./~.,,,.,~··:Jc>'•.,.·<~"'•·>t,,,.-.,.,_>'!,......._~.-v-~-""'"'.-·-~...,,..__-_....~,~,_..,.,,,,,....,...~,,:..u•'""""""'"'-~.,.-., ..... .,....,..,.~,-..,...._...,..,_,."~ 
intercept or the slope, or both. This test is used for both commodi-
ties, both periods, and both methods, and for the LDCs• four sources of 
grain imports (Tables XIII, XV, and XVI). 
Assume, for example, that per capita annual food grain imports (Y 
for total grains, and y, for wheat and flour) is linearly related to 
per capita annual incomes (X) for 1951-1953 and 1954-1956 (where per 
capita grain imports include P. L. 480 shipments) as follows: 
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Method A 
log Yit == log aiO + ai1log D + ai2log Xt + a131og (DXt) + log Uit .. 
where: 
t = 1, ••• , 22 observations (Tables XIII and XV) 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 sources of imports 
log D == 1 if the observation lies in the base period 
== 0 if the observation lies in 1954-1956 
ail and ai3 = the differential intercept and differential slope 
cients, respectively 
U it = the error terms 
Similarly, Method B 
yit = aiO +ailD + ai2Xt + ai3(DXt) + Uit 
coeffi-
If, for example, i = 1, and if a11 is statistically significant, 
the intercept value of 1951-1953 set is (a11 + a~0), and a10 is the 
intercept value of 1954-1956 set. If a11 is statistically insignifi-
cant, a10 then gives an estimate of the common intercept term of both 
sets. If a13 is statistically significant, the slope value of the 
1951-1953 set is (a13 + a12), and a12 is the slope value of the 1954-
1956 set. If a13 is statistically insignificant, a12 gives the slope 
value which is common to both sets.33 
The estimated regression on the following pages concludes that all 
a13 for i = 1, 2, ••• , 4 are statistically insignificant at the 1~ 
level, implying that the law's trade effect did not cause the slope co-
efficients for each of the two periods under study to be different from 
those of the base perio~. However, in producing its trade effect, ... -.... ,~~·~, ...... ~ ·-· . -·- ---
P. L. 480 has caused the intercepts to be different from those of 1951-----=---~,.. .. - .. -l •. '"'"' _,__ ______ ._. .... ,._.._ .......... , •• ,_.'I< __ 
33Damodar Gujarati, "Use of Dummy Variables in Testing for.Equality 
Between Sets of Coefficients in Two Linear Regressions: A Note," The 
American Statistician, XXIV, No. 1 (1970) 7 pp. 50-52. 
195.3 for all sources of graL-1 imports by the LDCs., 
The estimated regressions are as follows·g 
I) For Total Grain~ 
1 - from the United States 




log Y1 = - 2.4623 + 1.6873 log D - 1.3J14 log X + 0~5384 log (DX) 
(0.5373)* (1 • .5Li44) (0.7724) . 
2 . 
R = 0.60 DF = 18 
Method B 
~ . 
Y1 = • 0.3152 + 0.1085 D - 4.0723 X + 0.0083 DX 
(0.0227)* (4.1390) (0.0319) 
·2 
R = 0.?4 DF = 18 
b) 1951-1953 and 1959-1961 
Method A ,. 
log Y1 = - 2.4621 + 1.6872 log D - 0.0839 log X - o.1.578'log (DX) 
(0.4J98)• (1.4725) (0.7326) · . 
i}- = 0.62 ·DF = 18 
Method B ,. 
Y1 = - 0.31.53 + 0.108.5 D + 1.2264 X + 0.0786 DX 
· (o.o.503)•*(10.1221) (0.0807) 
2 - from other Developed Countries 
a) 1951-1953. and 1954-1956 
Method A .. 
DF = 18 
~ . ' 
log Y2 = ~ 0.4681 + 0.6861 log D - 0.3280 log X + 0.1061 log (DX) 
(0.1569)* (0.4.509) (0.22.5.5) 
Method B 
~ 
Y2 = 4.74.58 + 0.03.57 D - 2.73.57 X + 0.0055 DX 
(0.0142)** (2.5961) (0.0200) 
R2 = o.48 
DF = 18 
DF = 18 




log Y2 = - o.4681 + o.6861 log D - 0.7470 log X + 0.3588 log (DX) 
(0.3282)*** (1.0987) (0.,5467) 
fi2. = 0.36 DF = 18 
Method B 
" Y2 = 4.?458 + 0.0357 D - 1.1815 X + 0.0270 DX 
. (0.0336) (6.7666) (0.0539) 
R2 = 0.17 DF = 18. 
- from the Less Develo ed Countries 
a 1951-1953 and 19 -195 
Method A 
,.. 
log Y:3 = - 2.2781 + 1.4511 log D + 0.8621 log X - 0.3765 log (DX) 
(0.6499)** (1.8681) (0.9343) 
Method B 
,.. 
YJ = 0.9955 + 0.0532 D - 1.6550 X + 0.0142 DX 
(0.0179)* (3.2606) (0.0251) 
DF = 18 
R2 = 0.57 DF = 18 
b) 1951-1953 and 1959-1961 
Method A ,. 
log Y3 = - 2.2?81 + 1.4512 log D + o.4183 log X - 0.1427 log· (DX) 
(0.6593)** (2.2073) (1.0982) 
2· 
R = 0.31 DF = 18 
Method B ,. 
·y3 = 0.9955 + 0.0532 D - 0.9641 X + 0.0144 DX 
. (0.0192)** (J.85?4) · (0.0307) . 
2 . 
R = 0.47 DF = 18 
4 - from All Sources 
a) 1951-1953 and 1954-1956 
Method A 
,. . . . 
log Y4 = - 0.8J80 + 1.1054 log D - 0.3427 log X + 0.1203 log (DX) 
· (0.2386)* (0.6858) (0.3430) 
Method B 
rf- = 0.72 DF = 18 
,. 
Y4::: 6.5256 + 0.1952 D - 8.9427 X + 0.0292 DX 
(0.0464)* (8.4667). (0.0652) 
2 . 
R = 0.70 DF ::: 18 
b) 1951-1953 and 1959-1961 
Method A 
" log Y4 = - 0.8380 + 1.1054 log D - 0.5707 log X + 0.3430 log (DX) 
(0.3106)• (1.0400) (0.5174) · 
Method B 
,.. 
Y4 = 6.5257 + 0.1952 D - 1.8442 X + 0.1339 DX 
( 0.087.5 )** (17 .6017) ( 0.1403) 
R2 = 0.49 
II) For Wheat and Flour Imports 
I 
DF = 18 
DF::: 18 
1 - from the United States 
a) 1951-1953 and 1954-1956 
Method A 
,.. 
log Y•1 = - 2.6137 + 1.7042 log D - 1.1854 log X + 0.4888 log (DX) 
(0.5226)* (1.5021) (0.7513) 
Method B 
R2 = 0.61 DF = 18 
,. 
Y't = - 0.3799 + 0.0827 D - 3.0055 X + 0.0118 DX 
(0.0160)* (2.9205) (0.0225) 
R2 + 0.78 DF = 18 




log Y\ = - 2.6136 + 1.?042 log D - 0.2170 log X + 0.2330 log .(DI) 
c o.tt-Bo4 )• . (1.6085) · C 0.8003) 
Method B 
R2 = 0.59 DF =·18 
,.. 
Y•1 = • 0.3799 + 0.0827 D + 2.1773 X + 0.0644 DX 
( O. 04 31 )••• ( 8. 6661 ) ( O. 0691 ) 
R2 '= 0.49 .DF = 18 
2 - from other Developed Countries 
a) 1951-1953 and 1954-1956 
Method A ,. 
log Y'2 = · 0.6478 + o.7566log D - 0.1835 log X + 0.0372 log (DX) 
(0.1528)• (0.4393) (0.2197) 
Method B 
R2 = 0.74 DF = 18 
,. 
Y'2 = 4.0237 + 0.0362 D - 2.3246 X + 0.0035 DX 
(0.0136)** (2.4808) (0.0191) 
R2 = 0.49 DF = 18 
b) 1951-1953 and 1959-1961 
Method A 
,. 
log Y12 = - o.6478 + 0.7566 log D - 0.6277 log X + 0.3023 log (DX) 
· (0.3133)** (1.0490) (0.5219) 
Method B 
R2 = 0.41 DF ='18 
,.. 
Y'2 = 4.0237 + 0.0362 D - 0.9903 X + 0.0230 DX 
(0.0303) (6.0912) (0.0486) 
R2 = 0.19 DF = 18 
3 - from the Less Developed Countries 
a) 1951-1953 and 1954-19.56 . 
Method A . 
~ . 
98 
log Y' -:i •-!"" 2.36.58 + 1.2-115 log D + 0.14?5 log X - o.o601 log (DX) 
· .1 (0.5468)** (1.5718) (&~?861) 
.2 ... 
. R = 0.'4 DF = 18 
Method B. 
,. 
y,t -:2 =' - 2.1884 + o.0424 D - o.4207 X + 0.0022 DX 
.1 · (0.0163)•• (2.9694) (-0.0229) 
~ = 0.45 DF = 18 
b) 19.51-1953 and 1959-1961 
Method A 
,. 
log Y13 = - 2.3662 + 1.211? log D - 2.6621 log X + 1.2075 log (DX) 
(o.6488)*** (2.1722) (1.0808) 
R2 = 0.40 DF = 18 
Method B ,. 
y•'l = - 2.7884 + o.0424 D - 1.8572 X + o.0143 DX 
.1 (0.0093)• (1.8683) (0.0149) 
2 R = 0.71 DF = 18 
4 - from All Sources 
a) 1951-1953 and 19.54-1956 
Method A ,. 
log Y•4 = - 1.3073 + 1.2513 log D - 0.5134 log X + 0.1956 log (DX) 
(0.2019)• (0.5803) (0.2902) . 
Method B 
R2 = 0.83 DF = 18 
... 
Y'4 = 1.2777 + 0.1617 D - 5.9845 X + 0.0173 DX 
(0.0304)* (5 • .5383) (o.0426) 
R2 = 0.78 DF = 18 




log Y•4 = • 1.3074 + 1.2513 log D - 0.6592 log X + 0.3948 log (DX) 
(0.29.51 )* (0.9880) · (0.4916) . 
Method B 
Where: 
R2 = 0.69 DF = 18 
,. 
Y•4 = 1.2777 + 0.1617 D - 1.7599 X + 0.1138 DX 
(0.0700)** (14.0864) (0.1123) 
R2 = 0.51 
* means statistically significant at the 1% level. 
DF = 18 
** means statistically significant at the 5% level. 
*** means statistically significant at the 10% level. 
absence of asterisks means statistically insignificant 
at the 10% level. 
Figures in parenthesesare standard errors of the regression coefficients. 
CHAPTER V 
P. L. 480 CONSUMPTION EFFECT IN THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 
P. L. 480's humanitarianism1 has attracted the least controversy, 
having received generally lavorable response. Most studies in this area 
recognize the capacity of the United States agricultural surplus to 
alleviate some of the food shortages in the LDCs, and the law itself 
states a commitment to this objective. 
The law's programs are global, although some countries have re-
ceived more aid than others. The law bows to politics only to. the ex-
tent of specifying that its recipients should be "friendly" to the 
United States, and thus excludes the communist LDCs. Therefore, 
P. L. 480 is characteristically considered"• •• a means of narrowing 
., 
the world's 'hunger gap' ••• and reinforcing economic development among 
the emerging nations of the world." 2 
111 ••• a desire to improve the living conditions and opportunities 
of people abroad without regard to the security or economic prosperity 
of the United States." Edwards. Mason, "United States Interests in 
Foreign Economic Assistance," in The United States and~ Developing 
Economies, ed. by Gustav Ranis (New York: W. W. Norton :&. - Company, 
1964), P• 14. 
2Sherwood o. Berg, "The Role of Food for Peace," in Foreign Agri-
cultural Trade:. Selected Readings, ed. by Robert L. Tontz (Ames: The 
Iowa State University Press, 1966), p. 192. For more on the inter~. 
national status of P. L. 480, see El.mer L. Menzie and Robert G. Crouch, 
Political. Interests in Agricultural.Ex.port Surplus.Disposal Through. 
Public Law~, Technical Bulletin No. 161 (Tucson: The University of 
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1964), PP• 32-33. 
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Humanitarian measures have continued to occupy congressionalatten-
tion as well as economic studies. All have recognized that food aid 
cannot be based on purely altruistic motives. There is always some con-
nection with the donor• s foreign policy: some return is always expected, 
in political or ideological influence, perhaps. It is impossible to 
simply give aid to whomever needs it, ideal as this may seem.3 
The preceding chapter showed that P. L. 480's contribution to the 
LDCs• food consumption was considered important enough to partially 
justify the substitution trade effect. This welfare contribution will 
be examined next. 
P. L. 480 Contribution to the LDCs• Food Grain Consumption 
Usually the estimate for food: grain consumption is expressed in 
terms of the grains• ne.t "availability" for human consumption, and is 
obtained by adding domestic production to net imports (imports minus 
exports) and to the change in stocks, and deducting an estimate for 
waste (such as through pests and spoilage) and for non-food uses (live-
stock feed, industrial uses, and seed). 4 · Per capita grain consumption 
3Much has been written about the humanitarianism of foreign aido 
For more detail, see Lloyd D. Black, The Strateg.v of Foreign Aid 
(Princeton, New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1968); Benjamin J. 
Cohen, ed., American Foreign Economic Policy: Essays and Comments 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1968); Jacob J. Kaplan, The Challenge of 
Foreign Aid (New York: Frederick A., Praeger, 1967); Little and 
Clifford, International Aid; and Alternatives for Balancing World Food 
Production.~ Needs. 
4Gross availability (production and change in stocks +net· imports) 
is also used in some studies to indicate consumption since.non-food uses 
are indirectly added to food consumption through other products, such as 
livestock products. This study assumes that available food grains are 
actually consumed. 
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is calculated by dividing net availability by population estimateo 
Tables .XXII and .XXIII present the P. L. 480 contribution to food 
------·-·-·-------------"""'--"''"'~-"-~"",.... 
grain consumption in the LDCs in the first period under study, :1954-1956. --- , ,.,.,, _______ .. ---~--... -----,,...---,,., ~ -
The law's annual average concessional sales as a percentage of theirnet 
availability of total grains was lo4%, and of wheat and flour 5%, in 
these early yearso However 7 in the rice-eating regions of South East 
and Other East Asia, Po L. 480 contributed much more to wheat and flour 
consumption, 21% and 37% respectively .. It must be kept in mind that ---.· -------..---~](>."'--
y-~~J~:,et~~~ .. ~~-"~~~.~?.~,I;t.~~~~ .. .9}'.l:.,L<?-9~"'!!.:~. ~~!~~!1~J:~~~..! In fact 1 
at this time, the LDCs taken together were net exporters of'tbtal grains, 
although they averaged only 595 thousand metric tons annually. 
By 1959-1961, the second period under study, P. Lo 480 had proved 
to contribute significantly to the LDCs• food grain consumption, espe-
cially of wheat and flouro It contributed an annual average of 5.6% of 
their consumption of total grains during this period (Table .XXIV)o 
North African countries benefited most: an annual average of 15% of 
their total grain consumption came from the United States on conces-
sional terms. For the. LDCs taken together, this period showed an in-
crease in total grain production, net imports (reaching an annual aver-
age of 11,517 thousand metric tons), net availability, per capita net 
availability (approachin,g 307 pounds annually), and in the Po L. 480 
contribution to their consumption of these commodities as compared with 
corresponding figures for 1954-1956 .. 
P. L. 480 showed an even more significant contribution to the 
LDCs• consumption of wheat and flour during 1959-1961, with an annual 
average of 19.3%. Indeed, a significant contribution appeared in most 
TABLE XX.II 
P. L. 480 ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE LDCS' TOTAL GRAIN CONSUMPTION, AVERAGE 1954 - 1956 
(1.l" (2) (3) (4) \.5) (6) ('7 )0 (tl) (9)C 
Change Net Total Net Avail- IPer Capita P.L. 480 
LDCs Productior in linporta ~rte linporta Supp~ ability Avail- £cmtn .. 
Stocks CJ} - (4) (1) + (5) (o) :r:: .7.5 ability lmttdn 
-- thousard 11etric tons - - pounds - -per cent-
Latin 
America 39y,3.67 n.a. 3989.67 6196.67 -2201.00 Y,166.67 2787.5.00 JY?.29 1.88 
(I) North 12622.33 n.a. 584.JJ 1241,00 
l'<1 
-656.67 11965,67 8974,25 342.82 2,99 
... .. West 3494.0 n.a. 523.67 87,67 436.00 3930.00 2947,.50 71,62 .7.5 a: ~ ... ~ 
"' Eut 5805,33 n.a. 313.33 212.00 101·.33 .5906.67 4430,00 143,53 -::, 
0 
(.} Total 21921,67 n.a. 1421,33 1540,67 -119~33 21802,33 16351.7.5 166.79 1.78 
I West 18616.33 n.a. 1434.67 1298.00 136.67 187.5),00 14064.7.5 448.671 5.19 
I 
Q. 
w South 89770.0 n.a • 2235.33 149,33 2086.00 918,56,00 68892,00 296,2\ ."4 ... 
;;:, .. South ... 
17972;67 178,67 3471.00 14680,33 391.96 ,-:i .!:! East n.a. .3292.33 11010.25 ,32 
l'<1 
> Other 
r,:i F.ast 10336,67 n.a. 1363.00 148,00 1215.00 11.5.51,67 8663,7.5 330,96 4.26 
"" 
Total 136695,67 n.a. 5211,67 .5066.33 14.5,33 136841,00 102630.75 318,16 1.40 
Far East 




,-:i ill I.Des 212396.0 n.a. 12251.00 12846.oo • .595.00 211801,00 1,58850,75 285,93 1.42 . 
a1954/1955 - 1956/1957, 
bNon-food utilization: 2% of total supply for total grains, 15% for wheat and fl.our, See "Trends and Patterns 
in World Grain Consumption," p, 11, 




P., L .. 480 ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE LDCS' WHEAT AND FLOUR CONSUM;l?TION, AVERAGE 1954 - 1956'. 
--.. ---·---
1fJa (2) <:,> (4) (5) (6) (7)0 (8) (9)C 
Change Net Total :Net Avail- Per Capita P.L, 'H!O 
LDCs Production in !Dports Ex:ports !Dports Supply ' .ability Net Avail- ~ ... 
Stooks (3) - (4) (1) ... (5) · (6) x .as ability 1,1:tttt;;:. 
- - thousand metric tons - - - ,Ounda - .. per cent -Latin 
America 10899.33 n.a. 3501.33 :,214.:n 287.00 11186.33 9508.:,S 115.05 5.05 
a, .. ·-- -
·!'ii 
4546.33 H North n.a • . 491.67 403.33 88.33 4634.67 3939.47 150.49 6.80 
13: 
E-< West 12.00 n.a. 285.33 285.33 297.33 252.73 6,14·:. Cd - -:a: f) .... 
::, 
~ 0 East 325.00 n.a. 148.33 .33 148.00 473.00 402.05 13.03 -
t) 
Total 4883.33 n.a. 925.33 40J.67 521.67 5405.00. 4594,25 46.86 5.84 
West 10415.00 n.a. 984,67 · 539.33 44s.:n 10660.33 9231,28 294.48 5.73 
i::i 
f,'j 
South 12100.00 1172,67 u12.33 11791,48 fl., · n.a. .33 13872.33 50.10 2.2.Q 
0 
ol South 4.33 126.00 ..;: .... East n.a. - 126.00 130,33 110.78 3.94 20.94 ., !'ii < 
> Other !'ii East 140.33 n.a. 776.33 - 776.3:3 916.67 779.17 · 29.76 36,92 ·.a 
Total 23259.67 n.a. 3059.67 539.67 2520.00 25779.67 21912.72 67.93 5.01 
Far Fast -




..:I ill LDCs 39042.33 n.a. 7935.33 · 4157,67 'Yl77.67 42820,00 36397.00 65.51 5.07 
l-'-
.. --- - -
a1954/1955 - 1956/1957. b3ee footnote b, Table XXII. CConcessional Sales see Table XVII. Net Availability 
i2 
TABLE XXIV 
Po L. 480 ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE LDC:Sv TOTAL GRAIN CONSUMPTION, AVERAGE 1959 - 1961 
- (8) (9).C (1 }a (2) (3} \'I,} (5) \b} (7)b 
Change Net Total Net Avail· Per·Capita P. L. 480 
LDCs ~uction in linports E,cports linports Sup~ .ability Avail- Cont:ri-
Stocks {3) - (4) (1) + {5 (6) x .75 ability .bution 
-- thousand metric tons - - -pounds - .. per cent-
Le tin 
-714.0( 44648.33 33486.25 351.61 4.54 America 45362.:n n.a. 4864.33 5578.33 
··- .. 
North 10693.0, n.a • 2918.67 741.0' 2177.67 12870.67 9653.0< 326.27 15o'O;. .,, 




< East 5756.67 n.a. 490.0' 268.0 '· 222.0, - 5978.67 4484.or 126.45 .84 
:a: 
:::, 
0 Total 20202.33 n.a. 4251.67 1136.or 3115;67 23318.0'- 17488.50 157.40 9.11 
u. 
West 20926,0• n.a. 2886.67 347,67 2539.0, 2.3465,0, 17598.7.5 491.00 6.25 
A South 107970,67 n.a. 6386.33 75.67 · 6310.67 114?81.33 85711.0, 334.27 5.0: 
l,l 
p.. "' South 21748.33 202.67 4067.67 -3865,0' 17883,33 13412.50 418.47 .72 0 .,.., Fast n.a. " ..4 < . 
r,.; Other 12008.67 1903.67 203.67 1700.0•. 13708.67 10281.50 337.23 8.74 :> Ea.st n.a. 
Iii 
A Total 162653.67 11379.J:3 4694.67 6684.67 169:na.33 127003.75 355.61 ;.41 n.a. 
Far East 




H ill LDCs 244359.33 n.a. 22936.67 11419.33 11517.33 255876.67 191907.50 307.05 5.60 
,,.._. . .. ~· -- -· 
a1959/1960 - 1961-1962. 0see footnote b, Table XXII. CConcessional Sales • see Table xx for concessional sales. 





Pe Lo 480 ANNlJAL.CONTRIBUTION TO THE LDCS 11 WHEAT AND FLOUR CONSUMPTIONi AVER.AGE 1959 - 1961 
.. 
" . 
(1 )" (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7)~ (8) (9)C. 
Change Net . '.rota1 Net Avail· Per Capita P.L. 480 
U>Cs Production in Imports Exports Imports Supply .ability Avail- Contri-
Stocks (:3) - (4) (1) + (5) <6):x: .as ability bution 
- - . thousand metric tons - - -pounds - -per ·cent-
Latin 
9294.18 14.45 .Alllerica 8726.3'.3 n.a. 4186.3.3 1978.33 2206.;00 10934.33 9r.59 
<ll 
r.1 
H North .3846.33 n.a. 2548.00 221.33 2326.67 6173.00 . 5247.05 177.35 .24.07 · 
~ 
E-< l! West 4.oo n.a• 468.oo .33 lff,7.67 471.67 400.92 8,74 16.47 .... 
:z: 
~ ::, :East 281.33 228.33 _228.33 509.67 433.22 4.50 0 n.a. - 12.22 
(.) 
Total 4131.6? n.a. 3244.3.3 221.6? 3022.6? 7154.33 6081.18 54.73 22.18 
West 1.2268.00 n.a. 19,a.oo 16o.33 1???.6? 14045.67 11938.82 333.10 7.07 
A 
r.1 1.?!i6'-," 11. South 15812.33 n.a. 4850.67 - 4850.67 2o663.oo -~50 ~,29. 
0 
M ~ South 5.67 ·163.00 163.00 .· "168.67 143~37 r.1 ~ F.ast 
n.a. - 4.47 63.26 
> ' 
fil other 1124.oo 1109 .. 67 . A F.ast 209.33 n.a • 14.33 1319.00 1121.15 36.?? 59.46 
Total 28295.33 n.a. 8075.67 174.67 7901.00 36196.33 30766.BS 86.15 18.56 
,<ll 
Far East 
& - n.a. 494.33 1.67 492.67 492.67 418.?? · 8.67 .64 t'l Ocea.'lia 
["I 
M 
ill I.Des 41153.33 n.a. 16000.67 2376.33 13624.33 54777.67 46561.02 74.50 19.32 
!---' 
a1959/1960 - 1961/196.2. b5ee footnote b, Table XXII. ceoncessionaJ. Sales lle.t A.vailabil.ity ; see Table XIX for concessional sales, 
5<-
l('f/ 
of the less developed regions5 with a peak of 63.3% and 59.5% for South 
East and Other East Asia respectively. The sharp upswing in wheat con-
sumption in traditionally rice-eating areas may have been stimulated by 
the aid programs, for wheat is the only commodity in large enough 
supply to meet the recipients• food needs.6 With such a positive 
P. L. 480 contribution, it is no wonder that, in the words of M. Lo Up-
church: "• •• American agriculture is in good shape to help wage the 
world War on Hunger."? 
The LDCsv Income Elasticities of Food Grain Consumption 
The P. L. 480 consumption effect was expressed above to be the 
lawvs concessional sales as a percentage of the LDCs• total actual net 
__ _..,.. • .-....L.~_,,,_.~:-o.s,a--<C<'·"•''·""~"''r::,.,.,1:&;_,....,,.:;i-._.,,.;,,~ ... :,,·,~~~.,,:i,\~''··4''''•·"·'·"",1.:,:w+:<:K:•,,:~.,1,·.,,.'i!!il'lf.>''\/'·""";.,::.y~.!'ffl\!,ll!:V:'l:lf""•>('W!i•11,,w.-:""l.•~~JO,$"'r.;"I-.._.-~~--~~~-~~~~~ 
availability (including P. L. 480 shipments) of total grains, and wheat 
----4-~l-"~lliltlil!A~·iw.,...~1,~~<Y,"'-•""lf';.';;~i::;.,,,._,.~.....,::"">--;,.,,.,,r...,.,~.,w~-;. "'*II• ,:ii «- "11:l ........ ~....-"-~'ll''-:""'4'~~,.._,, .. z;J•.~"~''":llll.~~~....,. 
~~~~~~1!!!~.:1::::.~~!_~e••·~~~,~!;,",<;>,£~.!:,~~~.~119 .J?.~~.9£~~~~~~,! ~~~2 O 
However, the law has hoped to provide its recipients with additional 
food beyond what would have been imported. in ~~.M.., .. !~~!l.£~.t.,.}IO that the 
,,,,.,._..,,...- 1 &A --~Mr!~h!W~,,,.~..,:.;-_..;t:.1.;1~·~1t~~...,.'.~~~,,,_.r,1r:<.J:$~,w..=r~~ . . •-.h~...r.t'~•"""' .. """";;.,;:,<S~ 
increase may induce them to import more from the United States, besides 
••• nm aJ ...- 41 """""~·~~-~.,:<,,,i1'~,.,\"0'"""'·;.,"'.>~7~~-:<;•~·:';.,,n.-:.~~·~;,·~ <,·;,v.~ .... ~--·:rs,·:,_~~,·.-,, . .,,"\r,,,.,;,>~t!"1.~"'""'"""'·'•"'~n..,1t,lJ1:1~<,W~~··s~,:...-..,,~;,,;:i.(.,l.;,i,:;;,,Jc-..,,, 
5The P. L. 480 annual average contribution to all grains and wheat 
and flour, 1959-1961, in South Asia was estimated at 5% and 22% respec-
tively. It is of interest to note that J. s. Mann reached closely 
similar results for India alone. For the years 1956-1963, P. L. 480 
Title I imports were 4.49% of net availability of cereals in India, and 
21.31% for wheat alone. See Mannvs "The Contribution of United States 
Public Law 480 to Indian Economic Development" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
The University of Minnesota, 1966), p. 57. 
6Hutchison, et al., World Demand Prospects for.Wheat ,in ,1980,._p.,,47_.., 
711The Capacity of the United States to Supply Food for Developing 
Countries," in Alternatives for Balancing World~ Production and 
~' P• 222. 
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demand for the commodities under study before and after the enactment of 
the law will allow general statements on how far the LDCs have actually __ _... _________ ~-----·-----~----·----·----~ .......... -----------a~-·-•--"'-""~---• 11.=- .. i!JIIIII • 
preferred to change their food grain consumption with changes inincome. 
,,...- --a111 I !lli)J,OV'll.!('li..,...,,.ill!f ~,...,, 111 --•• .,,-------Therefore, income elasticities of demand may be used here as a 
~ ,---·~----~--·-·-•-11 ........ .-..~ .............. _~-lll•-••-•-•-~•--•-11-,_..,_m•-"•-...-• 
basis for finding out whether or not these countries, beset by food 
----••-a..__,m_, _ ......, ....... ,u,i;-~~·~~~~":#<cW.M.U ll'l ...,_'11\"l!:~•l\llltfti,;~mQftSl\W e 11111.1 1,1.1va.w t~*lf'l!l< N. lfiJi•~=i 
shortages, having the opportunity of obtaining Po L. 480 concessional 
~."""".._·~, I t J ·~~·~·~~)b.,:~~~~~'1! • . . " • , . ~ . ·' *~lli!Rfl· li!N.IIIJl1Wlfll!I. I~ 
sales, have experienced higher income elasticities of demand for food 
.,.,.,-w•~~··ll~w.;.,_~#1."l'lf1~!-"l'<"tf .... ~~..t:>'-~,1t,il't;i.~:-"(lill.~,-N! 4 ~Jll:J")JWW ,-•'Ii 1¥1!..:iiUh.W.1, ,;, , P'iilZ ~Jlf U !'!I • !P,11!111"~"'"'"""__., a1., AZ4:i"' 
grains after Po Lo 480 was enacted than before. Differences in income 
................. ~lll...,,..~·mM~~w.~~.w•?t3P.l. 211 _,,..,t11111JW c~ 
elasticities can be evaluated, and the conditions under which Po Lo 480 
might have an influence on these elasticities. 
Since income is of primary importance,in determining per capita 
food consumption, 8 per capita grain con~;et,iop ( C for total grains and 
cv for wheat and flour) i~~d to deEend on per capita.i~~omes (X)o 
It has long been recognized that 
o •• in develo.ping countries annual series for. food c.ommadi~ ~ 
ties are either non-existent, or unreliable or cover too ( 
short a time period. ·we.,can reasonably assume that time 
series results did not play a major role in deriving income 
elasticities for these countriesa9 
Therefore, the LDCs 0 income elasticities of demand for food grains will 
be calculated.using a linear logarithmic regression in a region-by-
region cross-sectional analysis as follows: 
~any studies have shown the importance of income in determining 
food consumption; see, for example, Lo M. Qoreux, "Income and Food 
Consumption," Monthly.Bulletin of Agricultural.Economics and Statis-
tics, JX, Nao 10 (1960), 1-130 other factors should not be ignored, 
though, such as prices, taste and preference, urbanization, prices of 
related commodities, social and political factorso 
9Quirino Paris,' .An Appraisal of "Income" Elasticities for Total 
Food Consumption in Developing Countries (Paris: Development Centre of 
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1970),p. 12. 
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Total Grains Wheat and Flour 
log C't = ~'t + -.-IJ't logXt + f!t 
where t = 1, 2, o o o 7 11 observations; oit and Jlt are the regression 
parameters; and ft are the disturbance termso 
An advantage of this model is its similarity with that of the 
Po Lo 480 trade effecto Both models have common references, since they 
both use per capita income as the independent variable o Also, this 
model will be helpful in testing the differences i.n i.ncome elasticities 
with the use of the dummy variable approach as it was applied i.n the 
10 
final section of Chapter IVo 
Tables XXVI and XXVII give the LDCs 1 per capita consumption of 
total grains and wheat and flour in the base period, 1951-1953; these 
will be regressed on their per capita incomes for the same period from 
Table XIII. The estimated regression equations obtained by the method 
of least squares are 
Total Grains 
log C = 1.5708 + 804189 log X 
( Ool 790) 
R2 = Oo38** 
log c, 
Wheat and Flour 
= -107577 + 106966 log X 
(Oo55o6) 
R2 = Oo51** 
*·* indicates statistically significant at the 95% level. 
These regression coefficients represent the LDCs 1 income elastici-
ties for consumption of these commodities; each has a positive sign, 
~~~~~--~~~-~~-----
which is consistent with economic reasoning that the LDCs, faced with a -------·------·-..,.,.,_. ....... ,,...,.._ .. ..........,~- . =- I!. ... 
lOThis model also allows the aggregate statement needed without 
using family budget surveys,which have been criticized for their defi-
ciencies and information gaps, for the estimation of i.ncome elastici-
ties and projections i.n the developing countrieso For detail on this 
matter see Paris, An Appraisal of "Income" El.asticitieso 
TABLE XXVI 
-· . . . . 
LDCSw ANNUAL TarAL GRAIN CONSUMPTION, AVERAGE 1951 - 195;3 
(1)a (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)b (8) 
Change in Net Imports Total Net Avail- Per Capita.· 
LDCs Production · Stock11 blports Exports (3) - (4) Suppzy ability . Net Avail-· 
(1) + (5) (6) x .75 . ability 
--- thousand metric torus - - - - pounds -
Latin 3()889.oo n.a. 4156.67 3440.33 716.33 31605.33 2)704.00 312.89 America 
North 10367.00 n.a. 1052.00 1121.0<f -69.00 10298.00 7723.50 _316.67 
Ill 
l;Q !! 
West 5365.00 n.a. 319.33 104.oo 215.33 5580.33 4185.2.5. 109.24 H '£ 
= ~ 
5671.00 356.33 e-, East n.a. 140.33 216.00 5587.00 4415.25 152.77 = :::, 
0 Total 21403.00 n.a. 1727.67 1365.33. 362.33 21765.33 16324.00 177.93 0 
West 14812.00 n.a. 859.00 1252.67 -393.67 14418.3) 10813.75 170.91 
'A South 75826.;00 n.a·. 4855~00 110.33 4744.67 80570.67 60428.00 277.97 r,q .. 
. "' ~ South 1);'87.00 111.00 3144.67 -3033.67. 10753.33 8065.00 310 • .50 0 ID Fast n.a. 
,-1 < -
l;Q other 8925.00 1364.67 72.67 7662.7.5 > F.ast n.a. 1292.00 10217.00 320.30 
r.-1 
A 








,-1 illLDC11 166355.00 n.a. 15023.33 9420.67 5602.67 1719.57.67 128968.25 257.94 


























LDCS• ANNUAL WHEAT AND FLOUR CONSUMPTION, AVERAGE 1951·..:.: 1953 .· 
(1)a (2) (3) (4J . (5) (6) (7)D (8) 
Change in Net Imports Tota1 Net Avail- Per Capita 
LDCs Production Stocks lilports Exports (3) - (4) s~ ability Net A'98iL-' 
(1) + (5) (6) x .75 ability 
- - thousand metric tons - - - pounds -. ,· 
Latin 
1682.33 96.54.33 8206.18 108~32 America 7972.00 n.a. 3409.33 1727.00 
North 3374.00 n.a. 982.00 313.67 668.33 4042.33 3435.98 140.88 
~ West 59.00 n.a. 201.67 .67 201.00 26o.OO 221.00 5.77 
'£ .. 
~ East 310.00 n.a. 128.33 10.67 117.67 427.67 363.52 12.ss 
Total 3743.00 n.a. 1312.00 325.00 987.00 4730.00 4020.50 43.'82 
West 8061.00 n.a. 631.67 417.00 214.67 8275,67 7034.32 241.28 
South 116o3.oo n.a. )096.oo · 12.67 3083.33 14686.33 121183.:,a !flo42 
.. South 4.oo 109.67 .... n.a. 109.67 113.67 96~62 3.72 .:; East ·-
other 98.oo .549.67 East n.a. - ,549.67 647.67 · 550.52 2:,.01 
Total 19766.00 n.a. 4)87.00 429.67 '9!/le:33 23723.33 20164.83 66 • .54 
Far Fast 
"' - n.a •. 781~33 - 781.)3 781.33 664.13 u,.47 Oceania 
.. 
All LI>Cs :,1481.00 n.a. 9889.67 2'181.67 7408.oo :,8889.oo 33055~65· . ~U 





food shortage, will increase their food grain consumption as their per 
capita incomer~~~ other factors ;c~m~i~ That is, with a 
1~ increase in per capita income in the LDCs in 1951-1953, per capita 
wheat and flour consumption increases by 16%, total grains by 4%. 
11 For the use of the dummy variable test, assume that the food 
~---,.,:,..;,;,,._ ....... "'......,.,~ ... .--~ .. -""-_,,.'.•"""""'-"'~ 
grain consumption (C for total grains and C• for wheat and flour) fer 
1951-1953 and for 1954-1956 is written as follows~ 
log C. = log a + a1 log D + a2 logX. + a3 log (DX.) + log U.. i O i i i 
i = 1, ••• , 22 observations 
where log D = 1 if the observation lies in the base period, 
= 0 if the observation lies in the 1954-1956 period 
X = per capita incomes, and 
a1 and a3 = the differential intercept and differential slope coeffi-
cients, respectively. 
Th t . t d . . t. 12 e es ima e regression eq~a ions are 
1) for total grains 
log C. = 1.5708· - 0.1926 log D + 0.4189 log X. + 0.0955 (log DX.) 
i (0.6724) (0.2339)** i (0.3363) i 
2 R = 0.35 DF = 18 
2) for wheat and flour 
log c•. = -1.7577 - o.07021ogD + 1.69661ogX. + 0.0194 (log DX.) 
i (1.6093) (0.5599)* i (0.8049) i 
2 R = 0.50 DF = 18 
11Gujarati', "Use of Dummy Variables," PP• 50-52. 
12Estimates of per capita incomes and per capita total grains con-
sumption for (1951-1953 - 1954-1956) and for (1951-1953 - 1959-1961) 
are obtained from Tables XIII, XV, XVI, XXVI, XXVII 7 XXII, XXIII, XXIV, 
and xxv. 
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By the same method, regression equations for 1951-1953 and 1959-1961 are 
1) for total grains 
log C. = 1.5708 - 003390 log D + 0.4189 log X. + 0.1702 (log DX.) 
J. (008598) (0.2568) J. (0.4278) 1 · 
2 R = 0.24 DF = 18 
2) for wheat and flour 
log C•. = -1.7578 - o.87691ogD + 1.69661ogX. + 0.4374 (log DX .. ) 
J. (108764) (0.5605)* J. (0.9336) 1 
* indicates significance at better than 1% 
** indicates significance at better than 1c,fo 
DF = 18 
Figures inparentneses are standard errors of the regression coefficients., 
The above four equations indicate that both the differential inter-
cept and the diff e~tial slope co~fficients are. ~tatistically-=iri'signf::-·-
-#OS:'1;.~~,~~w,i,;-~,., .... ,,,_~""-'"-"'''·,,~···'""''"'""""' .. "'~'''"''" '~---.. -~,, ~- .. ,.,, ... ,,~,."if>'<~l'.«:-0:,i' ...... ~i.-.,,•;,·,-.,.,. ,,, ,,.,,.,,· .• 1-· ._.·.,,_,,, ... ,,,. ....... ,~_,...,.,.,~~·,..,.,,~~ •. , •• -...; ,} 
ficant, meani.ng that the intercept and income elasticity for ':rood grain. -, 
consumption functions in the LDCs before P. L. 480 (1951-1953) are not 
different from those in evidence during the law 1 s operation (1954-1956 
With the exception of a few regions, P. L. 480 has caused the LDCs1 
actual commercial grain imports from all sources to be less than their 
expected levels in the absence of the law in the two periods under study 
In other I 
words~ no addition to the LDCs 1 food grain consumption beyond the law1 s 
and for both commodities in question (Tables XXVIII and XXDC)o 
shipments was attributable to the law having expanded these countriesv I 
commercial imports of grains. However, the adverse effect on the LDCs• l 
total commercial imports was compensated partially by the law 1 s ship-
( ments themselves and by other factors such as the increase in domestic 
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LDCS' ANNUAL EXPECTED.AND ACTUAL COMMERCIAL IMPORTS, 
FROM ALL SOURCES, AVERAGE 1954 - 1956 








Method A I Method B Imports 
- -thousand metric tons - - - - thousand metric tons - -
4879.J'.39 4239.207 3465.922 3659.504 3168.942 3021.433 
793.194 811.932 315.8.58 544.764 564.252 223.217 
501.666· .580.658 77;.495 
•• 
360.700 470.655 285.333 
433.025 578.006 313.333 268.673 351.240 148.333 
2018.627 233_2.695 1130.858 1317.647 1526.928 656.883 
2027.273 1728.563 70.5.087 1538.871 1301.781 455.416 
2867.442 4042.643 1930.965 1749.767 2387.760 913.717 
398.596 529.604 143.816 247.697 322.610 102.8 00 
1057,068 1002.260 993.1J;29 7_54.188 721.835 488.633 
5341.93.5 6678 • .524 3768.219 3387.097 4198.783 1960.567 
T\. o... ". 0..- 1627.931 ..... Q.. Y\• 0.. • 449.000 
13816,667 15014.269 9992.932 9244.444 10139.321 6087.883 
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LDCS' ANNUAL EXPECTED AND ACTUAL COMMERCIAL IMPORTS, 
FROM ALL SOURCES, AVERAGE 1959 - 1961 
-- -- --- -- - --- HJ wnea't. ana. ... ··-
Expected Actua1 Cornmercia1 
C011111ercial. Imports 
Method A I Method B Imports 
Eicpected 
Actual COl!!nercial 
r,,,,.,,, .. ts Cmi:mercial 
Method A I Method B Imports 
- - thousa.nd metric tons .- - -·. thousand metric ~ns - -
5946.667 5106.138 3J44.241 4493.333 3834.770 2843.533 
963.609 966.726 1470.67~ 668.343 678.356 1284.750• 
849.083 1018.668 735.37\* 546.330 654.179 401.95!* 
** 516.667 679.296 452.382 322.305 416.140 208.833 
-
2586.667 2869.353 *2658.225* 
• 
1715.556 1917.332 1895.533 
• 1617.204 1492.599 1787.388 •· 1170.609 1087.945 1093.53.4 
3846.154 5196.632 2098.763 2589.744 3244.815 950.434 
508.654 646;500 105.739 320.833 403.053 72.300 
843.293 887.032 1004.832* 572.256' 600.652 457.300 
6721.429 eo16.337 4506.930 4335.714 5163,655 2364,934 
'l').o.. rt.a.. 2288.499 • ..... Q.. ¥l•ct. 491.633 
17006.250 17968.168 12182.672 11512.500 12298,539 7004.667 
.. Y----·-·-••• 
* means actual commercial imports) expected colllllertial imports, according to at least one method. 
** where the level of domestic production is less than that of the base period, 1951-1953, ....... ....... 
\Jl 
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the less developed regions, for example, domestic production of the two 
commodities under study has increased for 1954-1956 and 1959-1961, as 
compared with the base period (Tables XIVIII and XX.IX:). Whether or not 
this increased production was influenced by the law (P. L. 480 produc-
tion effect) is the subject of.the next chapter. 
P. L. 480 should not be held solely responsible for the insignifi-
cant variation in the LDCs• income elasticities, since food consumption 
in these countries is influenced by many different variables related to 
production and foreign trade. Consid~ring the inadequacy of domestic 
agriculture, population problems, food shortages, more grain imports, 
and the struggle for a better standard of living in these countries, a 
massive concessional food aid program like P. L. 480 may be expected to 
cause some impact (hopefully a positive one) on their grain consumption 
pattern with respect to their income. Whether the foreign currencies 
the LDCs saved by substituting P. L. 480 concessional shipments for 
commercial food grain imports went to buy more foreign capital goods 
for development purposes, or to buy more foreign non-grain food raises 
a serious question: why not more food grains which, besides being 
inexpensive even in commercial purchases by comparison with other food 
products, already dominate the diet in these countries?;3 Th1s q_~est.ion 
can be answered in a comprehensive study that goes beyond food grains 
to include all non-grain food consumption in the LDCs. 
1311rn the less developed countries •••• Where the caloric intake 
is extremely low, the first need is for increased supplies of high 
energy ~cods." Pollock, "Is the World Changing Its Eating Habits?" 
PP• 6-7.• 
CHAPTER VI 
P. L. 480 PRODUCTION EFFECT IN THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTR~FS 
P. L. 480 was enacted mainly to :r"id, the United States of accumu-
lated agricultural surpluses. The United States hoped that these sup-
plie.s:would not replace the recipients' commercial imports of these 
commodities, and hoped also that this surplus food might help to feed 
the world's hungry and promote their economic development. 
The necessary conditions under which these goals might be accom-
plished had been defined in studie~ done on agricultural aid programs. 
Nurkse, for example, indicated that 
A transfer of consumable resources from the rich to the poor 
may increase the world total of human happiness. It may be 
desirable on grounds of welfare economics, though even on 
this level the system might not be without its drawbacks.1 
These possible drawbacks were seriously investigated by both the United 
States and international agencies.2 From the early 19601 s it was 
recognized that unless United States food aid programs were carefully 
plann~ they might cause "trade disruptions, growth interrupti~ 
1Ragnar Nurkse, Problems of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped 
Countries ~ Patterns of Trade ~ Development (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1967), PP• 93-94. 
2see, for example, United Nations, Food and .Agriculture Organi-
zation, Uses of Agricultural Surpluses to Finance Economic Development 
~Unaer...;a.e~vel:opea Countries: ! Pilot Stud.v in India (Commodity Policy 
Studies, No. 6), 1955. 
and scandalous wasteo"J --
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It should be noted here that food aid is not, and should not be, 
considered the sole approach to the LDCsw food problem. Others must 
be population control, increased agricultural productivity, and the 
development of non-conventional sources of food supply.4 When theLDCs' 
food shortage is considered as a short-run problem, population control 
and an increase in food aid are usually recommended. Over the longrun, 
however, these countries should overcome most of their food shortage 
through increased productivity and some degree of population controlo 
Relating Po Lo 480 programs and food aid in general to the economic 
development issues in the LDCs is beyond the scope of this chapter. It 
will rather examine the conditions under which Pe Lo 480 programs might -----
have contributed to the LDCs' agricultural development, particularly 
their food grain productiono _________ __....---..-..,...- Hopefully, this examination will provide 
perspectives by which the Po Lo 480 production effect may be judgedo 
Food Aid and Agricultural Development in the LDCs 
Agriculture in most of the LDCs provides food and raw materials for 
domestic and foreign markets, and occupies most of the labor force and 
land resources; thus its development is a priority requiring serious 
programs on many frontso These programs must be aided by agricultural 
policies concerning land (area, productivity, tenure, and reform), labor 
3Willard Wo Cochrane, Arthur Bo ·Mackie, and Grover Co Chappell, 
"Potential Uses of Farm Products as Aid to Developing Countries 7 " JFE, 
XLV, Noo 5 (1963), 9730 
4"Panel Discussion: Qptimal Strategies for Balancing Future World 
Food Production and Needs," in Alternatives for Balancing World~ 
Production and Needs, pp. 243-66. 
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productivity and disguised unemployment and incentives to farm, capitalv 
climate, prices, credit and marketing facilities, use of fertilizers 
and pesticides, technological advance, and educationo 5 Most of these 
policies are initiated and put into effect by the LDCs themselves. 
However, foreign aid can supplement these internal efforts. According 
to Robert Stern, agricultural surplus disposal can contribute to recip-
------------·------- ---------------., 
ients' consumption and economic development without replacing their ·--
commercial imports if certain conditions are met~ ..-------.. ...,. ___________ ~., ... , ... .,.,..,.,.....,_-.. _~.-.----. --,-~ 
1) Additional consumption made possible by the surplus aid in the recip-
ient countries should be matched concurrently by additional investment 
beyond what had been originally plannedo Where added consumption is 
not matched by increased investmentv these countries would gain rela-
tively little capital formation for their economic development except 
indirectly through improved diets which might make possible improved 
productivityo Inflation would occurv however, if added investment were 
not met by a sufficient supply of consumption goodso Long-term guaran-
tees should assure the recipients that these aid-investment programs 
will not be abruptly terminatedo 
2) The prices of these surplus aid. commodities, when sold for local 
currency, should not be higher than the world market prices, unless 
they are received as grantso Nor should they be lower than current 
prices in the recipient countrieso In the first case, the recipients 
would be paying more than the alternative value of the resources; and 
in the second 9 possible substitution of these aid commodities for 
5For detailed analysis of these factorsv see John Wo 
Economics of Agricultural Development (Ithaca 9 New York~ 




domestic products would occur.6 
other studies emphasized further conditions. When workers in de-
velopment projects, for instance, are paid partially in kind, in terms 
of the food aid commodities, little impact on domestic food prices will 
occuro In.doing this, however, the LDCs require not only food commodi-
ties (wage fund) but also a supply of many capital goods and services 
such as clothing, housing, and capital equipm.ento? Therefore, food aid 
should encourage, and not substitute, other forms of aido Nor should 
food aid reduce the efforts of the recipient governments to develop do-
mestic agriculture. These efforts may be in the form of coordinated ------plans (agricultural price policies, for example) ·to absorb food aid 
without adverse effect on domestic prices and thus on production; the 
incorporation of food aid into long-run economic plans; and provisions 
for required additional. investment to match concurrently the increased 
consumption made possible by the food aido Finally, the local curren-
cies received for the sale of food aid co~d~~~s cag1 .~der_~~~vorable ... .,~---... .........,..,~._,,.,,.,._,,,~,~,-~ ... --,...,.,. .. ...,,,,,,,,,,. .... ______ ..___......,""·...---- 8 -
conditions, contribute to the recipients' agricultural developmento 
611Agricultural Surplus Disposal as a Means of Financing Economic / 
Development," Economia Internazionale, XII ( 1959) , 643-57. For full 
treatment, see Stern's "World Food Exports and United States .Agricul-
tural Policies: A Study of the Development of World Trade in Food with 
Special Reference to United States Food Surplus Disposal and Foreign 
Aid" (PhoD •. ,dissertation, Columbia University, 195SJ, Chapter VII. 
711Food aid for economic development alone could not be expected to 
amount to more than one-sixth to one-fifth of the total capital aid 
required by underdeveloped countries." United Nations, Food and Agri-
culture Organization, Development Through Food: ! Strateg.y for Surplus 
Utilization (Rome, 1961), p. 3. 
gFor full treatment of these conditions, see Dubey, "Food Aid and 
Economic Development," pp. 167-9So 
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Po Lo 480 and Agricultural Development in the LDCs: 
Emphasis on Food Grain Production 
In spite of_Po L. 480~s intention of expanding trade among th? 
United States and friendly nations and of providing food for needy.1:eo-
ple abroad, its commitment to economic development in recipient coun-
tries was too general: it did not emphasize agricultural_productivity 
or increased food grain productiono This deficiency was recognized: --Our basic objective is not to help the developing countries 
achieve self-sufficiency in food production. Rather, it is 
to help the recipient countries develop their economies to 
the point that at some future date they can import on com-
mercial terms what they can not produce economically them-
selveso 9 
Po Lo 480, therefore, is attempting to balance its consequences, for it 
would be self-defeating if, on the one hand, it expanded United States 
agricultural exports, and at the same time stimulated the LDCs' agri-
cultural production, reducing their commercial imports from the United 
States and other exporterso Absolute self-sufficiency, however, is not 
a relevant goal for the LDCs. The viable priorities are for greater 
efficiency through increased agricultural productivity and the applica-
tion of modern agricultural methodso Such activities would help solve, 
at least in part, the problems of food shortage, population density on 
limited land areas, and balance of paymentso 
Lester Ro Brown discovered, empirically, that the main agricultu-
ral problem faced by the LDCs is low per-acre yields: this factor has 
---···-·-· .. -·--·--- -~---------·---
limited their cap~city to feed themselves and has perpetuated low agri-
....... • ,, ___ ... _....._....,,.,_,,..,,_..,_ . .....,.--"""" .. """'"·"'-''-.-,. .. - ... -·~-"'~-.. --..~-.... -..."""-_,c,...,._,.. ___ ..,,...,.,.,..-...,.......,. __ 
9Irwin R. Hedges, "Foreign Economic Development and United States 
Agricultural Policy," in United States Agricultural Policy: Foreign 
and Domestic, Agricultural Policy Institute Series 28 (Raleigh: North 
Carolina State University, nod.), po 36. 
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cultural productivityo Brown borrowed Rostow•s concept of a "take-off" -
stage of economic development, applied it to the low-yield-per-acre di-
lemma, and concluded that the LDCs need a "yield take-off" in their ----- . -
agriculture, which would generate a sustained. trend of rapidly rising 
yields. 10 Table XXX: shows the persistence of the di.lemma even with 
P. L. 480 programs in operation. 
TABLE XXX: 
INDEX. OF GRAIN PRODUCTION, AREA_1 YIELD, PQPULATION, 
AND OUTPUT PER. PERSON BY ECONOMIC GROUPS OF THE 
WORLD, 1934-1938, 1957/58-59/60, AND 1960/61 
Less Developed 
1934-1938 1 1957 58-59 6019 O 61 
Grain Production 100 140 151 135 142 
Area in Grain 100 101 100 126 132 
Yield Per Acre 100 138 151 107 108 
Population 100 120 146 
Output Per Person 100 119 126 96 97 
aNorth America, Western Europe, Eastern Europe and the U.S. s. Ro, 
and Oceania. 
bAsia, Africa, and Latin America. 
Source~ Several tables in Brown, Mani Land.ll.., and Foodo 
lO"Population Growth, Food Needs, and Production Problems," Devel-
opment Digest, III, Noo 3 (1965), 80-89.. For ful.1 detail on this sub-
ject~ see Brown, Man, Land. and Foodo 
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Table XXX indicates that rising per-acre yields in the developed 
regions produced a 51% increase in grain output between 1934-1938 and 
1960. Four-fifths of the less developed regions' _output increase of 
42% came from expanded grain area rather than improved productivityo 
A yield take-off could occur in the less developed regions if --... --------·-·---............. ""'"'""-
agricultural policies offered favorable farm incentives such as in-
creases in farm prices. Other measures, such as an increase in farm 
literacy and in available capital, would also be helpful. The develop-
ment of a market-oriented economy would make it eas;ier to finance the 
capital required to raise yields, and the support of non-agricultural 
sectors of the economy would facilitate agricultural inputs such as 
fertilizers, tractors, and insecticides. 
In view of the situation, the question arises: what did, or could, 
P. L. 480 do to affect th~..£~' agricultur:c!-1, E!'?duct}~ty in general, 
and their food grain production in particular? 
P. L. 480 programs have saved the recipients foreign exc.hange: the --~----~--~~~--~----~~~~~~~·-----·~~~---
law's substitution effect on the LDCs' commercial imports of foodgrains 
under.lines this conclusion. But there are no guarantees that the for-
eign exchange thus released has been used to purchase foreign invest-
ment goods beyond what had been planned for in the absence of P.L. 480. 
It has been shown, for example, that"• • oa portion of U. s. wheat 
11 shipments to India has released exchange for the purchase of armso 11 
Similar claims have been made about other LDCs. 
There are strong reasons, as the above discussion shows, for skep-
11Raymond F. Mikesell, The Economics of Foreign Aid (Chicago: 
Aldine Publishing Company, 1968), p. 198. 
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ticism about the law's aggregate impact on agricultural productivity, 
particularly grain production, in the LDCs. The use of the counterpart 
funds which have accumulated under Title I, and which should contribute 
to the recipients' agricultural development, is questionable. As inthe 
case of released foreign exchange funds, these local currencies carry 
no provisions for useo Too often the United States government approves 
the allotment of these funds as loans or grants, or for project usev 
without requiring specific plans. And the LDCs themselves tend to 
delay using these fundso As an examplev on December 31 1 1964: 
o •• of the total accumulated local currencies earmarked for 
loans or grants to the recipients under Po L. 480 commodity 
sales agreementsv nearly $1.6 billion had not been disbursed~ 
of which $623 million equivalent represented Indian rupees.1 
Lack of planning has resulted in spreading the counterpart funds 
too thinly over too many projects where agricultural development was 
not a priority; criticism of the use of the funds has centered on this 
weakness. Some of these uses are listed below; Table XXXI following 
indicates the share of economic development in these fundse Section104 
of Title r13 specifies allocation of counterpart funds to 
1) agricultural market development 
2) supplemental stockpiles 
3) common defense 
4) purchase of goods for other countries 
5) grants for economic development 
6) payment of U. s. obligations 
7) loans to foreign governments 
12To" d 190 -L•, P• o 
l3Items 1 through 8 were included in the original Act. Item 9 was 
added on June 18, 1956; 10 on August 3, 1956; 11 on June 30, 1958; 
12 through 15 on September 6, 1958; 16 through 18 on September 21, 1959; 
and 19 on August 8, 19610 Menzie and Crouch, Politi.cal Interests in 
Agricultural Export Surplus Disposal 7 p., 31. 
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8) international educational exchange 
9) translation of books and periodicals 
10) American-sponsored schools and centers 
11) scientific, medical, cultural, and educational activities 
12) buildings for Uo So government use 
13) trade fairs 
14) acquisition, indexing, and dissemination of foreign publications 
15) American educational institutions 
16) workshops and chairs in American studies 
17) purchase of nonfood items for emergency uses 
18) audiovisual materials 
19) sales for dollars to u. s. tourists 
Only 2o3% of planned foreign currency allocations under P. Lo 480, 
Title I, July, 1954 to June, 19589 went for multilateral trade and eco-
nomic development, as compared with 38.2% to pay for United States 
obligations and military procurement. Table XXXI illustrates the dis-
tribution of these funds, in millions of dollars. 
TABLE XXXI 
DISTRIBUTION BY REGIONS OF PUBLIC IAW .4$Q_ .. 'TITLE I: .SALES . 
AGREEMENTS, JULY 1954 TO JUNE 1958 
Region Total Percent Earmarked for Percent Agreements Development 
Europe $ 1,105.9 39.0 $ 513 .. 0 31.8 
Latin America 362.4 12.8 283.4 17.6 
Near East 287.2 10.2 171 .. 3 10.6 
Far East 1,078.9 38.0 646.3 40.0 
Total $ 2,834.4 100.0 
' 
$1l>14 .. 0 100 .. 0 
Source: Stern, "Agricultural Surplus Disposal," p. 645. 
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As the law put more emphasis on economic development in thel960 1 s, 
grants for economic development from July:,. l-954'to June, 1963 came to be 
1739 .. 8 million dollar equivalents, or 18.5% of the total foreign cur-
rency agreements to all developed and less developed recipients. Loans 
for food and agricultural development were only 275.2 million dollar 
equivalents, or 15% of total loans for economic development to all 
recipients (including such developed countries as Japan and Spain). 14 
Allocations aside 7 a closer look at the nature of these counter-
part funds reveals their real shortcomings as means for financing eco-
nomic development in the LDCs: "Why ••• should a country having an 
adequate fiscal and ban.king system want to borrow its own currency at 
4 percent and have to listen to American advice on how this currency 
should be used ••• ?1115 In a similar vein·, Little and Clifford indict 
strongly the present conduct of the counterpart funds; if a country 
needs funds for development projects, they maintain, it can issue or 
borrow currency itself and thus be relieved of external obligations in 
the use of the money: 
[A recipient country] will use these counterpart funds only 
for things it wants to do anyway, and only then in order to 
please the Americans. This is the reason why so much remains 
unspent •••• This clumsy device ••• was born from a belief 
in the economic obtusity of Congress and the American public, 
who might be gulled into thinking that the commodities were 
being sold and not given away .. 16 
Several attempts were made to encourage agricultural development 
l4Dubey, "Food Aid and Economic Development," pp. 188-90. 
l5Mason, "Foreign Money We Can't Spend," p. 83. 
16rnternational Aid, P• 173. 
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through work projects where money wages were partially supplemented by 
P. L. 480 Title II food grants. 17 Besides possibly motivating the 
recipients to start such projects, P. L. 480 produced little success. 
Besides the inconvenience of its barter system, 18 many workers could not 
prepare their favorite dishes from the aid commodities and so asked for 
a different kind of payment, since they were unwilling to change their 
customary tl.iets •. Tunisia7 a major participant in agricultural food-for-
work projects, was supplementing the money wage with American hard red 
winter wheat. The workers were eY.entually allowed to exchange these 
supplies for a coarse meal called semolina, made from local durum wheat 
and used in preparing the national dish, "couscous.;" · .. After a time the 
money wage was being supplemented not with P. L. 480 wheat, but with 
bags bearing the phrase ."Tunisian Semolina donated by the people,of the 
United States of America0 1119 
During the decade of 1956-1965 the United States shifted the empha-
sis of her economic aid to food aid under P. L. 480 programs. 
Table XXXII shows that economic aid under the Agency for International 
Development (AID) and under the Export-Import Bank has declined, while 
P. L. 480 and other sources of aid have become much more prominent. 
17such programs were tried in Tunisia, India, Algeria, Peru, Iran, 
Morocco, Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Libya, Tanganyika, Brazil, and Bolivia. 
Goals included water resource development, irrigation, ~d rural rehab-
ilitation. · 
18Jacob Viner criticizes these food-for-work projects in that it 
seems "paradoxical that in our economic development activities abroad 
we should help laborers who have probably in many cases but recently 
emerged from a near-barter economy to return to it." "Economic Policy 
on the New Frontier," ForeignAffatts, XXXIX, No. 4 (1961), 568. 
19 · ' 
Menzie, et al., Policy for Export Surplus Disposal, p. 64 •. 
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TABLE XXXII 
SOURCE OF u. s. ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE COMMITMENTS TO mesa 
1956-1960 1961-1965 1956-1965 
A. I. D. 
$ billion I percent .$ billion I percent $ billion I percent 
7.2 58 9.7 48 16.9 52 
Ex.port-Import Bank 1.6 13 1.8 9 3.4 11 
P. L. 480 3.0 24 6 .. 3 31 9.2 28 
Other o .. 6 5 2.4 12 3.1 10 
Total 12.4 20 .. 2 32 .. 6 
aEx.cludes Egypt; includes Greece. 
Source: Kenneth M .. Kauffman and Helena Stalson, 11U. s. Assistance 
to Less Developed Countries, 1956-1965," Foreign Affairs, XLV, No. 4 
(1967), 720 .. 
Greater contribution to multilateral agencies caused the increase in 
the "Other" category. Further, for the United States to use her 
counterpart funds meant a displacement of these funds for dollars and 
added to the LDCs' scarcity of foreign exchange .. 
The most controversial aspect of the P. L .. 480 food grain produc-
. ,,_.,,., .. ._,,.,,.,._ ... .,..,. "-" ,., .. ,nr><"'.,..,.,."',-•·- ,.,.-""'"'_..,.....,..,,....,,..,.,__,...,.,. .,,_,, 
tion effect in the LDCs is the possibility of reducing go.vernmentincen-
............. _ ..... ,, .. , .... .,,.~· 
tives for beginning and_maintainin~ 13._~r~c~~~~ development I?rograms, 
""-----... --~.~,.---·-~····<····'···-~·· . ,··" 
or depressing domestic prices which in turn causes a drop in the pro-
---·---.. ·····-···-··>'•· 
, ••• w ••••• ,, ..... ,, ......... ,, ..... ~,·:rr., .... ~ .... - .. ,.."--"" ... _ ...... __ _ 
duction of these commodities .. Debates over these issues have concen-
trated on whether or not food production is affected by changes in the 
prices of food products; and on the differences in the conclusions of 
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empirical studies on what is called here the P. L. 480 production 
effect in particular and economic development in general in recipient 
countries. The results are different, the emphases were varied, and 
they were by no means conclusive. However, this empirical evidence can 
shed some light on common factors attributable to the P. L. 480 food 
grain production effect in the LDCs.20 Both Pakistan and Israel, for 
example, used Po L. 480 grain to divert land from wheat to other.pur-
poses, export crops in the case of Pakistan; poultry, dairy production, 
and fruits and vegetables in the case of Israel. Governments in 
Colombia and Egypt, on the other hand, used Po Lo 480 commodities to 
provide greater stability for internal market prices which were to a 
great extent government-controlled. 
~ 
A comparative study of the impact of P. Lo 480 Title I imports on ~ 
domestic agricultural production in Colombia, India, Israel, Japan, 
Pakistan, and Turkey provided three conclusions that seem appropriate 
for a general statement on the P. L. 480 production effect in the LDCs: 
1) P. Lo 480 imports had very little adverse effect on agricultural 
production in the recipient countries; 
2) the law has allowed additional flexibility in the recipients' public 
policy; and 
3) differences in public policies among the recipients were the most 
important cause of differences in the impact of Po L. 480 shipments 0) 
2°For details on this empirical evidence see Barlow and Libbin, 
Food Aid and Agricultural Development; and Mikesell, ~- Economics of 
Foreign Aid, PP• 191-98 • .AJ.so see Appendix E for selected reference to 
the P. L. 480 economic impact on individuals and groups of recipientso 
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domestic agricultural prices and production from one recipient country 
to another. 21 This third conclusion is also the main factor in the ( 
\ 
Thus different outcomes in the empirical evidence mentioned earliera 
government agricultural policies in recipient countries have been mainly j( 
-----------···-··------ -------------·- ----
r~~~tion of ... the_P._L_.4,80 product~£~ .. -~-~-~to In 
addition to conclusion (1) above, which indicates that the law had very 
little adverse effect on agricultural production~ it has been found that 
• a ofor many cases examined7 changes in these shipments had 
relatively insignificant price-output effects and these could 
have been offset by a modest growth in populationo Estimates 
of parameters for India indicate that a 20-percent increase 
in the quantity of food grain shipments between 1956-57 and 
1961-62, other things being equal, would have decreased food 
grain prices 106 percent and domestic food grain output Oo4 
percento22 
This chapter must conclude that Po Lo 480 surplus food has not 
----......._.-..,.-,~--------....,..,..,w,w,:.-.-,...,,.,._...,..,,,,_.,...,, __ ~N'~~--
fulfilled the condition that it provide more consumption and capital 
formation for economic development with no adverse effect on the LDCs~ 
---· ____ _..._-...-,,.;>,,<'<.~--""'''"'"'"''"'-.; .... ~.:'!·r-'~.,,.,""""""'"'"'!:~"'~""-~~.....i.i1,:-.,:n·~,-_;;,,,.....,.,lll'>IYl,,.;a,~,..,.....~---.. --~~-'1(" 
LDCs substituted P. Le 480 food grains fo~_commerci~ impo~~s of thes!._ 
products from the Uriited_~_!,e~-~other de~b.9-:eed 90Y,!.);tri_eso _, .!nd the _______________ ,.____ WWW-. 
United States has apparently come to consider Po Lo 480 food aid as a 
required for additional investment in the LDCso 
21See Wayne Alan Schutjer, "The Relationship Between P. Lo 480 ~ 
Title I Imports and Domestic Agricultural Production in Six Receiving 
Nations':' (Ph.Do dissertation, Michigan State University, 1964) a 
22Gary Lo Seevers, 11An'Evaluation of the Disincentive Effect 
Caused by P. L. 480 Shipments," ·American Journal of Agricultural 
Economics, L, Noo 3 (1968), 6300 
Admittedly, P. L. 480 was not enacted to solve the LDCs' economic 
development problems, 23 nor to promote the devel~ent of self-.:...---------- ---
sufficient food grain production. But even the relatively limited 
_____ , _________ .v .. -..-,,,.,,..,-, 
goals of contributing to agricultural efficiency and yield take-off, 
especially of food grains, have been blocked by the weaknesses of 
limited counterpart fund allocation 7 and food-for-wage shortcomings. 
The P. L. 480 production effect has depended primarily upon the public -----·-----........ ---=-,.~--·-·--------~.. .. ___ _ 
policies of the recipients themselves. Its effectiveness thus impeded, 
---·-·-, ..... """",.,,,.. .. ..-,~,·~-.,,,_,., .............. ,.~-----·""'--.-- . .,.._. -· -~ . ,. -.,,. .. ,, . ....,.,._,__,.,,, .. ,.,,,.____ .. ,,,,.,, ..... _ ..,~---"'l-~--.,-...-__ _ 
the law has made no demonstrable difference in its recipients' income ____ _.., .. ,..~-,..,,_,....------·-----.......::__ __ _ -------~~~~--
elasticities of food grain consumption. 
·"··, "'' ,,_,., .,,,,,,-..•,.,,,,,.~,,-•~·--,,v.,~,-·~·"""'" .. ''"'~"-----' 
2 •. 
3Matthew Je Kust, however, proposed a commodity exchange union 
for directing the world's surpluses into economic development. 
"Economic Development and Agricultural Surpluses," Foreign Affairs, 
XXXV, Noe 1 (1956), 105-15. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
World attention has been focused on the development problems of the 
LDCs since World War II, and numerous intensive studies on their food 
problem have made familiar such issues as world hunger, the populatiort.. 
explosion, the need for and supply of food and its shortage and balance, 
and food aid., These studies have also made apparent the complexity of 
the food problem, and have shown that any proposed general solutions 
must be accepted cautiously, in view of political, social, and economic 
differences among the LDCs. 
Concurrently, the United States was coming to grips with another 
problem: the accumulation of agricultural surpluses .. Between the LDCs' --------food needs on the one hand and the United States' surplus disposal needs 
,•," ,,,.,.),,,,~ ,,P,,•-' ,,,, -· •~ ~ ·-~; ' ' ~,- ,><, 0• ~-,.- < ,.,..,,y '><,·,·,~_,.,.,,.a,,'",''-•''"' ~"U.~~ ... f><»,~ 
on the other, certain meeting points occur, which this study has recog-~-..w.-.·-----···...,·---..... ~~ .... , ........... -..-..,-~~-""'~-.:~·,.,,,;v-,·~.,lll:.0'$,{t'6~·--'l'.~"'°"1~-'"!-·,v,,....-_,.,_,,,.,,..,,,~ .... , ... ~.:.""'1l's1,<>,1J,.'!>,."'.,~~~~".l:t 
nized. One is that the LDCsa food problem is primarily one of food 
-------·~"'~1,.-,,,,,,-.:,,~~\<1>:")'ffe,r.,,~~>l'-'~-U-~~qfl,!i"<~~~lt~f.'f."!'l~, .. ~~-..K~-,;,,,,;;,."""1:'\S-n'='~""""'f""~""'"'"'"""'~Jlo1.,.-.,..~,r,,""1Jo 
t~~,2--.. ~~~M .. ~.,.,.. The Pe L. 480 contribution to the LDCs' food 
grain consumption was studied on an aggregate basis, and referred to as 
the law's consumption effect., It was estimated that P .. L. 480 contri-
buted 1 .. 4% and 5.6% of the LDCs' total grain consumption in 1954-1956 
and 1959-1961 respectively, and for wheat and flour in the same periods 
5% and 19.,3%. This study has not presumed to offer normative statements 
about whether the law's consumption effect should be .different in order -------- -------
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to be more efficient, 1 but simply to measure it, and to determine how 
I 
far the LDCs might reasonably ·count on such a massive food aid program~ 
to help solve their food problem. Further 7 it was found that the LDCs' 
income elasticities of food grain consumption showed statistically 
insignificant variations before and after the enactment of the law~ 
Such aggregate estimates are helpful in evaluating the extent of the 
LDCs 1 food problem and understanding why7 for ex:ample 7 "give-away food 
2 
is giving out - and still the world hungers .. " 
P. L. 480 was intended in theory to add to, and not replace, 
"usual marketings", or "normal" commercial foreign trade of the recip-
ient countries, so that 
economic development in general, and consumption in particular. The 
law, therefore, did not intend to"• •• save the recipient country 
. foreign exchange .... n3, nor to help the LDCs' food grain production to 
become self-sufficient to the point of reducing or competing with the 
commercial exports of the United States or her competitors. 
This study found that the actual P. L. 480 trade effect on theLDCs 
was substitution, mainly of some of their expected commercial imports -----------~·· 
from the United States in 1954-1956; by 1959-1961, however, substitution 
had occurred for some of their expected commercial imports from other 
1William and Paul Paddock have introduced what they call "The 
Thesis of 1 Triagev 11 , suggesting that American food aid should be given 
only to those whom immediate aid can save .. They list 111 recipients of 
P. L. 480 food (in 1965), and ask· where within the triage each oelongs. 
Famine - 1975 ! (Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1967), PP• 205-09. 
2The title of an article in U.S.~~ World Report, June 2, 
1967, PP• 38-39. 
3Rayrnond F .. Mikesell, Agricultural Surplus and )port Policy (Wash-
ington, D. C.: American Enterprise Association, 1958, p. 32. 
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developed countries as well as from the United States,,_ In addition, the 
- -·-·~J-·-·-· .................... ~----~·-,., ....... , ...... -------,--"~-"'~'~"···,.,,,..,., .... ..,,,..~.~ .... --- -----~·-..,,,---......... ·~-----
law did not cause a change in the LDCs 1 marginal propensities to import, 
or in their i:'.'lcome elasticities of imports, in ceither period under study 
-------· C...W .... ,-....... <'>'~' ........ ~---'"'"'~~,,~ .... ,·.s,.•/y" ~~~.,-~____._ ....... Y...,..,_..,.,_ 
from what they were before the advent of the law, in the base period of 
1951-1953. This result may come as no surprise; many studies posited 
similar results descriptively. However, this systematic attempt has 
sought to establish these results precisely and to test their vaJ..idity. 
Obviously, a program of the extent of P. L. 480 might contribute to 
the improvement of' the complicated and deeply-rooted agricultural inade-
quacy of the LDCs. However, inc;reasing the LDCs 1 agricultural producti-
vity requires fa:r more than food resources 1 especially when the coun~ 
terpal'.'\:, f'·nr,ds were spread so thinly over many development projects, 
rather than concentrating on food production alone. According to 
existing studies~ Po L. 480 seems to have had, on an aggregate basis, 
---,.,--~~-::--:---~-:------·--------, 
atbest a '"fiegiigible effect on fe:od grain production in the LDCs • 
.... The a1fo,je-co;1cl;:;I~~;·~;~th;·la;;;·t-hr;·;~:;·;:c~~-~;-~s~;~n part 
on the followi.ng considerations~ 
First, there was a need for such an aggregate study of the P. L. 480 
effects. Its c:mcluslons promote better understanding of· the connec-
tion between the law and these countries' food problems. All the free 
LDCs were given the opportunity of becoming recipients, an.d in varying 
amounts the lawvs shipments did indeed reach all the less developed 
regions. However, it was beyond the scope of this study to propose a 
plan for the distribution of its shipments.4 
4For such a proposal, see Franklin M. Fisher, 11A Proposal for the 
Distribution Abroad of the United States 1 Food Sv_rplus," Th_e Re•liew 91. 
Economics and Statistics, XLIV, No. 1 (1962), 52-57. 
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Second, concentrating on the law's most controversial effects -
trade, consumption, and production - enabled this study to investigate 
them in depth, in light of the LDCs 1 food problem. Further, concentra-
tion on food grains alone was most relevant, because grains make up the 
bulk of the diet in these countries. Grains dominate P. L. 480 ship-
ments, and statistics on grains are relatively more available from the 
LDCs than are statistics for many other commodities. 
Finally, the methodology of the predictive model used in this study 
is not new,5 but its application to both food grains and the LDCs may be 
considered a contribution. Because of the aggregate nature of the 
study, the model was kept simple to avoid the uncertainty and built-in 
errors in the data on the LDCs, and to prevent the estimate from run-
ning into too many of these sources of inaccuracy. As was pointed out 
before, complete and accurate statistics on these countries are not 
available; nevertheless, existing evidence as revealed in this study 
points consistently in the same direction. Such consistency cannot be 
ignored simply because it is not absolute. In. Arnold. Harperg.1;3r.1:s wards; 
When all or most of a set of uncertain and imprecise pieces 
of evidence point in the same direction, we have the sort of 
situation where ignorance turns into hunch, hunch into be~· .. 
lief, and, ultimately, belief into knowledge.6 · 
5see, for example, a summary taken from 42 books and articles pub-
lished between 1937 and 1957 of the numerous uses of elasticities and ~ 
propensities for predictive purposes in international trade: Hang~Sheng 
Cheng, "Statistical Estimates of Elasticities and Propensities in Inter-
national Trade: A Survey of Published Studies," International Monetary 
Fund Staff Papers, YJ;I.'~.'N¢>.;., + (19~91, PP• 107-58. . 
611some Evidence on the International Price Mechanism,"~, I.XV, 
No. 6 (1957), P• 508. 
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1284 404 3260 
1825 394 4o62 
1959 4';:l 5322 
511 - 1685 143 - 346 314 - 1805 
322 .. 66 - ~'2:18.66 · 
6.5 -. 1621 60 - 1828 10 - .tOOS - - 1459 27 - 157t 137 - . 1786 -91 15 166o 
.41 7 4,5t!. 
20 10 1101 
68 12 · 1065 
119 32 1552 




A!i'RICA ASIA Far 
Latin South other Ea.st Total 
i.;ount .... iear JUDeriea .norui 11e,51..r """~ .I.V'l,,G...r,. ffVDY _ .............. -- -- -- --
1951 - 2nt> - - 21 0 - - - (> .... 1952 - - - 200 - - - - - -
1953 - 55 - - 55 - - - - - -
IAvg 51~' - 92 - - 92 2 - - - 2 -
1954 - - - - - - - - - - --
1955 - - - - - - - - - - -1956 - 126 - - 126 - - - ~ - -. 
COl'ffllunist 
1957 - 351 - - 351 - - - - - -
Countries 
1958 - 317 - - 317 - - - - - -
Exports 
1959 - 30? - - 30? - 40 - - 40 -1960 263 - - - 24 24 to UlCs 1961 - - - - -394 46 - - 46 - - - - - -1962 682 65 - - 65 - 5 - - 5 -1963 527 39 - - 39 5 18 1 133 157 -1964 266 - 1 - 1 - 36 - - 36 -1965 _:;63 149 - 1 150 - 4 - j 7 -
1951 32:;u lU\10 191 123 1412 Cf(_O ,X)(l 100 Y,( 
ll-:,<W 1.:,z:, 
1952 3670 120? 193 114 1514 589 2810 112 532 
4()!l.J 405 
1953 3328 641 221 14tl 1010 630 310? 111 730 4578 
416 
Avg 51-5; 3409.13 982 201.66 128.33 1312 631.6b 3096 109.66 549.66 4387 781.:33 
1954 3632 222 268 119 609 562 686 119 621 1988 358 
1955. 3373 161 272 168 601 1110 733 115 670 2628 412 
To tel 
1956 3499 1092 316 158 1566 1282 2099 144 1038 4563 577 
1957 3340 1174 315 187 1676 1396 3253 108 1067 5824 439 
lmports 1958 3226 1368 347 242 1957 1102 4050 122 1327 6601 355 
by UlCs 1959 3938 2194 415 224 2833 1390 4424 158 863 6835 437 
1960 4246 2523 484 214 3221 1963 6479 136 1182 9760 572 
1961 4375 2927 505 247 3679 2461 3649 195 1327 7632 474 
1962 4751 3013 503 297 3813 -2018 4042 182 1219 7461 408 
1963 4552 2956 530 250 3736 2168 6190 244 1984 105ll6 737 
1964 5914 2903 344 150 3397 1330 8318 172 1309 11129 433 
1965 5659 3064 550 319 3933 2110 8385 221 1558 12274 526 
The absence of data means negligible trade or trade of less than 5ocrnietric t.ons. 
Source: These tables are based on data found in Mackie, et al., ~ ~ !!l Selected Agricultural Commo-


































GRAIN EXPORTS OF THE LDCS 
To All Free Developed Countries, 1951 - 1965, Thousand Metric Tons 
Total. Grains 
Africa Asia Far F.ast 
Year 
Latin 
& .All America South other Total LDCs North West F.ast Total West South F.ast Fast Oceania 
1951 1953 1167 102 43 1312 602 38 678 74 1392 - 4657 1952 1454 862 61 141 1064 891 1 590 62 1.544 31 4093 
1953 2385 1048 64 34 1146 1348 - 722 54 2124 - 5655 Avg 51-53 1930.66 1025.66 75.66 72.66 1174 947 13 663.33 63.33 1686.66 10.33 4801.66 
1954 5783 1134 50 102 1286 1609 25 1002 43 2679 13 9761 
1955 3427 1048 62 184 1294 542 11 905 183 1641 10 6372 
19.56 3664 1018 99 192 1309 800 9 695 90 1594 1 6568 
1957 3587 .566 40 158 764 477 - 584 115 1176 10 5537 1958 4042 943 129 234 1306 614 - 439 204 1257 - 66o5 1959 3900 623 102 178 903 488 - - 499 202 1189 1 5993 1960 5239 542 104 114 760 71 - 729 72 872 - 6871 1961 3236 284 17 263 564 16 4 620 82 ?22 - 4522 1962 5246 189 92 406 687 845 3 475 96 1419 1 7353 1963 4187 517 76 262 855 262 9 704 92 1067 - 6109 1964 5139 475 78 100 653 217 7 1124 132 1480 - 7Z'12 1965 7047 171 125 16 312 249 5 957 293 1504 4 8867 
Wheat and nour 
1951 883 292 - 16 308 11 38 - - 49 - 1240 1952 49 2.52 2 16 270 178 - - - 178 - 497 1953 686 397 - - 397 451 - -· - 451 - 1534 Avg 51-53 539.33 313.66 .66 10.66 325 213.33 12.66 - - 226 - 1090.33 1954 1665 410 - - 410 700 - - - 700 - 2775 19.55 1812 480 - 1 481 167 1 - - 168 - 2461 1956 1574 320 - - 320 186 - - - 186 - 2080 1957 1411 286 - - 286 139 - - - 139 - 1836 1958 1003 425 - - 425 169 - - - 169 - 1.597 1959 897 JOO 1 - 301 239 - - - 239 1 1438 1960 845 220 - - 220 10 - - - 10 - 107.5 1961 587 104 - - 104 8 - - - 8 - 699 1962 1507 100 - - 100 205 - - - 205 - 1812 1963 756 67 - 12 79 26 - - - 26 - 861 1964 863 88 2 - 90 36 - - - 36 - 989 1965 2049 35 - - 35 12 - - - 12 - 2096 r' Vl 
\,.) 
To Less Developed Countries,· 1951 - 1965·, Thousand Metric Tons 
Total.Grains 
Africa Asia Far F.ast -
Latin ·& .All c Year A!'leriea North West F.ast Total West South South Other Total Oceania LllCs East EaS't 
-
A· 
1951 · 1847 112 42 44 198 96 21.5 2483 5 2799 26 · 4870 
1952 581 47 33 99 · 179 246 29 2626 . 20 2921 . 12 3693-
1953 2066 61 10 60 131 202 48 2187 3 2440 35 4672 -
rrg 51-53 1498 77.33 28.33 67.66 169.33 181.'.33 97.33 -- 24J2 9.:33 2720 24.)3 44i1.66 
1954 1566 49 8 31 88 307 98 2241 4 2650 70 4374 
1955 1882 1'.34 17 78 229 141 186 2146 27 2500 30 4641 
1956 1182 186 27 49 262 99 104 26o8 97 2908 3 4355 ,_·<· 
1957 1513 222 11 144 377 . 1.5.5 41 3408 39 3643 6 5539 
19.58 1487 252 69 113 434 122 3 2840 10 2975 309 5205 
1959 1881 241 50 42 333 212 63 2994 35 3:304 3 .5521 
1960 175.5 302 62 64 428 40 64 3363 126 3593 20 5796 
1961 688 195 '.34 105 3'.34 151 96 . 355_6 76 '.3879 7 4908 
1962 1272 52 '.38 94 184 114 114 3291 25 3.544 95 5095 
1963 1178 63 13. 94 170 2Ll4 . 116 3384. 87 '.3831 135 5314 
1964 1842 77 17 33 121 202 173 .. 3692 ·. 133 4200 · 36 6205 
1965 2521 27 2 42 71 218 160 '.3439 66 '.3883 95 6570 
'Wheat and Flour 
'\ 
1951 1665 - - - ·- 20 - - - 20 - 1685 1952 172 - - - - 174 - - - 174 .• J46 1953 1726 - - - - 79 - - - 79 - 1805 Avg 51-53 1187.66 - - - - 91 - - - 91 - 1278.66 1954 1404 - - - - 217 - - - 217 - 1621 1955 1??0 - - - - • 58 - - - 58 - 1828 1956 995 - - - - 10 - •· - 10 - 1005 1957 1370 - - .. - 89 - - - 89 - 1459 1958 1240 - - - 27 - - - 27 304 1571 1959 1585 40 - - 40 161 - - - 161 - 1786 1960 1611 - - - - 34 - - 11 45 4 1660 1961 410 - - - - 19 - - 29 48 - 458' 1962 1046 - 28 - 28 1 - - 24 25 2 1101 1963 986 - 5 - 5 37 - - 36 73 1 1065 1964 1360 17 11 - 12 40 87 1 - 64 152 - 1552 l,965. 2145 13 - 1 14 24 8 1 62 95 63 2317 I-' \.Jl 
.f:'-
Total Grain llicports (Including Exports to Communist Countries) 




Year Latin South other & America North West F.ast Total West South Total 
East Ea.st Oceania 
1951 3819 1331 144 87 1562 698 253 3205 79 4235 26 
1952 2042 921 94 240 1255 1413 30 3271 82 4796 43 1953 4460 1111 74 94 1279 1647 48 2958 57 4710 35 Avg 51-53 3440.33 1121 104 140.33 1365.33 1252.66 110.33 13144.66 72.66 4580.32 34.66 1954 7914 1201 58 133 1392 2167 123 3297 47 5634 83 1955 5728 1250 79 262 1591 723 212 3489 210 4634 40 
1956 4948 1272 126 241 1639 1004 113 3627 187 4931 4 
1957 5116 914 51 302 1267 725 41 4295 154 5215 16 1958 5591 1266 198 347 1811 810 3 3471 214 4498 309 1959 5783 868 164 258 1290 747 63 3644 247 4701 4 1960 7004 869 166 178 1213 119 64 11247 198 4628 20 1961 3948 486 51 368 905 177 100 4312 166 4755 7 1962 7082 294 130 551+ 978 997 132 3979 121 5229 96 1963 _51:48 736 89 356 1181 574 174 4375 179 5302 135 1964 8467 829 95 133 1057 506 279 5134 265 6184 36 1965 13083 319 127 58 504 491 267 4723 3cq 5840 99 _,., 
Wheat and Flour 
1951 2548 292 - 16 308 31 38 - - 69 -1952 221 252 2 16 270 628 - .,. - 628 -1953 2412 :397 - - 397 592 - - - 592 -Avg 51-53 1727 313.66 .66 10.66 325 417 12.66 - - 429.66 -1954 3186 410 - - 410 1163 - - - 1163 -1955 3838 480 - 1 481 237 1. - - 238 -1956 2619 320 - - 320 218 - - - 218 -1957 2781 286 - - 286 246 - - - 246 -1958 2243 425 - - 425 196 - - - 196 304 1959 2482 340 1 - 341 410 - - - 410 1 1960 2456 220 - - 220 44 - - 11 55 4 1961 997 104 - - 104 27 - - 32 59 -1962 2757 100 28 - 128 206 - - 24 230 2 1963 1803 67 " 12 84 63 - 1 36 100 1 ., 1964 3467 118 13 12 143 123 1 - 64 188 -1965 6849 48 - 1 49 36 8 1 62 107 63 
The absence of data means negligible trade or trade of less than 500 metric tons. 







































LDCSi POPULATION, 1951 - 1966 AND AVERAGE 1951 - 1953 
( THOUSAND INHABITANTS ) 
157 
1.951 1952 .. ,1953 




. ;Latin Aitierica · 1610.58 167582 1"227? 166970.66 : 177116 •· 182132 18734.5 192734 
' '· . 
v 
.. , ,. .. 
NOl'tl!.•··· 5504.5 
'•". 
56278 60639 ; ,52402 53693 .53,713 .33 .. ·.57729 59201 
; . 
. : ' .. ,. 
; 
·n '. Weef'·· 82700 843.56 e6268 84411,1.33 88942 9081? 92705 94688 
t . 
1: -~ East .62398 . . 63699 .65246 .. ·.,~3781 . 66,568 68017 69492 71183 : 
11 
'. 
·• · .. ,. ·, 
... 
201748 : 2Q193.5.~ TO'l'AL ; 197500 206559 211788 21656~ 221398 226510 
' 
I 
..... , . ' ....... ,• .... .. 
West,: . ·62622, 6420.5· 6~~-. 9J.2(1/ 67427 6912.5 709.5.5 73007 
. . . . 
:1. Soutp 47!!;28~ 483120 492436 48'.3280.66 .502082 .512092 .522.575 .533427 ; 
o· ... '~"' .. .., 
1 South 
; 
.5872.5 .57241.3) 60284 61871 · 63472 6501.5 !· F.ast:: ' .5.5?69i .57230 . . . 
otherb ' 5108~ .52716. 54344 .5271.5 .56118 57660 59481 61269 F.ast · 
.. TOTAL 643762 · '6.57271 671299 6S71t4t.99 68.5911 700748 716483 732718 
l I• .. - ,, 
·far f.,iitt . • 8687.5 88688 90644 88735,66 9262.5 94649 96.5.56 989.58 
Oc~~ia .. . 
GRAND . 1.08919..5 .. 111.5289 1140774 t11.50~97 1167440 1194092 1221782 TOTAL ' 12.50920 I ' ; 
ElSpani.sh Sshara (48,000 inhabitants in 196.5) is excluded because of the wide . 
v~iatio.n i,n estimates clue to migration of i>.oD1ads. 
bPortugnese +s~a ts. referred to as Timor_. 
. So~ces: ~gariization for Economic Co..operation and Development, National_ 
Accounts 2! ~ Developed ·Countries, 1950 - 1966 (Paris, July, 1968), PP• 14'.""171 
· -and Urii.t.ed Nations, Demoe;aphic Yearbook • .i§l;pP,• 136-37, supplemented by the 
1967 issue, P• i25. , · · · · . . . · . · 
.. 
158 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
,, 
198319 20)9.5, . 2_09771 . 2!~6{37 221824 22?25~ 2~Q'i 24~.5~5 2485.54 ... ,,, -~ . 
62153 63762 6526.5 6682.5 68305 69808 71827 74130 76099 
. . .. 
96867 99029 101302 103473 105660 107990 110187 112472 1148.58 
746.50 76298 78105 79864 81939 83861 85834 87871 89983 
233670 239089 244672 2.50162 25.5904 261659 267848 27447j 280940 
74988 77072 79102 81112 83250 85526 87716 89999 92374 
' 
544639 556490 568976 582539 597748 612216 627045 642338 658231 
66697 68911 70617 72474 74456 76377 78356 80350 82487 
63171 65155 67181 69271 71505 74036 76313 78605 80901 
74949.5 767628 785876 805396 826959 84815.5 869430 891292 913993 
' 
101305 104151 106587 109130 111779 114432 116990 119683 122596 
1282789 1314823 1346906 138037.5 1416466 ~452496 1,48913.5 ~527033 ~566083 
APPENDIX D 
UNITED STATES EXPORTS OF WHEAT AND FLOUR, RICE, @THEB'rumnNS;11'T 
AND TOTAL GRAINS UNDER THE TERMS OF CONCESSIONAL SALEa 
-~,-r. - ~~ ~ 
ta tin 101.9 8.57.9 842.1 
Aaerica 
North )8.1 498.8 105.4 
.. West - - -0 
'" l: 
< Fast - - -
Total )8.1 498.8 105.4 
West .521 • .5 S'.31. o 968.9 
South 14?.7 :r,0.2 2.3.57.9 
~ South F.as1 LO 45.4 98.8 ll 
< 
Other F.a.s1 252.3 :323.1 632.~ 
Total 922 • .5 1275.7 40.57.6 
Far F.ast 
Oceania - - 94.2 
All UlCs 1062.5, 2632.4 5099.5 
Total PL 480 4JC00 8 6550.6 10209.~ 
Total u.s. Wheat 7447.2 9404.8 14930.8 
& F1our Elcports 
(PL 480 & Cash) 
Wheat and Flour 
_.,__,. _,, ~. ... 
4.5).8 7)4.8 1)96.4 
?8.1 4?6.9 1120.5 
12.4 17.3 6.5.6 
6.1 38.) 18.0 . 
96.6 532.5 1204.1 
.524.0 306.3 729.J 
27.50.8 J9J9.4 413.5.3 
.52.J 90.? ~-7 
666.4 428.S 661-3 
4008.8 4779.:,: .5.599.6 
J.? 1.7 254.a 
4,562.9. 6o48.3 8454.9 
6715.4 824-6.::, 10193.7 































1735.5 • .5 
1828.1 
230.S.o 

















sional wheat and 
flour programs to 
.2470 .4018 the LDCs, as a 
percentage of 
total U.S. conces-
sional. wheat an_d 
flour programs. 
Tota1·u.s. Conces-
sional wheat and 
flour programs to 
the LDCs, as a .1427 .2799 
percentage of total 
u.s;.: wheat and 
flour exports. 
Total u.s. conces-
sional wheat and 
flour programs as .5715 .6965 
a percentage of 
total U.S. wheat 
and flour exports •. 
-,.,J/ - -, ..... t __ ,.,"!'/ -,..17/ ;-,-..,,, 
-·- - - - ~ - - - per oeni; - - - - - -·- - -
.4995 .6795 .~ .~ .7656 
.3415 .4166 .5013 .6093 .5292 
.6838 .6132 .6834 .Tift,? .6912 











.1';'01+/ 'J.,;':)'>I . ~_:>Qtr· ,J.V':)Il. 
Latin 2;268 14.821 13.398 24.093 .Am.rica 
North - ~0.50 ·.145 .112 
.. 
-~ 
West 7 • .54.5 36.4.54 - -
~ F.a.st - - - -
Total 7 • .545 36.504 .145 -~712 
West - ~458 11.311 f.411 
South - 90.235 440.470 184.163 
.. South Fast - 23.299 46.685 2.6:31 4"i 
" -< 
other F&st - 10.342 132 • .569 .56.204 
Total 11.1!9b 124.334 631.035 244·.409 
Far,F.a.st & 
Oceania - .804 . 279.393 7.928 · 
.. 
ill IJJCs 20.972 176.463 923.971 277.142 
.. 
, Total PL .480 21.6o7 287.499 973.652 · 281.485 
.°Total u.s. Rice 
414.75) ,562.187 l228.509 548.500 , EKports · 
(PL 480& Cash) 
Rice 
.J.~;,d/- 47:;;,~/; ~.,,,,.,, 
14.429 3.5.29.5 10.689 
1.714 47.635 4.754 
4.051 4.141 23.117 
·.726 ".100 .036 
6;491 .51.876 2?.9'Yl 
8.,586 7.950 24.008 
97.cYl4 231f".410 414.008 
7.389 9.266 s-:961 
64;.984 17.979 20.690 
178.0)3 269~6o5 464.673 
37.941b 149.943 122.699 
236.894 5o6.719 625.968 
3o6.610 .578.730 651'.399 

































Total U,S, conces- i 
sional rice programs 




sional rice programs .o.5o6 .)1)9 to the LDCs, as a 
percentage of total 
U,S. rice programs, 
Total U,S, conces-
sional rice programs 
as a percentage of ; ·.0.521 ;.,.5114 








. J.\/')o/ J.':f,'// ,. ... ,,,,,, •.J..>r)';lf' •?UVl 
- • ~. - '9. ,- per cen't. - - - -.- • • • 
.94&r .9846 .7126 .8756 .9609 
.1521 • .50.53 .)66) • .5388 ·.64<1! 















, ~,.,FT'·- _,_,.., I . -,.-!...,, 
Latin 
4.9 65.1 ~o blerica 
. -
Hol'th - .. .;6 
• Weist - - -C> 
~ 
.. 
Fast - - -
Total - - .6· 
West 184.9 21.5.3 174.4 
South ':6 - 2.2 
• South East 44.4 '" - -~ 
other East 64.? w,.7 476.8 
Total. 250.2 30.l.O 698.l 
Far Bast il - - -Oceania 
-
.All ux:. 2.5.5.1 :,68.7 802.6 
'Total PL 480 985.9 4573.4 3792.8 
Total U .s. othei: 
., Grains Elcports 413.5.7 7686.3 6372.8 
.. (PL 480& Cash) 1 
Other Grainsc 
-,..,!I. -,J!"""'I· -,..,,,,. -,~-I 
410.9 297.3 192 • .5 116.1 
2 • .5 11~2 148.0 169.1 
- 2.5.2 29.8 26.1 
- 10.4 16.8 19.3 
2.5 46~8 194.6 214.,}J 
274.6 341.0 .512._6 426.9 
7.1 24.5.9 98.6 1.55.4 
6.2 25 • .5 32.1 11.3 
34:,.2 297.8 128.1 297 • .5 
632.ff 910.2 771.4 891.1 
.1 1.1 1'.3 1.4 
1046.4 12.5.5.4 11.59.8 1223 • .5 
2014.6 2342.8 310, • .5 2773.0 



































e, • .5 
12.2 
,5119.2 










.---, ,,...... A' 
Total U.S. conces-
sional other grains 
programs to the 
.2587 .o8o6 LDCs, as a percentage 
of total U.S. conces-
sional other grains 
programs. 
Total U.S. conces-
sional other grains 
programs to the ·;o617 .~79 
LDCs, as a percentage 
of total U.S. other 
grains exports. 
Total U.S. conces-
sional other grains 
programs as a per- • 2)84 • .59.50 
centage of total 




A>~ . ..... ~,,. ,_ • 7 'JI ............. ., 4"7'JV 
• - - - - • • - - per cent - - •. - ~ - • - -, 
.2116 • .5194 • .53.58 ."J75l .~12 
.12.59 .1239 .11.53 .1000 .• 1o69 











... ,.FT. ... ,..,.,, .. ,., .... , 
I&tin 109.o68 9)8.421 9.59.498 America 
Borth .3S~WO 498.8.50 1o6.14.5 
., West 
C) 1.sz,.s '.36.4.54 -.... 
i:., 
~ East - - -
Total. 45.64.5 53.5.304 1o6.145 
· West 7rtJ.400 7.52.758 .· 11.54.611 
'South 148~300 146o.43S 2800.5'70 
., 
South Fast 1.000 68.699 189.88.5 .-1 
Ill 
< 
other East .317.000 421·.142 1241 • .5£9 
Total 1183.8.59 1703.034 SJ86.83S 
Far East& 
Oceania - .804 373 • .593 
.All lllCs 1t:,:,a • .57. 3177~.56· · 61326.07' 
Total PL 480 s,oa.:,1 · ll4l~jf) 149'/S • .5.5 
Total u.-s. 
Grain Eltport$ 
(PL 480& Cash) 
11997.6.5 1?65).29 22.532.11 
Total Grainsd 
A7Jf # .7 ~, .. ..,. ·~, 
888.793 1046 • .529 1624.195· 
81.312 489.814 1316.135 
12.40C 46.551 99 • .541 
6.100 49.426 J4;.9JO 
99.612 SB.5.791 14.50.576 
800.011 6ss.886 1249.8.50 
2942.o63 4282 • .374· . 4468.)10 
61.131 123.589 1o6.o66 
1o6.5.804 791.684 807.379 
4886.109 5867.533 664o.60s 
11.728 40.741 4rtJ.or..3 
SBB6.44·· 7.540.59 · 10121.2.2 
901.1.49. 10B9.5e71 1387.5.93 
















































. •,J;. 7 . .. ., _,..., . 67~{ • ~"7:10 I J,Q'.-..'°' I . 1~00' 1°"'' I 1 a;<;-> I _l<lt,'I/ Total. u.s. concessional. 
- - - - - _•·• - per ~nt • - -. ~ - - --~ grains programs to the. 
.2522·. .2185: .4558 .6.532 .6921 · '~?29'r .?169 .7759 .13227:: .sa,a LDCs, as a percentage of total. U.9. concessional. 
grains programs. 
Total. u.s. concession-
aJ. grains programs to 
.1116 ;1799 ~-3029 ~29,5:2, .319;. -~J ~: .m6 .. -~ the LDCs, as a percent- .,su. age of total U.S. 
grains exports. 
Total U.S. concession-
al grains programs as 
a percentage of total .4424. .-6464· -~· .'4519. ."4616 ·52!:A: .5218 ,.: . .lf8oS' .4706" .3966'. U?S. grains exports. 
- " 
Absence of d,ata means negligible exports or exports of less than 50 metric tons. 
ar.ncludes Public Law 480: Title I,. Title II, Barter (Title III), Title IV (no exports occurred llllder t.his 
Title before 1961/62), Section 402 (Mutual Security Act}, Section 302 (Amendment of Section 416 of the Agri-
cultural Act of 1949). · 
brncludes a few tons to llllspeoified countries in the region. 
CJncludes corn, oats, barley, grain sorghum, and by"1)l"Oducts; cornmeal, corn grits and hominy, cornstarch, 
oatmeal (packaged and bulk), pearl barley and malt. 
<iWrieat and flour, rice, and other grains. 
Source: Several tables in u. s., Department of Agiculture, ~~~Under Government Prolams 
(Washington, D. c.: Foreign Agriculture Service), issues of 1954-1955 through 1959-i9bQ(M-115, June, 1 1), 
1960-1961 (M-127 1 February, 1962) 1 1961-1962 (M-142, January, 1963), 1962-1963 (M-142, Rev. 1 May, 1964) ,. and ·. 
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